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Chapter 14: Late Lahore, 1908-1910 

 

14.1) 1908 Letters.  All of the rest of the letters in the collection are 

handwritten, single-copied.  21 Total/9 Transcribed 
[*February 27, 1908: DJ Fleming to John A. Cole] 

March 5, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. Cole 

*April 15, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

April 19, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*April 30, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

May 9, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

*May 10, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*May 18, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

May 23, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

[*May 28, 1908: DJ Fleming to Lois Fleming] 

May 30, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

June 8, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

[*June 17, 1908: DJ Fleming to Dear Friends] 

June 17-18, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

*June 22-25, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

[*June 27, 1908: DJ Fleming to Elizabeth Cole Fleming] 

*June 29-July 2, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

July 9, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

[*July 9, 1908: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

*July 12, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*July 15, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

*July 20, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*July 22, 1908: DJ Fleming to John A. Cole and to Julia A. Cole] 

July 27, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*July 31, 1908: DJ Fleming to Julia A. Cole] 

*August 6, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

*August 13, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole   

*August 16, 1908: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

 

[September 15, 1908: Robert E. Speer to John A. Cole] 

[October 23, 1908: John Wanamaker to John A. Cole] 

 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

February 27, 1908 

DJ Fleming to John A. Cole] 
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March 5, 1908 

Dearest Father, 

 

I can understand exactly how it your little Miss'y woman feels about the Board asking her 

to travel 2nd-class.  I feel the same!  We do not see why when tired & worn out & sick 

we should be asked to travel less comfortably than the Board men at home—who are well 

& strong and able bodied.  The same mission money pays for both & why should the 

Board discriminate this way?  It is a shame often the way our Board sends its 

missionaries out to the field.  Of course on some boats, 2nd-class may be comfortable, on 

others it is abominable.  Dr. Marston was sent on an Italian line from New York, which 

was wicked.  She found her fellow passengers were immigrants, & the whole thing was 

so dirty and unwholesome it was not fit for any self-respecting person.  I find the 

Methodist Board always sends 1st-class, & the U.P. Board too.  They take special pains 

to find out the names of steamers which are most comfortable, and always ask their 

Missionaries to write back concerning their accommodations, if it was comfortable and 

adequate.  Ours does nothing of the kind & seems not to take this side of things seriously 

atall.   

 

Now one thing which I am sure missionaries resent, is traveling second-class especially at 

home.  They are eminently a self-respecting people & their life with natives emphasizes 

this.  To come home & pose as a cheap class of society is no more right or honorable to 

this cause than for a Board Member to do so.  If economy is needed and it is Christian to 

live & travel second rate—let us all do so. 

 

Some Missionaries no doubt come from poor & plain families who would be forced to 

travel this way if on private means, but many are not.  Their families would not stand for 

it.  How much do we honor our representatives who sacrifice all, out here, when we let 

them travel in a way we would not think of doing ourselves.  At least I believe they 

should have the privilege of going the most comfortable way.  There are some over-

conscious people out here who would feel more righteous and consistent if they traveled 

2nd-class & tourist always.  But is not this the old-fashioned idea we are trying to get 

away from? 

 

Another thing I think necessary to be promoted some day—That is a retiring pension or a 

fund for aiding disabled or retired Missionaries.  If such is needed for one's Clergy at 

home it is doubly needed in this profession.  I also think that if the Board could send out 

for a limited term of years, say 20 or 30, it would be well, & then offer a small keeping 

pension for either here or there the rest of life.  The Scottish Presbyterians do this.  It 

seems so sensible. 

 

Well I have no deep grievance to air, but I do believe in providing better things for sick & 

disabled, & even worse, homesick missionaries.  Their being separated from loved ones is 

hard enough by itself.  Why do you give up coming out in the fall?  Don't you really care 

to come, or did my going home take away your appetite?  India is too good to lose if you 

can possibly come.  We are all of us well & in good spirits this fifth day of March 1908.   
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A world of love to you precious loving father,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

April 15, 1908 

Madhpur near Patraukote 

My dear Parents] 

 

 

April 19, 1908 

Easter Sunday 

The Abbey, Lahore 

My dear Father & Mother, 

 

We are back again in our own nest and have decided that there is no place like home.  We 

came suddenly Saturday morning, because we had a very poor night previous owing to 

the other occupants of our "charpai," and to Betty's restlessness.  It was a hot ride back to 

Lahore and took the whole day.  Can you imagine our joy to find our carriage at the 

station to meet us and to see Devi's bright welcome at the house.  Things look awfully 

smooth here, & it does not seem so hot as at Madhapur.  We are glad we went however, 

the great canal system from the Ravi River starts there, and it was a great sight to see the 

dam and all the works.  100,000 rupees are spent every year to keep the canal in good 

condition.  There is great force there, enough to send electric cars all the way up the 

mountains to Dalhousie or Darusala.  It makes one ache to see the unused power of India. 

 

First thing I did after getting back was to read my mail from our travelers.  A good letter 

from Mrs. Boucher and one from Miss Borden, who is nicknamed " Cinderella."  I nearly 

went out of my head for joy to read that she had decided for Mr. Turner and was very 

happy in the thought of really living in Lahore with us all!  What a fairy story it all is!  

Our dear simple consecrated Mr. Turner, winning after only 12 days, Mary Borden aged 

21 years, graduate of Vassar College, of independent fortune and elite of Chicago 

society!!  We are all very much pleased, for we all love her, and she loved us.  Their 

words of friendship exceed all bounds.  It is really a life friendship for us all.  What the 

"Turners" will not do with that money, is not going to be worth mentioning.  Isn't it 

beautiful to dream about.   

 

I have been much amused to see how Mr. Turner has exalted his offer of marriage to her.  

He frankly says & feels that he has offered her the greatest life possible to any girl.  And 

he thinks he's quite worthy of her for is he not a "King's Son?"  The money does not seem 

to be any attraction or objection.  I like the big way he has of looking at things.  Of course 

this draws us very close together, for he owes everything—humanly speaking—to us.  

Suppose I had refused to take them into my home!!   
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Another package of lovely blouses & a grey voile [?] dress was sent back to me.  Just so 

as to lighten the trunk a bit.  I am really "rolling" in silk dresses.  I told you did I not that 

they gave us Rupees 100 and several lovely things to wear before they left! 

 

They will not be in Chicago before October as they meet Mrs. Borden in Switzerland & 

spend the summer together on the Continent.  I presume Mr. Turner will go to meet Mrs. 

Borden in Lucerne for two weeks.  So much for romance in my home! 

 

The second thing I did yesterday, after getting home was to "chop" Betty's hair.  It was 

too hot on her neck and if we stay down in the heat this will be a great help.  I hated to 

cut off those fine little curls, you can imagine.  But perhaps my pride was not becoming 

to a Missionary.  Anyhow we have a little Dutch girl living with us now.  She looks very 

cunning this way, and it becomes her well.  Her cheeks look all the fatter and she is a 

veritable witch.  I wish you could see her.  She is saying every word now & stringing 

them together with her own gibberish in a ridiculous way.  She uses her hands for 

gesturing continually just like a little Punjabi.  It is very sweet.  All the little children get 

it out here.  You would like to hear her say "water-baby," "butter baby"— meaning 

"water for baby!"  The mixture of English in Hindustani is interesting.  She still makes us 

drink imaginary cups of tea—with sugar & milk in it!  And she sits on her little stool all 

through morning worship without stirring.  Often the little arms are folded just the way 

Devi sits.  Her admiration for him is all controlling.  I am without an ayah again.  But she 

has been good as an angel child all day playing by herself around the house.  So much for 

our little girl who climbs up on her father's back for ride every chance she gets! 

 

Our Easter Day has been perfect.  No one came in until later this afternoon, and we have 

been reading our old Ezekiel again out of Moulton's edition.  We are getting a lot out of 

the study.  I hope we can put it into some definite form after we finish it. 

 

DJ has finished writing another booklet for publication.  This is "The Laboratory Method 

in Religion."  Mr. Farquar of the YMCA Calcutta got him to promise to prepare it for 

their use.  I think it is good, but probably too technical for any but the College man.  Of 

course it is for him it is written.  I have been giving my valuable (?) criticism on the 

manuscript today.   

 

Since going away, a whole family of little birdies has been hatched up in my drawing 

room ceiling!  Up among the beams was a snug hole where a nest was built (unknown to 

me) and now all day long we have the chirp of several little throats.  The father & mother 

birdies are hovering about all the time & we have not the heart to shut them out.  We 

believe in family reunions, do we not.  Little sister sparrow loves her babies too! 

You will be glad to know that we have screened our house.  It is a big rambling place but 

we are doing our best.  There are no spring doors, & joints are never tight in this country, 

so that plenty of things can come in any time.  But at least it will keep the sparrows out if 

we ever get this nest removed.  The mosquitoes are not as bad as yet.  Now that the sand 

fly season has gone, we are quite comfortable.  I slept without my net last night just 

putting on " anti-mosquito oil."  We shut our doors about 10 o'clock so that the house 

stays quite comfortable. 
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I have just been with DJ to call on Mrs. Muntaz Ali, & he interviewed her husband about 

Social Reform for the students.  I wish you could know this little woman.  She is the 

finest Mohammedan lady in Lahore!  And she gives her whole life to lifting up the 

women of her country.  She published a weekly magazine and a monthly for purdah 

woman.  It is the only one in all India—they have a circulation of 1000 all over the 

country & even in England & America.  In it she writes helpful stories & advice on how 

to care for & bring up children & all healthy social reform for women.  I have come away 

with three of her books.  She is published over 50 besides these weekly & monthly 

magazines, which she has to prepare almost entirely herself.   

 

She needs an operation badly but says she can't leave her work long enough to go to the 

hospital.  It would take two months & there is no one to carry on her self-imposed task.  I 

wish you could see her face.  It is very luminous and beautiful.  She has my admiration, 

& I wish so much the Mohammedan ladies would let me take her picture, just hers!  She 

told me this morning that in connection with the Ladies League of Help, they had opened 

a store for selling clothes for women & children.  The poor women they teach to sew & 

this is an outlet.  It is really a "Woman's Exchange!"  I tell you there are wonderful 

changes taking place in Lahore.  In the three years I have been here I can see much.  The 

Purdah Parties are a great power.  And Mrs. Church [Mrs. Ali?] is at the roof of all that.  

You must know her too, when you come. 

 

I am encouraged somewhat by your thinking a little more about the trip.  You must come 

next fall—next October I mean!  We have a big house, & a horse & the Ewings will be 

back, & oh I hope you will come.  Then too it will be great to have you here to help me 

entertain David & Anna [Barrows] if they come.  You can go with them to see a lot of 

things, short trips, & if I get a good trustworthy ayah, I can go with you (so DJ says!). 

 

Your bathroom in white must be very sweet and clean.  You are always improving 

something.  Your enthusiasm for studying makes me crazy to join you.  Do come, & 

inspire me! 

 

Betty has just begun to enjoy using a pencil & paper.  I have her in socks & your slippers 

I wish you could send out some sandals, the same size as the last, 3 1/2 or 4.  Would they 

get lost I wonder.  The little caps have never turned up! 

 

Your letter yesterday was perfectly delightful mother.  So was father's!  It made me feel 

good for the whole day, & week.  You better look out or the Exec[utive] Com[mittee] 

will find you out!  They are pretty blind if they don't.  Oh how happy I am to have you on 

the Board with such useful inspiring broadening influence!  I'm glad to hear that the 

Pitometer Company is getting new jobs, and that Ed is so well. 

 

Soon I shall hear of Dr. Ewing's visit.  I wish instead of preaching he would give an 

address on India.  That is much finer from him.  The Orbisons are the people for you to 

come with!  [...] 
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News of Chas Cuthbert Hall's death has startled us all.  Do write us what the nature of his 

illness was.  Was it truly contracted in India?  I must write Mrs. Hall.  Poor woman.  Life 

was so bright for her.
1
 

 

You say I have not mentioned our summer plans.  Strange!  We have been assigned "Lal 

Liba" cottage at Landour.  It is at the top most point of everything, a lovely view & 

healthy location.  We are to share the cottage with the Borups of Saharanpur.  I have 

asked Carrie Mitchell to come & stay with me in my side until DJ comes up.  Did I not 

write this?  We are not setting any date yet for going.  So long as we are both well, happy 

& comfortable down here we shall not move.  I have already put things away in the house 

so that I could run up at a moments notice.  DJ says he will go & settle us.  Grace Gordon 

goes again to Willow Bank Cottage in a week or two.  I presume we shall not go later 

than June 1st, or possibly May 15th.  It really depends on the season. 

 

There, we are having springs put on the two front doors!  I thought there were none in 

India because no other house seems to have them.  DJ is not letting any consideration 

dampen his zeal to fix up this house.  When you see his booklet on "Laboratory Method" 

you, father, will recognize a part of your letter on Theology.  It pleased DJ very much.  

And he agrees perfectly.  He has just finished Pragmatism & enjoyed it. 

 

Did you see DJ's item in the Interior of March 26th.
2
  They wrote that for his 

thoughtfulness in sending the item they would put his name on the free subscription list 

for another year.  (Joke!)  I get it from the Board, he doesn't. 

 

Thursday.  Today I got a very pleasant ayah whom Betty likes.  Oh this is everything! 

Well dear people goodbye for another week.  Plan to come next October.   

 

We are all well.   

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

April 30, 1908 

Lahore, 

My dear Mother] 

 

 

                                                 
1
 A quote from the April 30, 1908, issue of The Interior: "'I thank God most of all for the privilege of life,' 

wrote Charles Cuthbert Hall last November: his words came to mind again and again during this Thirty-

seventh Annual Meeting" (572). 
2
 "Three Attitudes Toward Christ." DJ wrote: "The junior college class had just finished a four months' 

study of John's gospel.  It was composed of sixty Hindu and Mohammedans who were unexpectedly asked 

to write for fifteen minutes in answer to the question: 'Of what significance to your own life is Jesus 

Christ?'  From the papers three typical ones are chosen."  Excerpts from a Hindu, a Mohammedan, and a 

Hindu under Christian influence were featured.  In conclusion, DJ wrote: "Our problem is to break through 

that shell of preconception and bring home the matter of personal religion until men find, as in the last case, 

that Jesus Christ can make God real and can give abundant life" (395). 
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May 9, 1908 [Excerpts] 

The Abbey, Lahore 

My dear Mother, 

 

I have just been laughing over the awful mistake we made last night.  We rec'd a 

typewritten slip saying there would be a social gathering of the CMS Council meeting at 

Mr. Ireland Jones at 8:30.  And we were dressed informally.  All the others were in the 

swellest evening gowns and dress suits!  Poor DJ had on a negligee shirt, blue tie and 

tennis shoes!!  I wore a plain white muslin blouse and skirt.  They asked Johnson to speak 

for five minutes on Social Service in the College, but we pulled out as soon as possible.  

This was really terrible—and you know the English are stiff as a ramrod.  They consider 

all points about dress and manners as fixed and important as one's religious belief.  Isn't it 

shockingly awful!  Do you suppose they will ever forget this?  Or forgive! 

 

[…] Your newspapers must be reporting our frontier fighting, and the discovery of 

Anarchistic stores [?] in Calcutta.  The latter is ominous.  If there—why not in other large 

centers?  There never has been such hatred of foreigners as at present.  When we get to 

talking about it, I feel as though an outbreak might occur anytime.  The whole lot of us 

could be swept off, easily if they would adopt the right measures.  If one is willing to 

work for India he is willing to die for India.  Perhaps the easiest thing would be to die.  

Our motives are continually suspected, and often we can see that the more certain 

missionaries to for the Indians, the more they get hated.  To keep their admiration & 

respect, one should be overbearing.  Dr. Ewing's policy is very nearly this.  At times he 

shows great kindness & leniency, but mostly he acts the autocrat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[…] Our travelers send back word every mail.  Mary Borden writes the most beautiful 

letters I have ever read.  She is gifted with her pen & I hope will write a great deal about 

India.  You must meet her. 

 

Miss James has been fairly well during the visit.  But she is a very delicate girl—and not 

suited for India's strain at all. She still wants to come down to the plains next year as a 

"The Division of Bengal, 1905-1912." 

In 1905 the British governor general, Lord George Curzon, divided Bengal into eastern 

and western sectors in order to improve administrative control of the huge and populous 

province.  Curzon's decision, however, was ardently challenged by the educated and 

largely Hindu upper classes of Calcutta.  The Indian National Congress, a Hindu-

dominated political organization founded in 1885 and supported by the Calcutta elite, 

initiated a well-planned campaign against Curzon, accusing him of trying to undermine 

the nationalist movement that had been spearheaded by Bengal.  Congress leaders 

objected that Curzon's partition of Bengal deprived Bengali Hindus of a majority in either 

new province, a tactic of divide and rule.  In response, they launched a movement to force 

the British to annul the partition.  A swadeshi (a devotee of one's own country) movement 

boycotted British-made goods and encouraged the production and use of Indian-made 

goods to take their place.  <http://countrystudies.us/bangladesh/11.htm> 
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regular Missionary.  She and Margaret are congenial friends & would like to go to 

housekeeping together here in Lahore.  Miss James suffers much from loneliness.  She is 

the sort of girl who sh'd have a home of her own.  I can't imagine myself out here for one 

hour without DJ.  I wish we did not need to separate for the hills ever.  It is harder this 

year after the long one. 

 

Betty has just been in the drawing room with her rag doll in its dollie carriage & over her 

head is draped a "chaddar" just like the big ayah.  She loves to play "ayah" with her 

dollies.  The little face is very dear under its close drapery.  I wish her Grandfather & 

[Grand]mother were here to love her and enjoy the unfolding mind.   

 

Send me a leaflet on Siam!  Now I am living on the memory of "a year ago today."  Lots 

of love to you both.  And birthday kisses from Betty. 

 

Your own,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 10, 1908 

The Abbey 

Dear Father & Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 18, 1908 

The Abbey 

My dear Father & Mother] 

 

 

May 23, 1908  

The Abbey Lahore 

Dearest Mother, 

 

Your letter telling of Dr. Ewing and his fine addresses have pleased us very much.  I am 

so glad!  And all you to say about making friends for F.C.C. is very encouraging.  I wish 

we could hear more of what he has said, and what his visit means to you. […] 

 

Dehra Dan 

Wednesday.  Here I am with Betty & ayah, waiting for an early start up hill in the 

morning.  The last two days in Lahore were full of packing.  DJ came as far as Amritsar 

with us last night.  It was wretchedly hot on the train & Dehra is more depressing than 

Lahore.  It seems to be sultry & steamy.  Shall be glad to get off tomorrow and really 

arrive.  I sent Kaneyah on ahead with most of the luggage so we shall proceed in light 

marching order ourselves. 
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We are perfectly well, and I do not quite know how we finally got ourselves to the point 

of departing.  It had to be done one day, so I just pushed it through.  Johnson can dismiss 

two of the punka coolies and sleep on the roof and send the horse away for a few months. 

 

Mr. Clark has gone up to Murree for a few days change.  He has perfectly recovered but 

needs a little brace.  Poor Mrs. Clark lies patiently on in her bed!  Margaret went out to 

Chango Manga with Miss Bose and Eva Dutta for over Sunday, so was not in Lahore 

when I came away.  Mr. Turner and Mr. Carter came to the station to see me off at 3 

o'clock, the hottest part of the day.  Weren't they good! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs. Chatterjee brought Betty a dear little dress pattern the day before we came away, & 

had us up for tea, which was elaborate with goodies both Hindustani & English.  We ate 

ice cream and drank iced lemonade out of doors under a punka.  She says she should be 

very happy to meet my mother! 

 

Your Mission study course is finishing in grand style.  I am so glad Dr. Ewing can see 

how it is done and be with you that final day.  Mother, do bring out some of your study 

books, for you could conduct a Mission Study class in Lahore and also in Woodstock 

School.  I have often wished someone would work one up, and you are all prepared!  This 

would be capital!   

 

I am going now to call upon Mrs. Kelso and then go to bed early.  I shall leave this letter 

to mail before departing, but if there is an opportunity, I will drop you a post card from 

Landour hill.  

 

Photograph by Julia A. Cole: "A hot day at R.R. Station." 
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The air here is full of little gnats, and the perspiration is streaming all the time—But the 

school is as attractive as ever all sweet & clean and delicious meals.  I wish you were 

both with me to go up to the mountain tomorrow.  Wouldn't I love to see your faces shine 

with the novelty of the climb!  Next year, oh next year! 

 

Two people from the Philippine Islands have just called, who know David [cousin David 

Barrows] and a lot of other friends at home.  Forgive this brief letter.  You will be glad to 

know I am off for the hills—All news from us is good. 

 

Love in heaps 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 28, 1908  

DJ to Lois Fleming] 

 

 

May 30, 1908  

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Mother & Father,  

 

I am out under the trees in front of the cottage.  There is a little plateau, or level place 

where we can sit and have picnics and where Betty can play.  The view is lovely always.  

Since my coming up there has been no view of the Snows because of the haze.  But the 

near ranges are so friendly and protecting I do not always care for the perspective [?].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We got up here Thursday morning about 10:30 after a start from Dehra a few minutes 

before six.  Everything went nicely and I kept the baby with me in my dandy all the way 

from Rajpur.  The change from the Plains is great and I got a slight attack of tonsillitis 

which is over now.  I am so glad it was I and not Betty. 

From Julia's travelogue:  

Thursday, Dec. 3, 1908 was a great day for we spent the entire morning in dandies climbing 

up the mountain peaks to visit the Missionary cottages, Lal Liba, The Firs, Tafton named 

for the President, Upper Woodstock, The Retreat, and Willow Bank the birthplace of our 

own little Betty.  At last we reached the highest peak of all and the "Snows" were in full 

sight, the third, fourth and fifth highest peaks of the Himalayas, extending for one hundred 

and fifty miles, the finest view next to Darjeeling near Calcutta.  Here were the sources of 

the Jumna and Ganges, so sacred to the Hindus.  Peak on peak covered with eternal snows, 

one of the grandest sights I ever expect to see. . . . We lingered a long time gazing on this 

wonderful scene, the roof of the world!  The Rocky Mountains are infants in comparison 

(58-59). 
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Miss Helen from Jagraon and Miss Jones of Dehra were with me two days & now Miss 

Morris is here from Mrs. Jones place.  Miss Helen has been in the hills a long time.  We 

did not know what the real cause of her illness was but Dr. Warden examined her & said 

it was chronic appendicitis & and she'd have to have in operation.  Dr. Warden and his 

new wife (Mrs. Havens) have been up here.  She is still in Landour while he takes a run 

into Kashmir.  There are a lot of missionaries here, whom I shall want to know better.  I'll 

tell you about them little by little so as not to confuse you. 

 

Two very sad bits of news about our "Miss Sahibs."  Miss Kerr of Jagraon has developed 

consumption and is ordered to leave at once.  We fear she will not get over it easily, still 

there is Grace Puran experience.  [See January 18, 1906 letter.]  The other is Miss 

Sutherland, a trained nurse who should never have been allowed to come.  She was a 

splendid successful nurse at home, but never educated & has struggled over the language 

out here—so pitifully—that now there is a complete breakdown.  And sad—she seems to 

have gotten into a state of health like Hattie Gilchrist, only much worse.  Epileptic fits.  

Isn't it awful!  She will go home this fall.  Oh do be careful not to send girls who never 

studied other languages! 

 

Wednesday.  Here I am again, out in my nook for the early morning quiet read, prayer 

and letter-writing.  I love this rocky ledge.  It looks off toward the slopes.  And I can see 

Kellogg Memorial just below with the people going in to attend the 8 o'clock Bible Study 

on "The Sermon on the Mount."  They have just been singing, "My face looks up to 

Thee."  What a joy if you are sitting by my side here!  You would be wild over the grand 

rugged slopes.  You have never seen anything so grand! 

 

Do you see how continually my thoughts go to the time you will be with us.  Everything 

centers there.  Father, no one can say whether it should be this year or next.  Of course to 

go home with you would be ideal.  But why not stay till furlough anyway?  If you can 

leave Edward & the business this year, you would better come.  For the present only is 

ours.  Of course do not come, unless you see your way clear and free that it is best.  I do 

not want you in any case to come 2nd-class, or on any Italian line.  If the Orbisons do 

so—cut loose from them.  That boat Miss Forrester took, "The City of Karachi," was said 

to be very fine.  Do try the "American Transfer Line" to South Hampton.  Everyone says 

it is most delightful.  They have lovely new ships now. 

 

As for your needing company, of course you will make friends on any line, & there are 

two of you. Heaps of missionaries will be on every boat in October.  If you come, you 

must come in October.  November is too stormy.  December might do, but you would be 

less likely to have company.  Cook's agent can meet you in Bombay, take you safely 

thro’ customs & put you on the "Punjab Mail" train, with no change to Lahore.  We 

promise to meet you at the station with "Jullundur" and give you such a welcome as you 

never have had in all your life.
3
  Or I could meet you in Agra & and show you Agra & 

Delhi on the way up.  You would better sail from New York the last week of September.  

Hurrah! 

                                                 
3
 The Cole's visit will be a series of ups and downs.  One of the unfortunate events is that the Fleming's 

horse, Jullundur, will die during the visit.  
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It all seems very wonderful what you write about Geo H. Stuart having given these 

houses.
4
  Dr. Ewing’s visit was a great joy.  We have been so excited over every word 

you tell us.  What did you put into his sealed envelope?  And what wedding present did 

you send Eleanor?  We never heard Dr. Ewing give a "grand speech," so how could we 

tell.  Missionaries do not speechify out on the field, they just grovel!  But this makes it all 

the nicer when they can electrify home audiences.  I am glad, mother, that you spoke out 

boldly about Assoc[iation] work.  He ought to be asked to a summer YWCA conference! 

 

It is all true that Mary Borden has accepted Mr. Turner & will come to Lahore within a 

year.  In Palestinian they met Ed Lucas whose attentions to Miss Borden became so 

personal she told him that she was to be married & live in Lahore!  So she has committed 

herself and he will spread the news in India no doubt.  He arrives in August.  Poor Mr. 

Lucas!  She would have been lovely for him too—oh dear.  It all seems too wonderful for 

words.  Mr. Turner is so plain and homely and good.  How did the miracle ever take 

place.  She truly truly loves him!   

 

Say, why don't you two people go to Switzerland this summer & make the acquaintance 

of this party on your way out here.  They are going to be all together in the some quiet 

place until September.  Instead of going to Bay View, go across the water.  It will be so 

nice to revisit some of the old places, & right on your way.  Mrs. Borden & Mary, Mr. 

and Mrs. Bousher would dearly love to see you!  They are such simple real Christian 

people.  And our lives will be all mixed up together from this time on. 

 

Dear Mrs. Wherry called yesterday.  She is so sweet and homey looking.  They occupy 

Woodstock Cottage, near the school.  It is a long climb from here, I always take a 

"dandy."  Went down yesterday to make my first calls.  I left 8 cards at the school, for 

Mrs. Andrew & each of the teachers.  Then went to the Wherry's & saw Mrs. McCuskey's 

two new babies, one a year & five months the other three weeks old—they are beauties, 

and she is very sweet and pretty.  Lillian Wherry McCuskey.  Miss Mitchell & Miss 

Wherry were in the drawing room over there.  Then half way up the hill, I stopped at 

"Upper Woodstock" & left cards for Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Henry Forman & Mrs. McGraw—

all were out!  Today I hope to make more calls.  I feel so interested in meeting all the 

missionaries after my one year out of India.  And this is our only chance to know those of 

our Lower Mission. 

 

I gave the little tea on Monday afternoon.  Kaneyah made one of his delicious coconut 

cakes (layer) and I made cucumber sandwiches & chocolate walnut fudge.  We had only 

a little circle of the Fifes, Mrs. Gordon, Miss Thompson (Canadian Mission), Miss James, 

and our four selves—Mrs. Borup, Miss Morris & Miss Helen.  The Fife girls have put up 

a badminton court at the "Retreat," so we can get daily exercise. 

 

Tomorrow, I am going to go with Miss Weston to her Gospel meeting held in the 

Soldiers Hospital.  Perhaps I can help her.  It comes every Thursday at 5 P.m.  There is 

much to do, if one has an abundance of health.  Betty had rather a restless night with sore 

                                                 
4
 To date, I am not able to find any biographical information about George H. Stuart or his houses. 
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throat & coughing.  Her upper teeth are pushing through too.  How slow she has been! 

 

Mother, your Study Class doings just beat the Dutch!  I think you were the cutest 

smartest little lady teacher I ever saw or heard of.  It must have been great fun & 

perfectly splendid [in] every way.  I sort of hate to have you give up your activities at 

home.  You have such power and influence.  Still, think of the missionary addresses you 

will be making when you get home.  Another Mrs. Rhea!  I shall be in the shade—

absolutely.
5
 

 

DJ writes me little scraps to tell of all the Hindustani people they are having into meals 

and of his various activities.  It makes me feel like a pinhead—so small & useless!  What 

ever is he made of! 

 

There goes the gong for 9 o'clock at the Soldiers Barracks!  The people will be pouring 

out of church presently.  I must close and write my "daily" to Johnson, then go into 

breakfast.  Goodbye, dear loved ones, mine! 

Elizabeth 

 

PS  So glad you sent the little slippers.  They sh’d be here soon.  I need them so much 

too.  Betty needs a new outfit complete.  All her dresses are tight.  Could you send some 

more little shirts.  And a [?] pure white sweater?  ECF 

 

 

June 8, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussourie 

Dearest Mother, 

 

I just finished reading with great interest your "Call to Siam & Laos."  It is good!  How 

much you do know, to write such a thing, little Mother mine!  I am sure this will do good, 

for it is a real contribution to our information about these countries and their work.  No 

wonder father is proud of you!  I am too. 

 

The box of little shoes has come safely.  I am so pleased to get them.  Already the little 

white canvas slippers are in daily use, and are just what I wanted.  They are plenty big, 

and the "buster browns" will be fine for Lahore next October.  Thank you very much, 

dear "Grandma." 

 

Wednesday, June 10.  Such a howling of wind & rain as we have had up here since 

Sunday!  On that day I took Betty to Sunday School for the first time.  At first she was 

greatly awed by all the formalities, but soon that feeling wore off, and she began racing 

around the benches and climbing over the backs.  What could I do with her?  She enjoyed 

                                                 
5
 Mrs. Rhea was one of the first Home Field Secretaries and is mentioned in all of the early histories of the 

Woman's Presbyterian Board of Missions of the Northwest.  See, for example, Mrs. William Blair's The 

Beginnings.  In the early 1870s, Mrs. Rhea was asked by a clergyman, a cousin of hers, "never to speak 

before a mixed audience" (13).  
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herself hugely, but there was no more "sit still" in her than in a monkey.  I am puzzled to 

know how to get the proper reference in her wee head.  You must come & help me!  I 

have begun letting her kneel down while I say a little prayer for her before her bed going.  

She loves to bury her head in her hands and mumble off something in a solemn manner, 

and then laugh with great glee.  It is such a funny game!   

 

She is very interesting this summer.  I never have seen a child so full of high spirits and 

ready for anything that's going.  She makes a tempting plaything for she is so responsive.  

There are very few hours of the day when her little merry laugh does not go ringing 

through the house.  Every night she gets her father's picture and kisses it three or four 

times saying "dear papa!"  "Papa natin hai."  (Papa is not here!)  Her chief play since 

coming to the hills is being a "dandy-coolie."  She puts her doll & her two Teddy bears 

with a chair & then with ayah on the other end carries the chair all about the house, 

making the special calls that the coolies do. 

 

The little stock of dresses which I took home, are now all breaking away and getting 

tight.  So it will be part of my summer work, to make a new outfit for her.  I am finding 

the days go very fast up here. 

 

One very sad thing has happened since last writing.  Mrs. Semple who you know was 

living in the College House this summer, died very suddenly with a terrible attack of 

cholera.  She got it from eating a kind of mango ice cream at a Badminton party at the 

"Kinnaird Girls School" (this school's name has been changed.)  All our missionaries 

went, and ate it, but she was the victim.  Margaret tried to write me the details, but they 

were awful.  And she was the only woman in the house to wait on her.  They had three 

doctors and two trained nurses and all of them made a brave hard fight, but they could not 

save her.   

 

Poor Mr. Semple!  Married only 1 year and 2 months!!  What will he do?  Just now he 

has gone to Simla for a walking trip with Mr. Coutts of the Methodist church.  Of course 

this means that all the church services must again be taken by the band of our workers 

and DJ has a large share.  Since cholera is so bad this year in Lahore, they say they're 

avoiding fruit, ice cream and going slow on cold drinks.  The great danger at these 

badmintons is that after violent exercise when one is dripping hot, they take the iced 

drinks and it chills the stomach. 

 

Mr. Clark is back in Lahore after his week in Murree, and is getting strong again.  Mrs. 

C. writes that he feels like one who has had a resurrection from the dead, and the new life 

is spiritual as well as physical.
6
  But poor thing, she herself is still on her back with the 

chronic wound which will not heal.  Is it not very trying.  There is a new "Battle Creek" 

Sanitarium over here in Mussoorie, and it is doing wonders for Mrs. Cuthbertson. 

 

 

                                                 
6
 On November 28, 1908, Julia wrote, "During the epidemic of cholera last August [Mrs. Talib-ud-din] lost 

a brother from the dread disease.  Out of 20 cases among Europeans only four survived.  Walter Clark was 

one" (55). 
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Word has just come from New York, that Mr. Ned Carter of the YMCA is engaged to 

Alice Draper and will be married in July.  Miss Draper's grandfather was the great 

Charles Henry Dana of New York, and she belongs to the small circle of New York's 

truest aristocracy.  This romance is only matched by Mr. Turner.  But not a word have I 

breathed of this in India.  Did I write you how Miss Borden met Mr. Lucas in Palestine, 

& how his attentions to her became so significant, that she thought best to tell him she 

was going to be married and live in Lahore.  If Mr. Lucas tells his mother it will all be out 

in short order.   

 

Mr. Turner is a duck to let me read all her letters.  He sends them to me each week, and I 

tell you they are very remarkable.  She is sort of a second Mrs. Browning—writes verses, 

and paints, and sings—and everything!  Evidently Mrs. Borden is going to approve for 

 

Postcard: "On road to Ludakh when people wd [would] be dying of cholera they wd 

be dragged away by a rake when still alive & covered by rocks.  This body was dug 

out along the road-side & photographed." (DJ's handwriting.) 

Cholera or Asiatic cholera, acute, infectious disease of the intestines, occurring in 

warm climates.  It results when food and water supplies are contaminated with feces 

containing the bacterium Vibrio cholerae.  Overwhelming dehydration brought 

about by severe diarrhea and vomiting is the outstanding characteristic of the disease  

and is the main cause of death.  Cholera has a short incubation period (two or three 

days) and runs a quick course.  In untreated cases the death rate is high, averaging 

50%, and as high as 90% in epidemics, but with effective treatment the death rate is 

less than 3%.  The intravenous replacement of body fluids and essential electrolytes 

and the restoration of kidney function are most important in therapy than the 

administration of antibacterial drugs.  In regions of Asia where public sanitation is 

poor, the disease is still endemic or epidemic (New Columbia 546).  
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they were to cable him to come to Switzerland this summer if she did.  And the cable has 

come!  "Come—all well."  And "Dora" is to come out and live with them.  It will be 

especially nice for Mary Borden to have her.  She will help in the entertaining and many 

things about the home, and be given a generous number of hours for assisting in genuine 

Mission work.  How ideal it all seems! 

 

Why Dr. Ewing told you that you should not come out with the Orbisons, I do not see.  

Their children you will enjoy.  There are always children on board a boat, and you will 

enjoy these I know.  Their youngest is about Betty's age.  Do write them.  No harm in 

that.  If they are coming on an Italian Line do not join them.  But otherwise, even if you 

came 1st class & they 2nd, it might be very pleasant for you.  Or if you like, Grace 

Gordon suggests that their lovely Mrs. Holiday will be coming out in October, also the 

two Miss Wilsons, one of whom called on you.  Why not write to their board in 

Philadelphia and make inquires, just as I did.  You would have not an atom of trouble 

coming alone, but you might like having some American Miss'ys on board.  I am 

however taken with the idea of your going early enough to have some fun in England or 

Scotland, or Switzerland before sailing.  You might meet these missionaries over there & 

then come to Bombay.   

 

I wish I could talk to you instead of write.  It would be lovely to plan for these things 

face-to-face.  I take great pleasure anticipating how you will enjoy this thing or that out 

here.  It means much that you have already learned to know Dr. Ewing, and to like and 

admire him.  When this is the case, everything in Lahore goes smoothly.  It will make it 

especially pleasant for you out here. 

 

I wish you could see how comfortably settled I am in this cottage.  Just now I am using 

only one room myself while Miss Helm has the other.  But in here, we are snug as a bug 

in a rug.  My bed and Betty's crib, a dressing table, three cupboards & wardrobes for 

clothes and a wicker table by the window.  In here I read & study and write.  The air of 

these mountains is glorious.  Betty often sleeps a full three hours at noon, and all night.  

Oh what a comfort that is!  My ayah is very good to amuse her, and care for her.  She 

dresses, bathes, feeds and amuses her every one of her waking hours.  Coming at 6 a.m. 

and leaving at 8:30 p.m.  Is this not a great luxury.  I can just take Betty whenever I want 

to, but never need to.  I have to make a continual fight to keeps sweets & cookies out of 

her hands between meals.  Everyone likes to feed the baby. 

 

We have our tea & toast at six (or seven) o'clock.  Breakfast at 10, dinner at 3:30 and for 

supper at eight o'clock just hot cocoa, toast and cake.  When I am boarding anyone, the 

custom in the hills is 1/8 a day or $15 a month.  What could you do on that?  Today I 

have had two delicious mangoes.  They are awful things to eat unless you throw 

conventionality to the winds and take the big stone in your two hands.  Then, num! num!!  

We are also eating very nice little apricots, and today a man came around with "leeches" 

the same as those "Chinese nuts" we got once in Chicago.  Remember? 

 

It is 5:30 p.m. and I shall have to go out to call on the two Miss Formans—Mary & 

Emily, and Dr. and Mrs. Halcomb who came out with us on the boat.  Dr. Halcomb is in 
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charge of the service at Kellogg Memorial church this year.  And a good preacher he is, 

too. 

 

So good by for this afternoon, more later.  Betty has just come in saying "hello mama."  

She is so fat & rosy. 

 

Evening.  Well, I made all my calls and ended up at Grace Gordons.  Then the steep pull 

up the hill to the house again, supper, and a little romp with Betty who was not asleep 

when we came out.  She is so clever about her tricks and bewitchments.  I do enjoy her 

company. 

 

I am impressed with Uncle John's honors and interested in the news about Mrs. Gilchrest 

being in England, & Ed Moore coming to India, and Mr. Howard's death.  I feel just as if 

I were still at home it is so recently since we were together.  A year ago this time I was at 

Lois'. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your newspaper with the sales & pictures of hats & suits is very edifying—especially the 

hats!  Pray tell what can you wear!  Don't bring mushroom shape trims [?] with uncurled 

ostrich feathers to India!  If you come, fill in the corners of your trunk with beans—why 

not.
7
  And bring me out a Warners' Corset, size 20 inches, style number___?  Just bring 

yourself, that the principal thing! 

                                                 
7
 From Julia's travelogue: September, 27, 1908: "We have had a letter from Elizabeth full of directions 

about our voyages and the last request is 'Beans,' 'Fill your trunk with beans.' (not possible of course at this 

 
Cartoon/Caricature.  John W. Alvord, Jr.  

"Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineer.  Julia 

Cole's brother. (Chicagoans as we see 'em: 

456.) 

Julia's brother, John W. Alvord (1861-

1943), was a civil engineer of note.  

Among his achievements was working in 

close association with Daniel H. 

Burnham, the director of the World's 

Columbian Exposition. "Late in 1890 he 

accepted a position with the World's 

Columbian Exposition heading the 

Department of Surveys and Grades 

which employed a large force of 

engineers on the layout of the Exposition, 

the lake shore protection, and the system 

of lagoons that was an important feature 

of the landscaping operations.  This was 

a valuable and inspiring experience 

during which he had intimate contact 

with many experts in all branches of 

architecture, art, and engineering" 

(Transactions: American Society of Civil 

Engineers, Memoir #1365).  
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Love to the dearest papa in the world!  Mine!  And to this honeybug of a sweetheart 

Mother!   

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 17, 1908 

Dear DJ to Friends] 

 

 

June 17-18, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Mother, 

 

Your account of the talk about Betty to the Primary tots was very clever.  It amused me 

very much.  I think you have a genius for seizing upon the tellable things.  You can do 

that better than I especially about our life out here.  We get too familiar with the sights 

and sounds.  I think your talk to the Y.P. Society was a big thing.  This better than any 

letter from me, but still I would be glad to do that only they have never evidenced the 

slightest desire to have letters.  I do not know what to do.  Of course all my old friends 

have dropped out now, and I am practically just anybody to them.  I wish I could have 

heard you!  You are the dearest Mother to be proud of a girl ever had. 

 

I have been reading the "Pioneer" and truly these days are full of threats and bitterness.  I 

do not dare to think of the possibilities for meeting but quite plainly we would be in more 

danger from explosives underground mines &ce, than anything else.  I won't read those 

papers.  They make me nervous.  No one can possibly predict what the outcome will be 

for India.  Lord Minto is so lenient! 

 

I have been spending the afternoon with Mrs. Barber, and took Betty to play with 

Marianne and Clark.  I am quite eager to take Betty with me when I go out in the dandy.  

She is such enthusiastic company!  Mr. Barber, Farquar, and Ewing of Madras are here 

for a YMCA Conference.  Oh it will be a glorious week when mine comes up.  He says it 

is to be from July 5-14.  And I shall ask Miss Helen to depart so that we may have one 

side of the house to ourselves and our little roundtable for meals.  That is not being 

selfish—is it?   

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
late hour).  Miss Condé says we cannot buy a bean in London so Edward volunteers to send us five pounds 

by the next steamer!" (1).  Elizabeth's love of baked beans was well known.  Julia wrote on Wednesday, 

Dec. 22, 1908, "This afternoon an aged lady came tottering up the driveway to see Elizabeth.  I soon found 

she was dear Miss Thiede from Wagah. . . . Her medical work has made her famous and she is still 

vigorous in spirit, a quaint old fashioned German Missionary under our Board for many years.  She leaves a 

message of love for E. and also a can of Heinz's baked beans for her use!" (83). 
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There is a role of thunder.  Hurrah!  We are all anxious for the rains to break, for there is 

a great scarcity of water everywhere.  This is only a local shower likely, but within eight 

days some predict that the monsoon will break.  Others say it may not be till the middle 

of July.  How could we go that long!  I have to give 6 rupees a month to an old blind man 

who carries a "mushag" (sheep skin) from a long distance to fill our pitchers three times a 

day.  One friend said they had to take turns washing their face one day, and drinking the 

next.  It is a fact I have had only one tub bath in a full month.  For English people this is a 

scandal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding the water supply at Woodstock College in Landour, Julia wrote in her 

travelogue: "The ponies were bringing the water up the mountain in skins, the loaves of 

bread were piled in baskets.  They bake 150 loaves a day.  All this is accomplished by 

two American ranges.  All the cooks were Christians and all the helpers.  Our greatest 

fear was fire without a definite water supply.  Even though the coolies formed a 

continuous line they could not bring enough water for all purposes and I found the bath 

water was saved for watering of the window boxes and potted plants which adorn every 

room.  Note: Since returning home this great want has been met by installing a small 

water works plant and this danger is averted " (59). 

 

Postcard: "India—Well." (DJ's handwriting.) 
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Last night we were all invited to spend the evening at Hamilton House with Mrs. Enders 

of Etawah.  Her drawing room was full and we were the only missionaries of the Punjab 

invited, so I felt it a privilege to get better acquainted with the others.  There were 

present: Mr. and Mrs. Bandy, Mr. and Mrs. McGaw, Miss Mary & Emily Forman, Mrs. 

Ray Smith, Mrs. Wallace, Mrs. Lawrence, Mrs. Edmund Kellogg, Miss Robinson, Mr. 

and Mrs. Enders, Mrs. Borup, Miss Helen and myself.  We played stagecoach and 

shouting geography names from letters, and sang familiar songs, and drank tea, cake and 

homemade candy.  It was 11:30 when we got back to the cottage.  Such a dissipation for 

me!  Needless to say I was sleepy next day. 

 

DJ writes that it is the habit for Mr. Carter, Mr. Rice and Margaret & the Whittocks, to go 

out for a moonlight ride together, sometimes not getting back till 12:30 a.m.!  He does 

not see how they stand it, when one must be up by five o'clock.  And besides he could not 

enjoy just doing nothing for so long.  He certainly is different from most people.  He is 

jealous to use every waking moment in some active way.  I am sometimes fearful lest we 

will seem to be uncongenial to our fellow missionaries because of this dislike to mere 

pleasure seeking.  I am sure they do feel it.  And another thing which DJ is so set upon.  

Not listening to a word of gossip!  I know less than anyone because he will not repeat.  

And he has begged me—up here in this famous gossipy place—not to listen, repeat or 

question anything which pertains to the personalities of other people.  I declare he has a 

higher standard of anyone I have ever lived with.  (My home family excepted!)  But then 

we at home never were placed in such a circle and under such fire.  I do not feel sure that 

I stand it very well.  I am very human—but my other self is a Rock. 

 

In the night just past, we had a heavy thunderstorm, and I made a discovery.  Betty is 

affected by the electrical force of thunderstorms!  She takes after her grandmother!!  Out 

of a sound sleep, she wakened & cried.  I took her into bed with me but she twitched and 

 

Postcard: (Untitled.  Woman carrying water.) 
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tossed until the storm passed over.  Then she slept like a kitten until seven o'clock.  Isn't 

that strange, for so tiny a tot.  It is purely physical for she is not old enough to fear surely. 

 

Did I write you of the Kelloggs?  Edmund and his wife came out last year and were 

located in Mainpure. He is the son of our dear Dr. Kellogg who met such a tragic end up 

here years ago.  On their way to Lahore at Dehra Dun, their beautiful nine-month old 

baby died, from teething convulsions, very unexpectedly.  And Mrs. Kellogg carried the 

little box in her "dandy" all the way up hill next day, so that they could lay the little one 

to rest in the quiet Landou Cemetery.  They have been wonderful about it all, so brave 

and cheery! 

 

Two weeks ago, word came from his home, that his mother was in a most critical 

condition, mentally over the strain of her son Robert who since Xmas, has gone crazy, 

and is in the Insane Asylum.  He was remarkably brilliant, but broke in college after a 

great mental strain.  There is nothing left now, but for this son to return and take care of 

the mother.  They have been trying to sell off their furniture and etc. and sail July 4.  The 

little babies carts and etc. were pitiful on the list.  I have never seen anyone out here who 

has so impressed me as the dear girl Mrs. Kellogg.  So young, so brave, so full of the 

radiance of Joy in the Lord.  It did me to good to be in the room with her last evening.  

How much sadness there is mixed up with the joy! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of our dear girls in the Mission, not all young either, have been telling me that the 

hardest struggle of their lives is to be denied the blessing of a home, a husband and little 

children.  I did not know that the pain of deprivation could be so intense.  Poor girls—I 

love them all the more for knowing their cross.  We too often forget that even work and 

successful work, cannot supplement the God given instincts for home.  Sometimes I have 

met people who did not care.  I have always thought that if you had never had pa and Ed 

& me, you would have made a very happy spinster.  Is this true?  And I am sure Mrs. 

Clark would have.  But I never! 

 

Miss Helen's sister in New York is to be married tonight at 8:30.  We have counted up, 

and will celebrate at the exact hour.  7 to 7:30 on Friday morning.  Bessie Fife is to play 

the wedding March, and we shall all be present!  My mosquito net will make a good veil! 

 

 

Thomas D. Ice writes in "Great Premillennial Teachers of the Past": Rev. Samuel Kellogg 

(1839-1899), a graduate of Princeton University, was indicative of those who helped turn 

the tide among evangelicals from postmillennialism to premillennialism between the Civil 

War and World War I.  Kellogg was a Presbyterian scholar, linguist, professor, 

missionary, and pastor.  He taught at the theological school in Allahabad and completed a 

monumental grammar of the Hindi language in 1875, which stood for many years as the 

leading authority.  Kellogg's final task in India was to head a triad of translators of the Old 

Testament into Hindi.  Kellogg wrote two works on Bible prophecy, The Jews or 

Prediction and Fulfillment: An Argument for the Times (1883) and Are Premillennialists 

Right? (ca. 1890). <http://www.conservativeonline.org/dispensational_teachers.htm>. 
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[PS] Dear dear Father 

Your sweet letters are a great joy.  But alas that day in Washington!  Still I think you 

would not feel the heat of India if you came out in October and went to the hills in May.  

I'd go with you.  I am more concerned lest you would mind the cold of India.  If Mr. and 

Mrs. Hanson, so near you in H.P. [Hyde Park] are going, why not see what their plans 

are.  Johnson and I both think you would enjoy the Orbisons and their children.  I do not 

understand Dr. Ewing's prohibition in the least. 

 

If you came through England & Scotland please bring me a pretty satin eiderdown 

comforter for a 3/4 bed.  I have always wanted one & they say they are so cheap there.  

You would both of you like them.  Well I am just praying that you will be guided.  I 

cannot take the responsibility of saying absolutely that you should come.  Life is 

uncertain in this country but so it is at home.  But if you ever hope to come, the present 

only is ours. 

 

Shall I hear that you have gone to Bay View, I wonder.  Just one year ago I was studying 

over the same problems. 

 

I tell you Betty is worth coming round the world to see.  No doubt every child at two 

years old is equally interesting, but this is our first and she is so very precious, I can't bear 

to have you miss it.  Besides it would mean so much for her at this age to have a 

Grandma & Grandpa!  I confess that I find her so altogether fascinating it is hard to do 

anything but talk to her and watch her.  Just now she is watching the coolies unload 10 

mounds of coal for our fireplaces during the rains.  The donkies amuse her very much.  

She was just now explaining to me how they eat.  She is wearing the little blue play dress 

I made her in Bay View.  The hem was let down once, and now needs facing.  I have a 

darsi now who is making an entire new set of larger dresses.  I pay this darsi $5 a month.   

 

I had two of the Maya Das girls here for dinner on Monday.  They are beautiful girls.  

One has just taken her BA from Lucknow & intends on going to America next year when 

her two sisters come home, who are there now.  These girls are of the Ferozapur family. 

 

Lal Liba is a lovely place.  Our veranda drawing room is all glass windows, and it looks 

very pretty with our cushions & curtains.  I am studying a little every morning by myself.  

The days passed quickly. 

 

Johnson writes of a significant meeting on Social Service for vacation in the College. 

Over three hundred students pledged to do definite things of which he has a record.  But 

this is DJ's fad.  None of the other professors have even asked to know their results.  How 

strange it is!  I am sure it is of God, and India needs this service idea & he has gotten 

considerable money too from the wealthy non-Xian men of Lahore to endow this service 

dept. 

 

I am very very well.  So is Betty!  And DJ writes that he too is fine.  So we have every 

reason to thank God. 

Lovingly, Elizabeth. 
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[Not transcribed 

June 22-25, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 27, 1908  

DJ to Elizabeth] 

 

 

July 9, 1908 [Excerpt] 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, India 

My dear precious Parents, 

 

This is a happy week for us.  Dan came up as expected on the morning of the Fourth.  

There was no rain so he arrived in good condition.  He looked pale from the heat and was 

covered from head to foot with prickly heat.  But he seemed well.  […] 

 

I wonder how Mr. Turner's romance will come out.  Cinderella has been in Florence Italy 

among old pictures and music and met there an old College friend.  The old life with its 

strong attraction is pulling her.  In the last letter she was utterly miserable and uncertain.  

Still she knew she loved Mr. Turner.  One wonders if she will back out after all.  I know 

one thing: even if she does not, there will be many many times when the surge of past 

possibilities will sweep over her.  To one of her intense disposition it is impossible but 

that the "two natures" should war together.  She was made to enjoy all things beautiful.  

She loves the world and the flesh, and she has also a noble spirituality which would make 

her miserable without God and fellowship with Him.  She has been so happy in the 

thought of India, until this classmate turned up.  Mr. Turner feels now that if she does not 

marry him in Switzerland this summer, she will never marry him.  Poor man!  I just pray 

she will not forsake him.  But it is a big fight she has on.  Miss Borden has written Mr. 

Turner to come.  She will be glad to see him.  So the romance is not ended yet! 

 

[…] 

Love to all—heaps of it!  We liked father's meditation! 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 29-July 2, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Parents] 
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[Not transcribed 

DJ to the Coles 

July 9, 1908] 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 12, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Father and Mother] 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 15, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Mother] 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 20, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Father & Mother] 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

DJ to each of the Coles 

July 22, 1908] 

 

 

[Elizabeth will start to use pseudodialogues more when she is alone in the mountains.] 

July 27, 1908 

Lal Liba  

Landour, Mussoorie 

You dear precious people! 

 

I have been feasting on your letters and enjoyed every word, except that you would not 

be coming to India this year.  Ed says he will send you off in the Fall!  I am ready to 

submit to anything which is a clear landing.  If it would be straining to come this year, 

better wait.  There will be a right time I feel sure.  And there is every prospect I shall live 
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in India for years!  I have picked up very fast this week, and am just fine.  I have eaten 

two mutton chops & applesauce for dinner, and "All's quiet all in the Potomac"! 

 

I am sitting in my snug little bedroom by a cozy grate fire.  The lamp is on a low table by 

my side.  One foot is on the fender and it is raining outside.  Lady Betty is just going with 

her nightly tub.  There!  I can hear her splash!  

 

We all got caught tonight and a big downpour.  It looked pleasant at church time & some 

people did not even carry an umbrella.  But it was heavy when church was out.  We 

lingered about in a sociable way until there was a little break and then sent for dandies to 

take us home.  I got one from Mrs. McConnell, next [to] the church & with her cape over 

my shoulders, a big rubber blanket from my chin to my toes & an umbrella, I did not 

catch a drop, & I paid 12 cents to the coolies.  Don’t you wish you had such conveniences 

in America! 

 

I must draw you a little sketch of this house & a plan of the rooms.  I see you do not feel 

quite at home in Lal Liba.  It is your first season is not.  No the house does not look old.  

It is very well built and substantial.  All the walls & partitions are a foot & a half thick.  It 

is one of the dryest houses in Landour, and altogether the most desirable in every way.  

The only other house near is the "Retreat" which was also Mr. Geo Stuart's gift.  It is 

about 15 feet lower down and just behind this.  Mrs. Fife & Mrs. Phelps share that this 

summer.  Mrs. Phelps will not be up till August 1st.  I tell you she is a character!  Her 

tongue rattles on at a terrible pace and she loves to know everything about everybody.  I 

confess I'm afraid of her tongue.  She is the sort of person one could never afford to have 

as an enemy. 

 

Margaret Wilson (U.P.) [United Presbyterian] has come.  She is keeping excellent health 

in India and doing a good work in the Jhelum district.  I saw that she had on tonight a 

blouse which I took out to her last fall. 

 

Do you see any account of the stir Lord Curzon is making in Parliament over his India 

views?  Lord Morley seems to have squelched him pretty effectively.  I wonder why 

Curzon is "queering" himself so, these days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mary Leiter Curzon (1870-1906), Lord Curzon's first wife, was daughter of a wealthy 

American entrepreneur who founded the store that eventually became Marshall Fields 

in Chicago.  She was a celebrated beauty around the world.  For many members of 

America's late-nineteenth-century moneyed elite, the ultimate social goal was the 

marriage of their daughters into Europe's often-impoverished aristocracy.  Among the 

most noteworthy and successful of those unions was the one between Mary Leiter and 

the British aristocrat George Curzon.  Her father, Levi Z. Leiter was an early partner 

of Marshall Field and she grew up in Washington D.C.  When she married Lord 

Curzon in 1895 and moved to India three years later, she held the highest political 

rank attained by any American women at the time. She died during the Fleming’s 

second year in India.  <http://www.npg.si.edu/exh/wharton/curz1.htm>, 

 <http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?tocId=9125447>.   
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I have just been rubbing Oriental Balm on my neck.  It is excellent to stop a sore throat.  

Can you get it at home I wonder.  All you say about the Montclair home is so interesting.  

Not a line have I received from them [Ed and Mary Cole] since coming back!  I am glad 

both are so well. 

 

Tuesday evening.  Again by my fireside.  I have come in from a good walk to Mrs. 

Ludwig’s house & with Grace Gordon.  Grace always has her cottage full of callers, any 

afternoon.  I am sure there is no one better loved on this hill than Grace Gordon.  She has 

a charming personality, and the merriest laugh.  It does people good just to be with her.   

 

I am having a very satisfactory month, all alone.  My day is almost entirely without 

interruption from morning till night.  I have all my meals brought up on a tray, for the 

downstairs dining room is far too lonely for one.  And oh it is such fun to have one's 

whole time to study & read.  I have breakfast about 9:30 and Augustine Ralia Ram (my 

munchee, one of the College students) comes from 10:15-12:15.  Then comes the 

postman with my daily letter from Johnson, a wee nap, a frolic with Betty, Dinner 2:30, 

more study till 5 o'clock & a glorious walk down the hill to see someone until 8 o'clock.  

Then back to give Betty a good-night kiss, & my fireside!  I get so interested reading here 

it is sometimes long past ten when my light goes out.  If Mrs. Borup were not Mrs. Borup 

such a program would not be possible.  But she keeps to her room all day long and does 

not care to be visiting, so in that way I am in clover.  I am just selfish enough to dread 

having others in my side of the house.  Margaret will be up next week, I think. 

 

Mrs. McCuskey's little girl "Margaret" just 5 years old, has had a fever of late.  It was off 

for a week or two but now is 102 & 3 daily.  We are all anxious about her for she is a 

delicate child, and this summer is just skin & bone.
8
  We wonder if this can be typhoid 

fever.  The other fever lasted 15 days, & might have been a light case of typhoid & this is 

a relapse.  But of this no doctor seems sure.  Poor Lillian McCuskey has her hands full 

with two babies, but it is a great blessing that her father & mother are living in the cottage 

with them this summer.  Mr. McCuskey too is up for this month, so she has all the family 

about her to help.  Her sister Nellie is over every day from the school & Dr. Alice 

Mitchell too.  I believe Miss Mitchell is attending Margaret's care. 

 

Every night before going to bed I look all over the walls of my room to see if there are 

any scorpions or centipedes to be killed.  Four have been slaughtered thus far.  I hate to 

take a shoe to them they are so big.  But there is no other way!   

 

Have I already said too much about Betty?  She is my chief joy & comfort and luxury.  I 

don't believe any mother and enjoyed her baby more than I do.  Every day she develops 

something new to surprise me.  She loves flowers & stops frequently in her walks to pick 

ferns, leaves & flowers and take home to "mother".  She just reminds me of her 

"grandma" this way.  It is a very pretty trait.  She has a decided preference for kisses in 

the back of her neck.  And if I forget, she will hold her little bobbed head forward and 

                                                 
8
 Margaret McCuskey will marry Rhea Ewing, uniting the Wherrys and the Ewings.  Margaret and Rhea 

Ewing will be added to Brown's roll call of missionaries in 1928.  The intermarriage of missionary families 

is discussed in part three of Chapter 9, "Chicago is not the only place which has murders." 
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beg for it.  But the funny thing is that following this is her turn to kiss me in the back of 

my neck!  Today again she has great fun wheeling her doll carriage with the long legged 

rag doll in one end—head against the pillow—& Teddy Bear at the other end. They were 

both carefully covered by a carriage robe (!) and to complete the picture Betty insisted 

upon wearing a chaddar like ayah.  She was a smart little figure.  I wished you could have 

seen that tableaux.  I must say, I have seen handsomer children but never one so 

fascinating.  She is a born actress.
9
  The commonest remarks are enhanced by nod of 

head, facial expressions and many gestures.  It is perfectly bewitching to hear her talk, 

and she talks every minute!  I do grieve to have you miss it. 

 

DJ writes that Lahore is very hot and steamy.  He is covered from head to foot with awful 

prickly heat.  I don't see how he has the grit to endure five weeks unbroken stretch of it.  

And what will he be at the end!  It is just an inhuman cruel waste of vital energy.  It is not 

necessary for anyone to stay down in Lahore during August or September.  But because 

there is a Mission rule that 5 weeks is the allotted vacation, our College professors make 

work to fill in the time.  It makes me boil to think of it.  Lahore is essentially an 

Educational center for work.  During Aug[ust] however he takes Mr. Clark's 

Treasureship.  I am not allowed to say this to anyone out here, so I tell you as a short-stop 

valve.  Johnson too does not think this way of spending the summer good economy for 

hard-pressed professors. 

 

xxx  My fire is not burning well tonight, & I have to stop frequently to work the bellows 

on it.  There!  I guess this will go for awhile! 

 

I see from my Interior that all your Presbyt[erian] organizations will move into the Ohio 

Bldg.  This will not make shopping at Marshall Fields so easy, nor lunching with father 

afterwards, will it.  Still if you take the South Side Elevated it will take you to the door of 

Fields in a jiffy.  You have gotten so smart & independent since I got married, I expect 

you won't mind anything. 

 

How sad about Mrs. Parker's death.  She wrote me a very sweet letter when I left last fall.  

Poor little Emily!  By this time I presume you have found a second Kate.  Not easy!  I do 

feel so sorry for you in losing her.  Are you in Bay View?  It will be the last of August as 

you read this!  Give my love to Mrs. Malone, the Warners, Mrs. Thayer, Laura Bingham!  

Tell me all the news.  What of Bess Hopkins? 

 

I am sorry for the Petoskey Paper Mill.  How good you are father to tell me about 

business, as if I were a man, and to be so awfully sweet & tender & loving because I am a 

woman.  I cannot conceive of a dearer more wonderful Father! 

 

How I do love you both!  Oh oh. I wish I were half-way worthy of you! 

 

                                                 
9
 Elizabeth's description of my Aunt Betty shows how early Betty's dramatic personality was imprinted 

onto her personality.  Drama and dance are closely related and Betty would become a modern dance 

instructor in the fashionable Northwest area of Washington D.C.  She taught modern dance to John-John 

and Caroline Kennedy at the White House in the early 1960s.   
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So glad to get your snapshots, mother.  You will improve right along.  Love to all in 

heaps.  I am sending some old letters of no particular interest that you might enjoy seeing 

them & then tear up.  

Elizabeth 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 6, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Mother] 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 13, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Mother] 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 16, 1908 

Lal Liba Cottage 

Landour, Mussoorie 

My dear Mother] 
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Figure 1 
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Various images of the Indians' response to cholera and to death: 
 

Figure 2 
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Photograph: "Srinagar, Kashmir.  Racing up & down Uri the city (Srinagar) during a cholera 

epidemic to show that they do not intend to die & so cheering up the fainting hearts.  They are 

students (Brahmans) in the Church Mission High School." (DJ's handwriting.) 

 

Photograph. "One of the crews that saved so many lived in a great flood in Srinagar Kashmir.  The 

boys are Brahman students in the Church Mission High School."  (DJ's handwriting.) 
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Postcard.  "Hindu cremation." 

 

 

Postcard: "Low caste—being buried.  They are too low to be burned." (DJ's 

handwriting.) 
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Chapter 14: Late Lahore, 1908-1910, Continued. 

14.2) 1909 Letters—48 Total/14 Transcribed 
[*January 23, 1909: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

*January 24, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*February 4, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*March 6-10, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*March 16, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*March 25, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*April 1, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

April 4, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*April 8, 1909: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

April 13, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*April 15, 1909 DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

April 20, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

April 27-29, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

*May 5, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

May 13, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*May 13, 20, & 24, 1909: Postcards/letter. DJ to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

May 16, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[May 27, 1909: DJ Fleming to Julia A. Cole] 

May 27, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

[E. McClung Fleming born on May 29, 1909] 

[June 1, 1909: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

June 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

*June 7, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*June 15-17, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

June 23, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*Several letters June 9-July 7, 1909: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

July 1, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*July 7, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

July 13, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*July 21, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*July 29, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

July 30, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*August 8, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

[*August 9, 1909: DJ Fleming to Elizabeth Cole Fleming on 5th Anniversary] 

*August 15, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*August 19, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*August 22, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*August 30, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*September 5, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*September 14, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*September 15, 1909 & Undated: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

*September 21, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

September 26, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*October 4, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 
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*October 11, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*October 14, 1909: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

October 21, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*October 31, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*November 4, 1909: DJ Fleming to John A. Cole] 

*November 11, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*November 23, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*November 17, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*November 23, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*November 27, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*December 5, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*December 11, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*December 14, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*December 21, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*December 23, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[December 23, 1909: DJ Fleming to John A. Cole]  

*December 29, 1909: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

DJ to the Coles 

January 23, 1909] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

"The Abbey"  

January 24, 1909 

My dear precious parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

February 4, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

March 6-10, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

March 16, 1909 

Lahore 

Dearest Parents] 
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[Not transcribed 

The Abbey, Lahore 

March 25, 1909 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

April 1, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Dearest Father & Mother] 

 

April 4, 1909  

The Abbey 

My precious Parents, 

 

After three weeks’ silence you can imagine my relief and joy in receiving your good 

letters written from Tokiyo.  I rejoice in your good health and abounding spirits, and I am 

glad you will get an idea of Japan.  I still yearn for you to have gone through China & 

Korea.  The Philippines do not so much matter it seems to me.  At least your reason for 

leaving that out was adequate! 

 

I am glad Mrs. Coleman is the same bright energetic little soul, and that her husband has 

so much blessing in his work.
10

  It is most satisfactory for you to become thoroughly 

acquainted with the Richaners, and carry back a live interest in their work.  The contrast 

in the two countries India & Japan is very marked.  We have such enigma (?) of a people 

to deal with! 

 

Well, this is my last Sunday before leaving for the hills.  It will be fully six months before 

I can return and the thought almost solemnizes one.  What lies in the future no one 

knows.  We start off on Thursday by the 2 p.m. train for Amballa.  There we spend 

"Good Friday" with the McCuskeys & go up hill on Saturday.  Johnson has said he would 

not go on the walking trip with Rob Goheen  [Anna Ewing Goheen's husband] & the 

young men.  He is so good to me!   

 

Mary Paul has just come in to say I must send you her "very special salaam."  She is 

doing quite nicely with the general work, and I have at last got her with clean cotton 

clothes, that can be washed.  I insist on her looking very clean & pretty in my house.  It 

has an effect on my temperament to say the least.  I have cut over 4 blouses & 2 skirts for 

her.  I wish you could see the vast improvement.  Little Margaret will be placed in the 

Jagraon School on our way to Amballa.  Betty is devoted to Margaret, and they have 

grand times playing together.  The latest attraction is that large packing box which was 

your writing table!  They have it on the front veranda to play house in.  They are so 

                                                 
10

 Floy Coleman was a traveling secretary for the YWCA in Illinois with Elizabeth.  Although I do not see 

a mention of the Colemans in Brown's list of missionaries to Japan, Julia and John Cole visited them at the 

Friends Mission in Tokyo on their way back to the United States on February 26, 1909.  
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happy & so sweet together, I long that you should see them.  Margaret sings prettily & 

one of the favorite games is to play "church"—sing (loudly) and then kneel down and 

pray. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I took Betty to church & Sunday School today and she was very happy.  But she got 

inspired with the idea of climbing over the backs of pews, & I had to take her home early.  

She has looked like a dainty little fairy today all in fluffy white, dancing about, all over 

the place.  The young men are all of them very fond of her, & show her a lot of attention. 

 

We are to have ice cream tonight, & iced (bottled) lemonade, and so you may infer that 

the weather is warming up.  My arm is a sight from sand fly scars!  We have not yet 

taken out the nets for we like all the air we can get, but I anoint myself with a strong 

citronate oil several times during the night, & apply Scrubs Ammonia to the bites. 

 

The affair of the Viceroy on Thurs[day] night was very formal.  Each individual was 

presented alone to His Excellency & Lady Minto, who received on a raised dais in the 

 

Photograph by Julia A. Cole.  "Mary Paul and her work 

basket.  The Abbey." 

 

From Julia Cole's travelogue: January 16, 1909: Mary Paul's husband is dead and 

there was [also] an early morning funeral, but it cost 16 rupees to procure a coffin.  

We were all anxious that he should have a Christian burial as he was a Christian and a 

pupil of Dr. Forman.  The poor man had been ill for many months and was very much 

emaciated.  His wife tried to earn her daily bread for all by sewing at two annas an 

hour, but she admitted that she could not afford an egg or any milk for her sick 

husband.  There were two children to be sent to school when ever she could clothe 

them properly.  It was clearly a case for charity.  It will cost  two rupees eight anna a 

month to do this.  That is eight two cents a month for each child.  One is a girl and the 

other a boy from eight to ten years of age.  The Hindustani church has a poor fund but 

I doubt if they can do this. (106) 
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middle of one side of the huge hall.  The women curtseyed & the men bowed low.  It was 

a ghastly performance for an American.  Mrs. Ewing & Margaret backed out altogether at 

the last minute.  The Reception Hall was named the "Chamber of Horrors," but 

afterwards one could mingle informally on the lawn under Japanese lanterns.  Johnson 

said it was beautiful.  All the Judges wore knee breeches & some in colored waistcoats.  

The Bishop was impressive as always in his breeches & close gaiters. 

 

On Saturday the University of the Punjab had a convocation to present Lord Minto with 

the honorary degree of Dr. of Literature.  I went & sat in the gallery.  It was an 

impressive scene, in every detail.  His scarlet satin robe was dazzling.  Lady Minto 

looked charming & graceful.  But at the close of that convocation various bodies (Moh. 

Hindu & Sikh) made speeches of political bearing, & the Viceroy replied officially.  He 

was very sharp with the Hindus and we all held our breath as to the result.  Some think he 

intended to continue England's policy of pitting the Mohammedans against the Hindus, & 

keeping up jealousy.  It hardly seems right to think of so low a policy, but the speech of 

the Viceroy was startling to us all.  We watch for tomorrow's paper with eagerness! 

 

[Missing pages.] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

April 8, 1909 

DJ to the Coles] 

 

 

April 13, 1909 

Viedebandt, Cottage, Kasauli 

My dearest Father and Mother 

 

Here we are, safe & sound in our new hill house.  It is just inexpressibly sweet and 

restful.  I wish you could see the spot.   

 

We left Lahore on Thursday at 2 p.m. and all morning I had hoped to add to my letter, but 

found it strenuous to tend Betty and get all the last things done.  Her little fingers would 

unpack as quickly as mine would pack.  Mary Paul had taken her Margaret the night 

before to place her in the Jagraon School.  We had made new clothes for her & for Mary, 

& I had donated cloth, clothes, darzi and money.  She went off happily.  At Ludhiana we 

were to meet again.   

 

When we reached Ludhiana there was Mary sure enough but also there was Margaret.  

Miss Morris & Miss Helen came too & said no sort of advice or coaxing could get her to 

leave the child!  The train was about to move out so we took both on to Amballa.  There 

we talked the whole matter over and she seemed to assent to sending the child back to 

Jagraon.  We quite definitely stated that we could not have the child all summer with us.  

In one place we wanted her undivided attention & to sleep inside at night—& another 

thing was, we did not want Betty to play with Margaret all these months.  The child has 
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run wild with all the servants children and knows every sort of thing she should not 

know, besides, she is thoroughly spoiled and willful.  

 

At Amballa we spent two nights and all of Good Friday with the McCuskeys.  Their 

thatched bungalow is very clean and home like.  And she with the three children would 

set off any house.  All are so pretty & dainty and charming.  But the days were hot and 

without nets we could get no sleep for the flies!  We moved on for the hills at five o'clock 

Saturday morning. 

 

At the last minute we noticed that Mary Paul had put all of the child's things on our gari.  

When we discovered it & ordered them taken off, she said she would not part with the 

child.  So what could we do but sent them both back to Lahore & and leave them there.  

After all of our planning she went back & even tried to force us to take the child.  We 

came up hill without an ayah.   

 

The ride of seven miles or nine, was made in a rickshaw by me, while DJ & Betty had a 

dandi. This hillside is absolutely bare and treeless.  The sun beat down upon us, and it 

was hot.  But gradually the layers of heat were passed and grateful breezes blew upon us.  

Viedebandt is way off from the rest of the station & down the hillside, but—oh it is nice! 

[…] 

 

I forgot to say that we found an ayah as soon as we got up hill.  And other ayahs have 

come to apply since.  This one is a quiet respectable woman who may learn to suit me 

very well.   

 

xxx 

This week we heard from the Board regarding our going home next spring.  It seems that 

in view of the fact that I was granted (practically) a short furlough two years ago, they 

cannot do this without medical certificate.  They say it is customary to average the length 

of time of both for furlough when one has been home irregularly.  So we would have to 

go a year or two later, or also ask for doctor's certificate —(which I do not think I could 

get.)   

 

Johnson says that he could get his furlough regularly & pay the passage of Betty & me.  

If we think it best to go, I believe we will do it this way and say nothing to anybody.  It is 

fair for the Board to reason as it does.  I do not blame them at all.  Do you?   

 

Johnson has a nice room upstairs for his writing table & he is reveling in it.  No doubt he 

is dashing off screeds of things for the mail & for publication here & there. […] 

 

Thurs a.m. […]  Johnson has bought me a dandi (second hand) for R7 just to use this 

summer.  It will be possible for us to go together to many pretty places both now and 

later and to take Betty.  We shall try to sell it after the season is over. 

 

[No closure.] 
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[Not transcribed 

April 15, 1909 

DJ to the Coles] 

 

 

April 20, 1909 [Excerpts] 

Viedebandt, Kasauli 

Dearest Parents, 

 

I am sitting in the cozy drawing room in front of a grate fire of pine cones and crackling 

wood.  Betty & her new hill ayah are playing opposite, and we are as snug as can be from 

the rain and wind which beats outside.  For several days we have had no rain up here.  

Yesterday all the Lahore people went down.  I was very brave and did not shed a tear 

when waving DJ goodbye from the curve of the roadside.  He started to walk down at 10 

o'clock.  At three, I had the remaining member of the party from the other house, here to 

dinner, Rob Goheen & Anna, Mr. Uptegraph & Mr. Avery.  They left at five o'clock. 

 

Johnson has been very eager to find me company for the two or three weeks till Miss 

Bose comes up.  As yet no one has turned up and I am here alone save Betty and the 

faithful servants.  The ayah slept inside beside Betty last night, & the chankidár slept on 

the veranda.  I do not feel nervous or lonely as yet & love this place very much. 

 

[…] Mrs. Clark wrote me today after parting with her two girls Ruth & Leila.  She is 

quite used up over it—poor thing. 

 

Before Johnson went down we had a Civil Surgeon, Col. Julian, come down to get 

acquainted and feel an interest in me.  He is very gentlemanly and fine, and seemed 

thoroughgoing and very skillful.  He said I was alright but would make another call after 

two weeks.  Although there was not the slightest need of calling him, Johnson did not like 

to go down without making connections with him.  He is to be here all the season. 

 

Betty makes great company for me.  We eat our meals together and she is learning to use 

her little fork and pusher (which Aunt Mary sent) very skillfully.  Her prayers at night are 

very sweet, although she repeats after me as yet. 

 

Dr. & Mrs. Thackwell have arrived today.  I took Betty up with me in the dandy to just 

say a welcome.  They are dear people but I do not feel inclined at all to go there.  The 

cottage oppresses me with its close dark rooms. 

 

Wednesday: 

A letter from DJ today says it was Eva Datta who has cholera.  She was taken Monday 

noon and lived all through Tuesday.  I am sort of dreading a telegram today saying she 

has gone.  Mrs. Ewing goes to nurse her nights and she has all the medical attention 

possible. […] 
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I wish Johnson did not feel it so important for me that I have company all the time.  I am 

doing nicely thus far with darling Betty and a good ayah and sweeper and Kineyah & a 

chankidár on the place.  If I need assistance I could send for the Civil Surgeon as easily if 

there were hundreds here.  So long as I do not feel nervous or lonesome I think it is all 

right, don't you?  All the servants are faithful and good to me. 

 

It has been raining steadily all night and all day.  For an hour or so there was a slight 

respite and I have just sent Betty out in her red coat to get some of the fresh air.  The 

sweeper is carrying her in his arms up hill and ayah is bringing up the rear.  I do not try to 

climb that hill now that I am alone.  The veranda and level lower furnish me all I need for 

exercise. 

 

Thursday morning. 

I am posting seven letters this morning.  Do you not think my correspondence will soon 

pick up at this rate?  I have not yet got DJ's letter to tell if Eva will recover.  I dare not 

wait for it lest this miss the mail.  And you would not like that! 

 

How eager I am to hear of your arrival home safe & happily.  We thought you might 

Cable but you did not do it, did you?  It is time for noon day naps.  So goodbye & heaps 

upon heaps of love to you both & all. 

 

(You would have enjoyed this Cottage had you decided to stay for the summer!) 

Elizabeth 

 

 

April 27-29, 1909 [Excerpts] 

"Viedebandt" Kasauli 

Dearest Parents, 

 

The rain is still pouring down in torrents.  It is almost too dark to see to write by my desk, 

but I want to begin my letter to you today.  Everyone is astonished at the rain.  It is most 

unseasonable, and coming when the crops are about to ripen there is serious danger of all 

being spoiled and a famine in consequence.  However I think the rain is mostly confined 

to the hills, and perhaps the United Providences, I am not quite sure.  

 

[…] Did I tell you their rearrangement for the hot weather.  Datta
11

 was to move into the 

dining room, Donaldson into our bedroom & DJ to occupy his dafter.  The drawing room 

is to be the common room where they eat & receive their guests.  Someone is always 

coming in to stay with him.  Since Sunday they have had Young Wilson (of Social 

                                                 
11

 Dr. Surendra Kumar Datta was president of Forman Christian College, a graduate of the College and of 

the medical department of the University of Edinburgh, former National General Secretary of the YMCA 

and Secretary of the Research Department of the World's Committee in Geneva.  In 1924-1926, he was 

President of the All-India Conference of Indian Christians, and during those years he represented the Indian 

Christian Community in the Imperial Legislative Assembly, having been nominated to the post by the 

Viceroy.  His presidency of FCC started in 1932, and Dr. Edmund Lucas remained as vice-president 

(Brown 609). 
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Service Jullundur), Rev. E.P. Newton, Mr. Alexander of Sialkot and Mr. Carter and 

Donahue of Ferozepur and Meerut.  

 

How glad I am to be out of it all!  You have no idea how restful this hill station is—and 

this dear cottage.  My days' program is short and uninterrupted.  Betty comes into bed 

with me about six o'clock & we play until Chotti Larazi is brought to us.  We divide the 

toast & eat together in my bed.  Then ayah takes Betty off to her little dressing room & 

clothes her & off they go for brisk morning walk up on the mall till breakfast time.  I 

settle back among extra pillows & read my Bible till nearly nine o'clock.  Then sing out 

for Kaneyah to bring a hot kettle to the bathroom door, rise, dress and read Johnson's 

letter which comes just then, and am ready to greet little rosy cheeked lassie as she comes 

running in with her hands full of mountain pine, or flowers if she can find any.  Then we 

go out to the dining room & eat breakfast together.  Betty takes simply huge dishes of 

rice & milk & a little toast with guava jelly on it to top off. 

 

Following the meal, comes my consultation with K[aneyah], & unlocking my stores for 

the days' provisions.  A little letter writing and lo it is 12 o'clock!  Betty goes to bed & so 

do I till nearly three o'clock.  Another visit of the postman and another letter from my 

lover husband!  Then dinner at four o'clock.  Reading or stocking darning (!), in the 

afternoon, a walk up the hill (if not raining) and bedtime.  I turn in when Betty does & 

read if I like till I drop off.  Ayah comes in about 10 o'clock & sleeps on the floor by 

Betty's crib in the other room.  We are cozy & safe and comfy all the day & all the night. 

 

[…] The Williams are Baptists who have been stationed here in charge of the Presby. 

Church for 5 years.  They are pleasant & have sent me down a stack of paper backed 

novels (which I shall never open!) 

 

I wonder if you, Mother, will attend the Annual Women's For[eign] Miss[ionary] 

Meeting in Milwaukee.  I see it comes this week.  With what new eyes & ears you will 

listen to addresses &ce!  Shall you not give some of your recent impressions?  I am so 

eager for a real letter.  I think you ought to reach us by another week.  Surely you will 

make a "b"-line for Chicago.  Lois wants a visit in Cleveland.  What about Ed? 

 

[…] I am very happy these days. 

Lovingly,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 5, 1909 

Dearest Mother and Father] 

 

 

May 13, 1909 

"Viedebandt" Kasauli 

Dearest Father & Mother, 
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You can't imagine how good it seems to get regular letters again.  I am so excited every 

time a letter comes, it is like a feast.  Dan wouldn't open either envelope from you this 

week, but sent them on to me that I might have the added joy of breaking the envelope!  

He is better than I should ever try to be! 

 

Well it is lovely to think of you both at home.  Father at 220 Broadway & Montclair & 

Mother visiting with Bertha Condé!  How I wish I could have heard Father's meeting on 

India!  What did you say?  Your comments are always interesting to us. 

 

By the way father, don't send any more of my money out here, just do with the interest as 

you prefer, keep it or deposit it with the bank.  It is not profitable to have money in banks 

out here.  The interest is so low.
12

 

 

Let me explain that that melancholy streak I had after you left, was really due to a 

physical condition which was corrected by diet.  It is not uncommon in such cases.  I am 

beautifully well these days and feel that I am having the luxurious time of my life, with 

no responsibility—just lazy.  I grow more & more in love with this dear place.  I must 

take pictures of the Cottage.  The Goulds would tell you all about it.  Surely you will see 

them in Chicago.  Do meet Mrs. Helen Newton Gould if you can.  Have a "tiffin" at 

Fields or something, she is so refreshing.  

 

I am not alone this week for Dr. Brown of Ludhiana hospital has come for treatment, & 

will stay till Saturday.  She has a bad ulcerated tongue & does not know why.  They will 

make a culture of it to ascertain the cause if possible.  It is painful for her to eat or talk.  

Today everybody came: Mrs. Warwick of "Ye Brewery" came to tea with me.  Kaneyab 

made a delicious coconut cake, & this with buttered currant rolls, sliced thin, was all I 

had.  She is a dear friend of Mrs. Smith and an ardent Roman Catholic.  It seems queer to 

have a "Brewery" friend. 

 

What to you think!  Dan says he will come up this Saturday (15th) and have a day & a 

half of my company.  I am radiant of course, & so is Betty.  I have given a long list of 

things to bring—poor soul! 

 

Father, have you ever read "Peter" by F. Hopkinson Smith?  I think it the most charming 

book I have read for many a day.  Do read it!  A letter from Mac this week gives side 

light upon your fine appearance.  "Mother looks ten years younger etc. etc." It makes 

letter writing much easier since you were here.  I am sure it paid!  I tell DJ that money 

spent to strengthen or perpetuate family ties is a good & worthy investment!  

Consequently he decided to come up this week.  Haha. 

 

                                                 
12

 Daniel W. Howe writes: "The American Victorians manifested an extreme form of "future-orientation"; 

their ambition, their interest in education, their willingness to reinvest profits, all show their concern with 

planning ahead and using time wisely" (19).  See June 23, 1909, letter also. 
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Dear Betty has it all worked out now that Grandpa & Grandpa Thackwell are just 

"jhutmit" (pretend)—and that the real ones live in "Chi-ca-go-go."  She talks about you a 

great deal & tells ayah where you live and etc. I am glad she will not forget.
13

 

 

DJ has had a letter from Harlan P. Beach of Yale, regarding work for a Ph.D. there in the 

subject of "Missions."  He wants to do reading & study this summer in line with his 

coming home if he can decide what work he wants.  I often think he would better go with 

College work under E. C. Ray or assist on that Board of Aid, than plunge at once into 

study again.  I should like him to get his doctors degree at odd times, if possible, so as to 

attract as little attention as possible & not to take the time from these splendid. . . .  

 

[Missing pages] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

DJ to the Coles 

Letter and postcards 

May 13, 1909 

May 20, 1909 

May 24, 1909] 

 

 

May 16, 1909, Sunday evening 

"Viedebandt" Kasauli 

Dearest parents, 

 

I have just waved the last goodbye to Dan as he disappeared over the top of the hill at 

5:30 p.m. on his way down to Lahore.  We have had a perfect visit for a day and a half 

and it has cheered us both.  On Saturday he arrived as Betty & I were eating Chotti Lazari 

(6:30).  His train leaving Lahore at two o'clock had not arrived at Kalka until 12:30 

midnight.  Then he waited until 4 a.m. & took a horse uphill.  It was a long trip and 

unbroken rest [?].  So of course there had to be lots of sleep first and the day was sultry, 

so he did not get really rested before Sunday morning.   

 

But every minute was worth while.  He helped me settle & move all my things into the 

further suite of rooms, off the drawing room.  We had all the favorite things to eat.  A 

pumpkin pie made each day, & we each consumed half!  Delicious hot chocolate & 

currant buns for supper, dahl & rice and pancakes for breakfast &ce. &ce.  We didn't do 

any reading or writing or study just sat under the trees and enjoyed life.  He looked 50% 

better when he went down with a little lunch of sandwiches & some Malted Milk powder 

in his pocket to eat at the station.  He will not come again until I wire for him.  But I don't 

think that will be many weeks. 

 

                                                 
13

 The Reese Thackwells spent fifty-two busy and happy years (1858-1910) in Christ's work in Ambala, the 

most of any of the missionaries in India (Brown 581).  The Thackwells survived the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 

and protected their Ambala orphan girls by taking them to Kasauli (Webster 190-191). 
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Your interesting letter came in time for breakfast.  It is lovely to have them come direct.  

I get them as soon as we did in Lahore.  And then later on come the letters from general 

friends directed to Lahore.  Your letters are so joyous I love to get them.  I believe you 

are enjoying it all more now than at the time.  Surely you & B. Condé are having the time 

of your lives.  I wish I could see you eating Chotti Lazari and using all the Indian words 

you can remember!  DJ & I want to be behind the door to peek!  Does Father still call it 

Chotti LOzari?  What fun!  It is good to hear of Bertha rescuing that girl from Christian 

Scientists.  Poor thing.  Nice to hear so much of the Birds.  How hospitable & efficient 

they are!  I am so glad Uncle John [Alvord] lives nearby.  Wonder if you will rent the 

house and go to New York. 

 

Poor Mrs. Dickey.  I expect she is having a hard time.  No wonder she cannot write 

annual reports.  I should rather you did it anyway.  I hope you went to Milwaukee.  

Mother will you find out for me whether the Y.P.[Young People's] Soc. would like me to 

write them letters.  I never hear from them direct and thought perhaps they did not really 

care.  If you move to New York I presume they will soon drop my salary. 

 

I am glad you feel that people are glad to see you back and that the atmosphere is warm.  

How it does brighten life to have it filled with loving relationships.  I am so glad Howard 

& Helen are in our church.  I just hope he will please everybody and be a real blessing. 

 

Monday evening.  I wish you could see my artistic suite of rooms.  They are a pleasure 

every time I enter them.  In the first place, the lattice window with deep window sill and 

the pretty flowered curtains that were at your window, with my tall brass vase all is 

lovely.  My writing table is across the corner.  My white & brass iron bedstead adds an 

air, and all the rest is pretty too.  What a real satisfaction it is to have one's room give 

continual satisfaction.  I wish you could see this mountain home.  You would love it I 

know.  Johnson took a lot of pleasure in all its details yesterday: the picket fence, the 

heavily laden fruit trees & little seat built between two of them: the glorious view off 

toward Smila, Sanawar, Sabathu, and Dharanipur.  The sound of the military bands 

floated on the breezes across the valleys, and all this framed in the wild honeysuckle 

trailing over our veranda latticework. 

 

I am indeed most fortunate.  Poor Grace writes that she is not strong and has to spend a 

great deal of time resting on the bed.  Mr. Gordon is getting better of his "preacher's 

throat" but his heart still skips every fifth beat or so.  He thinks he strained it during 

Grace's illness.  I am sure David's condition worries Grace far more than any of her own 

infirmities. 

 

On my desk is Johnson's picture and a splendid photo of the Hyde Park Presbyterian 

Church.  The Easter church calendar & India and postcards came in this mail.  I have not 

seen a soul all day, & had a wee postcard this afternoon saying DJ had arrived safely at 

the Kalka Station & enjoyed his hot malted milk & sandwiches.  I guess he was tired after 

the seven miles steep descent. 
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Thurs. 20th May.  I am keeping quiet today as the result of a mango yesterday.  It was so 

delicious & I have two more but I can foresee that they will be given away!  I am 

expecting Dr. Rhea Bose in three or four hours.  She will have a hot ride uphill and the 

train gets into Kalka about nine o'clock, & there is not one shade tree along that blazing 

path up the mountain.  Poor thing, she will be very tired when she arrives. 

 

Miss Donaldson is preparing for the 50th anniversary of the Dehra School the first week 

of June.  They will have everybody back that they can lay hands on and it will be a big 

occasion.  But with only Miss Woodside to help her, the burden is no light one. 

 

There!  I have let down my mosquito net to keep the flies off.  They are such a bother 

when one is stationary.  Not a one can get at me!  They buzz outside.  Margaret wrote 

yesterday that Miss Robinson (yours!) was coming to spend three days on her way into 

Kashmir. 

 

One of Margaret's most valuable helpers has died in the Fort & she has been obliged to 

close that work for the present.  My ayah & sweeper have been taught by an evangelist 

every week, and will be ready for baptism, I hope, by the end of the summer.  It is 

probable I shall take them to Lahore.  [Note: this would seem to be the traditional route to 

conversion.] 

 

It must be very hot on the plains for up here we are hot— quite as hot as any Bay View 

day you ever saw.  Still there is a little breeze.  Wish you could see the pretty vase of pink 

roses by my side. 

 

Love in abundance to you both and everybody.   

Elizabeth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May 27, 1909 

Viedebandt, Kasalli [Excerpts] 

Dearest Parents, 

 

May 27, 1909 [Post Card] 

Dear Mrs. Cole 

For a week my valise has been packed to start at E's call.  When I reflect on the eternal 

significance of it all, it seems unreal for me to be away down here, so far from her.  I 

believe God must mercifully blunt us, or we cd [could] not have it as it is—good word—

cheerful & thankful—comes every day.  We are all well in Lahore.   

 

Punkas are swinging & the summer pull is on. 

Lovingly, 

DJF 
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Again a keen pleasure in your weekly letters.  They are so good, so full of spirit and fire, 

so loving and thoughtful of us!  Father's "meditations" on his trip and the Bible are good 

reading also.  Glad you sent them. [...] I do wish we could hear Father speak on India at 

Wed. Eve. meeting.  You must tell me all he says.  Do you not enjoy giving the little talks 

on India & Japan.  I'm sure you can hold your listeners spellbound! […] 

 

Miss Bose and I are enjoying life very much.  She is sweet company although far from 

strong. […] She has brought a very unique stringed musical instrument to practice on.  It 

is called the "Peacock" in Urdu & is played with a bow—something like a cello.  I find 

Miss Bose is very musical & one of her tasks this summer is to arrange a Hymnody of 

Urdu & Western tunes for the C.M.S. Church Services. 

 

I think I have not yet told you of the distinguished friend Miss Bose has asked to come & 

stay with us next month.  It is Deaconess Goreh of Campore, but the famous one who 

wrote "In the Secret of His Presence" some years ago.  She is about 50 years old now and 

wears Deaconess garb & works in the S.P.G. [Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 

among the Heathen] mission.  Her father is the one referred to in the "Desire of India."  

They say she is a heavenly minded person living more in the other world than in this.  

She is the only one left of all her family, and all her relations are Hindu, so she is really 

alone in the world.  After Eva died she began her letters of sympathy with "I rejoice with 

you that your ties with the other world are growing so many and so strong!"  Few could 

write that way. . . . Just think how small the world is!  I never expected to even see the 

authoress of this sweet hymn which was a favorite for years & years before I left home.  

Much less entertain her in my own home!  So many times I used to sing that as a solo at 

Missionary & prayer meetings. [...] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"In the Secret of His Presence": Deaconess Ellen Goreh was a high-caste native of India.  

After her conversion to Christianity, it is said she spent some years in the home of an 

English clergyman, and wrote the poem.  It made its appearance in a book of poems of 

which she was the author. . . . The hymn was first sung by George Stebbins as an offertory 

in one of the churches in Brooklyn, New York.  It was often repeated as an offertory, and 

on occasions was sung in evangelistic services.  But it had its larger introduction to the 

public during the All-Winter Mission conducted by Mr. Moody in London in the winter of 

1883-84.  The hymn at once came into general favor, and the deeply spiritual tone of the 

words brought blessing to many.  The song was afterwards published in “Gospel Hymns,” 

and in “Sacred Songs and Solos.”  Very soon it found its way into all parts of the world.  

Dr. Hudson Taylor, head of the great China Inland Mission, stated at Northfield, 

Massachusetts that it was the favorite hymn of his missionaries. 

<http://www.cyberhymnal.org/htm/i/t/itsecret.htm>. 
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May 26th.  Here I am out under the apricot trees.  It is 5:30 and great shade.  Miss Boss 

has taken a dandy & Betty up to Dr. Thackwells.  I presume that Betty will find some 

cake & biscuits up there.  She never fails to ask for them!  As far as I can see, the whole 

world is divided into two classes: those who give little girls "bickies" & those who do 

not! [...] 

 

Do you know, when you talk about your Siam Missionaries I feel homesick.  No 

secretary ever writes to me, nor asks for letters, and I do not feel that I belong to anybody 

(except you!) who takes an interest.  Tell me what to do.  The Y.P Sec. never writes nor 

seems to care for letters.  I think they like best the plan of your talking to them 

periodically.  Do they not? […] 

 

[PS] I read the Interior at [Room] ’48 with interest.  All about Mrs. Cole’s welcome 

home!  I wonder if you will rent the house & go to Montclair.  Had a nice letter from 

Mary this week. 

 

 

[My father, E. McClung Fleming, was born on May 29, 1909.]  

 

 

In the secret of His presence 
 

In the secret of His presence how my soul delights to hide! 

Oh, how precious are the lessons which I learn at Jesus' side! 

Earthly cares can never vex me, neither trials lay me low; 

For when Satan comes to tempt me, to the secret place I go, 

To the secret place I go. 

 

When my soul is faint and thirsty, 'neath the shadow of His wing 

There is cool and pleasant shelter, and a fresh and crystal spring; 

And my Savior rests beside me, as we hold communion sweet: 

If I tried, I could not utter what He says when thus we meet, 

What He says when thus we meet. 

 

Only this I know: I tell Him all my doubts, my griefs and fears; 

Oh how patiently He listens! And my drooping soul He cheers: 

Do you think He ne'er reproves me?  What a false Friend He would be, 

If he never, never told me of the sins which He must see, 

Of the sins which He must see. 

 

Would you like to know the sweetness of the secret of the Lord? 

Go and hide beneath His shadow: This shall then be your reward; 

And whene'er you leave the silence of that happy meeting place, 

You must mind and bear the image of the master in your face, 

Of the Master in your face. 
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[June 1, 1909  

DJ to the Coles 

Baby announcement] 

 

 

June 1909 [Excerpts] 

Dearest Mother, 

 

I hope you sent a wire to the Turners at Camden Maine.  I promised her you should do so 

as soon as I called, but I'm afraid perhaps I forgot to tell you quite plainly enough.  Did 

you do it?  And to Lois?  I fancy you have both been in New York or else father was & 

he called back the congratulations.  Did you really send it on May 31 at 2:45 a.m.?  I 

wonder how you could have been up at such an unearthly hour.  But the Cable read that 

way.  And we received it early Monday morning.  It is nice to know you can rejoice with 

us from the first.  But I am sure you have been waiting patiently for the letters a whole 

month. 

 

[…] I know how you feel with your big sleeves.  I shall feel just the same when I get up, 

and must find a darsi at once.  Do you know, I never thought of myself enough to make a 

pretty dressing sacgne to wear in bed!  Nurse thinks it is awful not to have one!  And this 

week friends are permitted to see me.  I could have had the darsi make one as well as not, 

if I had only thought.  I wear dressing gowns and sacgnes so little, it never entered my 

head. 

 

[…] DJ has had a fine letter from U. of Chgo about taking a Ph.D. there in the Dept of 

Relig. Education.  It would require four quarters residence.  Columbia & Yale have also 

been heard from, but do not offer the facilities in the line he wants.  However I rather 

think he will go right into some sort of work at home.  I often wonder if E.C. Ray would 

not want him in his dept of College & Aid.  But we do not worry for if it is God's will, He 

will open the door ahead of us. 

 

Tuesday.  Our little man is cooling by himself on the veranda, and Nurse has gone to 

have her daily hot bath.  Betty & Ayah are climbing the hill for their morning walk on the 

mall.  A freshness is in the air after rain and the sun is beginning to struggle out.  I was to 

have spent the morning on the veranda, on another bed, but it does not look hopeful.  This 

is my 10th day and Nurse would like me to begin to sit up, but Col. Julian is very decided 

that I shall lie on my back until the 21st day!   

 

[…] Thursday. I am feeling very fresh and rested after good sound sleep.  McClung slept 

from 10 till 5 o'clock and is the best baby ever made.  You would be surprised to see how 

large and well developed he is at 12 days.  Betty did not seem so large for two months I 

do believe.  The little frocks are just a fit now, and some of the sleeves are really short to 

begin with.  Did you ever have 9 lb. baby?  It is too big I think, but all the trouble he 

caused me before his birth is amply compensated for by his being so little trouble now.  I 

do wish you could see him!  Johnson is so proud of his little son it is perfectly lovely to 

see them together.   
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[…] What a long letter I have written you!  And still there is not much news.  I am able to 

write of little else but about ourselves. 

 

[…] Mother, you should be growing fat if you "could eat nails!"  I think it is just because 

you are relieved from the care of housekeeping.  You should not ever have to plan your 

meals.  When we all live together I will do anything you like but, of course, I shall have 

to learn how to do things in America.  Perhaps I'll be a failure there!  I don't see how 

anybody with moderate means can afford to live in our country.  I never could keep a 

nurse girl, and I should have to go to the tub regularly!  What fun! 

 

You dear things!  Do you realize how much I love you, and what a comfort and joy you 

are to me every day of my life?  It seems as if I never can part with either of you!   

 

Your own little 

Elsie 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 7, 1909 

Dearest Mother & Father]  

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 15-17, 1909 

Viedebandt," Kasauli Hills 

Dearest Father & Mother] 

 

 

Photograph. DJ Fleming with students.  Mac Fleming is sitting in his lap, 

circa 1913. 
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June 23, 1909 

"Viedebandt," Kasauli Hills 

Dearest Parents,  

 

If you are going to Bay View June 15th, I must send this there directly.  Ned Warner sent 

me the Bay View Magazine with all the attractive announcements and it surely seems like 

old times again.  I like to think of you there amidst all those friends.  How famous you 

will be after your great trip! 

 

It is just a week since Nurse left, & it seems ages.  We have been steadily getting adjusted 

to each other, baby & I.  Each day has seemed we are so much stronger and today I 

walked quite far on the Upper Mall, ayah carrying the wee son and Betty skipping by my 

side.  Oh it is so good to be on one's feet again!  I praise God for all He has done for us!  

Never did I expect to have so placid and comfortable a baby as this one.  He sleeps all 

day and all night, and is just no trouble to anyone.  He has grown during the month so 

that I expect DJ will see a great change.  I expect him up on Friday for two days.  Hurrah! 

 

Miss Bose & Deaconess betook themselves to Sunnyside for a few days, so that they 

might have a little change & also leave us to enjoy ourselves alone over Sunday.  Wasn't 

that a good plan!  So tonight and tomorrow night I am quite alone again in the house till 

he comes.  I do wish I could get a few more letters written each day.  I have so many to 

answer since baby came.  But the days are so short with its continuous program for meals 

& bath and nap and & outing.  Oh I am so glad to be here away from the company & rush 

of Landour.  I just love the freedom & quiet of this place.  And it is so restful not to know 

people. 

 

Miss Bose has been unspeakably dear and kind.  I think she is one of the most delightful 

people I ever have known.  Deaconess too is rare, but very quiet and not at all well, so 

exhausted by all her work in Campore.  She is reading our copy of Helen Keller with 

great pleasure.  (By the way what to you hear of Chas & Sue Keller these days?  Have 

you ever seen their little girl?)
14

   

 

Tomorrow is the Ewing's 30th anniversary of their marriage.  There is to be a surprise 

party for them.  I presume Margaret & Nancy are getting it up.  I will wire my 

congratulations from here, just for fun. 

 

Johnson is very much interested in his Bible Studies on the Positive Life.  He has printed 

a syllabus each day & gets the men to write out the questions.  It is making them think 

and attracting attention from several not in his class.  When he gets the course completed 

he will have it printed by the YMCA as a much needed study for non-Xians.  Tomorrow 

evening he reads a paper before some scientific society. […] 

 

                                                 
14

 I can not find out how the Coles knew Helen Keller and her brother Charles and his wife Sue Keller.  I do 

not believe they were Bay View friends, although Helen Keller spoke at a Bay View Assembly once 

shortly before WWI.  Charles Keller was one of the four men who wrote to Elizabeth when the Coles sailed 

to Europe from New York.   
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There is much whooping cough of a severe form in Lahore now.  One case in hospital 

had spent R.200 in injections of oxygen.  A man at Bliss & Co chemist, says all his 

children and his wife are down with it and his wife has a worse case than any he has ever 

seen before!   

 

I am startled at the suggestion you make, father, of selling out the Pitometer Company.  

But I can see that what you say is true & it may be the only real way out.  I wish Johnson 

could help you run it.  He is just a man you need to work hard and develop a lot of detail.  

How much would you give him? 

 

Mother, you have your hands full, I can see.  I like to hear what you talk about at those 

meetings.  I am sure I could never think of half these things to say.  I don't see how I can 

ever come home.  I never could compete with you! 

 

And father your Literary Soc. could not fare better than to have a paper by you on the 

"English in India."  Do it by all means. 

 

Thursday a.m.  I stopped writing the above at 10 o'clock & then fed McClung & went to 

sleep all peaceful and promising a good night.  Since then I have had just 4 hours sleep.  

Betty was awake and demanding attention from 11:30 till 1:30.  No sooner had she 

quieted down than the little one awoke, & cried for food at 2 a.m.  His regular time is at 4 

o'clock, so we tried to put him off with a spoonfuls of warm water.  Ayah walked with 

them until three o'clock, got him quiet & lay down to sleep.  But up he got & I had to 

feed him, the little monkey!  I was so afraid of changing his good night habits by feeding 

him.  But he seems ravenously hungry.  It was 3:30 when I was ready to sleep.  Such is 

the life of a mother!  It is all ups & downs even with the best of babies.  I was greatly 

relieved however to have the house to myself, for if those two delicate ladies had been 

here I would have felt very responsible.  Johnson is so glad to have the house to himself 

this time when he comes up.  It is ideal to be alone when there are only two days after a 

whole month.   

 

I must send you some of our letters from friends, just to keep you in touch.  Otherwise I 

would destroy them.  But I am sure you will enjoy reading them, as you know most of the 

people.  DJ is so good about forwarding all the little things to me from Lahore, & I enjoy 

seeing them although much is trivial of course. 

 

I eat alone today.  Wish you two dear people would slip into the vacant seats!  In spirit 

we are always together are we not?  Would you be kind enough (!) to order & send me 

another ounce bottle of chamomile pills 3x.  My bottle is nearly empty.  No.  I will send 

to Calcutta for it, so don't trouble.   

 

Everything is still as a mouse this morning.  A most lovely day.  And so restful.  "Babs" 

is asleep in his crib out here beside me on the veranda. 
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I send back that cheque (with just as many thanks!) to be invested at home & save 

transfer money.  We have enough back in India.  Awfully kind of father!  Heaps of love, 

E. 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Several letters from DJ to the Coles 

June 9, 1909 

June 10, 1909 

June 15, 1909 

June 29, 1909 

July 3, 1909  

July 7, 1909] 

 

 

July 1, 1909 

"Viedebandt" Kasauli Hills 

"Blessed be the Lord who daily beareth one's burdens." Ps. 68:19 

Dearest Father and Mother, 

 

In Bay View you must be and the Assembly on.  Oh oh, how like old times it all seems.  

What a delightful season it will be for you, and again meeting old friends.  Do give my 

love to Mrs. Howard and thank her for her Christmas greeting and the novel "Receipts."  

I eagerly look forward to hearing from you of Bay View.  That is always of great interest 

to me. 

 

Last Sunday Johnson was here and your letters were read with great eagerness.  They 

were the first since you had heard of McClung's arrival.  What a time you all had with the 

[cable] book & its being Sunday!  Glad you were all pleased with our boy.  You truly 

would be if you could see him.  We think he is just a little extra fine and good.  And 

surely he is no trouble to anybody.  I have just finished bathing him & he is lying wide 

awake in his crib but will presently drop off to sleep.  In spite of all his good sleep he did 

not seem by the scales to gain last week.  That was the old problem with Betty.  So I have 

started one bottle a day, cow's milk & have a cow brought & milked at the door.  I have 

also begun my old practice of rubbing in coconut oil after the bath.  And I am trying the 

effect of a very diluted dose of those nerve tablets which Dr. Hobson gave me for Betty 

to help her assimilate her food.  It may be that is all that is the matter with this child also.  

What a laboratory for practical experimentation ones children are!   

 

Johnson arrived in Lahore safely & and in time to enjoy a huge shower of rain which he 

says has brought out all his prickly heat in double force!  The Ewings 30th anniversary 

party was a success although I have yet heard no details. 

 

Deaconess leaves us tomorrow.  She feels much better after her work at Sunnyside.  She 

and Miss Bose think the air is more bracing up there, it is a higher point.  The difference 

is like that of Hamilton House & Lal Liba, tho' perhaps not quite so great.  We are 
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preparing proposing to the Whittocks that instead of both sharing in common the drawing 

room & dining room, we each take one of these rooms for our own, & eat & all in 

separate rooms.  It will be much simpler since we have children and they have none. 

Besides each of us will enjoy our own fireside in the rains.  Mrs. W. will come up in 

about three weeks now. 

 

I am having a time getting Betty's digestion right.  She was given too much sugar & jams 

while I was in bed.  She looks quite pale for her, & has a most capricious appetite.  I have 

moved her bed into my room.  Now this is all about myself & the babies!  How you will 

disapprove.  But the letter got delayed & now it is mail time, & I must go lie down for the 

noon nap. 

 

Heaps of love & constant interest & thought in all you do, you two dear dear precious 

people.  Your own daughter,  

Elsie 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 7, 1909 

Viedebandt, Kasauli 

My dear Parents] 

 

 

July 13, 1909 

Kasauli 

Dearest Parents, 

 

The last letter was so exciting, all about the two addresses before the Miss'y Societies, 

and the way Aunt Helen & Aunt Mary both describe your success, I can see they were 

very proud of you.  Helen French also said lovely things.  You are a perfect dear in every 

way, and I love to hear that others are admiring and appreciating you.  It does so give me 

real joy to hear you say that Howard & Helen are much admired and beloved.  Isn't that 

fine!  It may be the making of Howard, and in putting him in touch with city churches.   

 

Letters from Mrs. Robinson who always begins "Dear Sister Elizabeth" and signs herself 

"Sister Jessie"—and Helen French, have added much to my pleasure.  But best of all the 

week was a wee visit from Dan.  His 5th!  He arrived Saturday morning & left Sunday 

evening as usual, but we were both in good shape to enjoy things.  The children are well 

& good, so we had time for talks & walks.  You can't think how I appreciate the health 

God has given me this month.  I feel absolutely well, and even brisk when walking.  And 

I can walk far without fatigue, and I feel like joking and laughing and reading, quite my 

old self again as you can see.  After months of languor, it is such a blessing.  I should not 

be surprised if I kept well now.  Why not?  Dr. Hobson kindly sent me some powders to 

take & try in case of low fever again.  I should do it, & have faith to believe they will 

come nearer to the mark than most medicines.  Certainly it is true that this week I feel 
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better than for years.  Perhaps Kasauli agrees with me.  Oh I hope it lasts!  I should like to 

really serve India before I leave the country. 

 

This little boy was a contrast to Betty by being a good sleeper.  But I get very 

discouraged over his habits.  They were excellent when Nurse left but the ayah loves to 

feel him in her arms, to trot & walk and sing & talk and rock him.  She does it whenever 

alone with him, & now he knows quite well when awake that he prefers to be held & 

walked with—and rocked to sleep!  As long as I have an ayah I presume any other 

proceeding is quite hopeless.  What would Mary do she lived here?  The disadvantages of 

servants is great.  You should see the way Betty orders them about—just a young 

autocratic—& they all obey her promptly.  The ayah demurred doing something she 

wished the other day, when Betty raised her forefinger and shook it threatening saying 

"Gih mera lukeem lai" (This is my order!). 

 

The Whittocks came on Friday.  DJ stays down longer, I don't know yet how long.  And 

on Monday Miss Bose goes to the other cottage "Sunnyside" for the rest of the season.  I 

shall miss her.  She has been delightful company, and a great friend to me, & a continual 

help.  I must go off to bed now, so as to get plenty of sleep in.  I can usually get an hour 

or two in the day as well.  So I am well off.  Goodnight!  E. 

 

Wednesday a.m.  I have been trying to wash out one of the babies blankets & it looks 

muddy after all my efforts, so I have called the dhobi to wash it again in my bathroom.  I 

am sitting on a little stool now watching the process.  I am not a success with heavy 

flannel things.  He is using lots of strength, and they will be clean I know. 

 

Baby is crying himself to sleep on the veranda, and Betty's voice is heard coming down 

the hill after her morning walk.  Did I tell you that I have a nice little cow milked here 

every morning.  Its calf comes too & is tied to the fence.  It is grazing now on our nice 

green grass.  I tell you the milk tastes different.  I am not giving a bottle this week 

because it did not seem to do any good and I want him to go a little longer just a mother's 

milk.  I have heaps as before, but I think it too rich this time.  However I'm not having 

any difficulty from sore nipples this time and it is a great relief.  There isn't anything to 

complain of.  It is all praise.  That dear little soul is awake in his crib just playing with his 

hands.  He smiles sweetly whenever we go to look at him.  What a dear!   

 

I have been moving my share of the dining room furniture into my sitting room, and 

making a cozy little pantry out of the small room at the foot of the staircase.  Dr. Carleton 

wants to come here for ten days and board with me.  We shall be crowded if he does & I 

have only one servant, but I could not tell them not to come.  So he may appear on the 

scene.  He is a large man and a heavy eater and I feel inadequate. 

 

Mrs. Smith wants me to thank you for delivering the little parcel to her sister.  She had 

just heard that it was received.  Mrs. Smith comes to Kasauli for a visit the last of this 

week to see Mrs. Hancock, her brewery friend.  Mrs. Whittock has invited Mrs. Hamm to 

come down from Simila for a "weekend," if my husband were not coming that week I 
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would ask Milly Todd to come with her.  Do you remember Millie?  She knit some lovely 

socks & under vests for McClung. 

 

I wish if it were possible, Betty might have one or two pair of American shoes for the 

winter.  She is now nearly through Aunt Helen's pair, & I do so like seeing her in 

American shoes.  Her age would be size enough. 

 

Thurs. a.m.  It is now mail time & the "chankidár" stands waiting for this letter.  I have 

been busy all morning moving & settling things for the Whittocks.  Mrs. Bose got upset 

again yesterday.  She is very delicate & has to be so careful of her eating!  I am well, & 

the boy smiles & smiles.  His face is changing in expression every day.  The dallies are 

out.  We have a glorious bank full of them. 

 

Love to everybody, yes everybody.  I hope the cottage seems nicer than ever after being 

round the world!  Your devoted daughter,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 21, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Viedebandt, Kasauli 

My dear Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 29, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Viedebandt, Kasauli 

My dear Parents] 

 

July 30, 1909 [Excerpts] 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Kasauli Hills, India 

Dearest Parents, 

 

This evening Betty and I went with "father" as far is the path would take us, and then 

stood waving him goodbye as far as we could see his descending figure.  His whistle 

came distinctly up the mountainside for great while after he could not be seen.  I could 

see a wee white moving figure for great distance far below on the winding ribbon of the 

mountain path.  It is a great panorama spread below one.  Plainly there are the rivers and 

rice fields all submerged in water and the city of Kalka below us and the winding 

railroad.  This is on the down side.  We do not see this from our cottage. 

 

[…] Sunday eve. Your letters of July 3 telling of trunks packed for Bay View are full of 

good spirit, but not very long.  You better begin again Mother, to have my letter always 
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on your writing table, as I do yours, and add a line every now & then.  I love to think of 

you as being up there & anticipate much pleasure from your next letter.  If Laura 

Bingham is there give her my love.  Also find out about Laurel Thayer, if she is still 

working in Washington.  I should like to look in on you tonight August 1st.  I do not 

forget that August 8th is your birthday.  If you were here we you would decorate your 

Chotti Lazari tray! 

 

[…] Monday.  Edward McClung slept 7 1/2 hours last night without waking.  At five he 

wakened and talked to himself for half an hour & then put himself to sleep again.  Bless 

his heart!  He is gaining 1/4 lb a week.  It is slow progress but steady & he is well.  My 

books say a baby should gain 1/2 lb per week at first—alas, my babies never do!  But this 

little fellow is so good and happy I believe there is no cause to notice his weight much.  I 

give one bottle of day of rich cows milk but it does not satisfy him as long as my milk 

does.  He is out for an airing now up hill, in the ayah's arms.  Betty climbs all over the 

rocks and step paths as surefooted as a deer.  She is a real mountain child.   

 

Dan was saying the other day that "it would humble [?] our children to see the houses 

where they were born."  Certainly in middle life they will need to take long pilgrimages 

& discover their birthplace.  But even if always in America I should like them to come & 

see! […]  

 

Thursday. 10:30 am.  Miss Joan McDonald & I wish to have a conversation class in Urdu 

& we propose asking Miss Bose if she will lead us.  It would be a great help to us both.  

Mrs. Whittock declares she is too ashamed to speak before us.  Isn't that a pity. 

 

DJ writes cheerily from Lahore.  He and Mr. Whittock are together in the Abbey.  Dr. 

Ewing has gone into Kashmir, Mr. Donaldson has taken the servants and gone alone to 

Kashmir.  I feel anxious about him going alone that way.  Mr. Lucas is in Landour with 

his mother.  He wrote a good letter to me recently which I should like to enclose if there 

is room.  The men think Mr. Lucas has a girl in Kentucky and that "something" will be 

"doing" one of these days. 

 

Again with all my hearts love to you both and kind remembrances to all the dear Bay 

View friends.  I am devotedly yours, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 8, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Viedebandt, Kasauli 

Dearest Mother] 
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[Not transcribed 

August 9, 1909 

DJ's Prayer on 5th Anniversary 

Poem: "God's Plan For Us"] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 15-19, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Kasauli, India 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 19, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

Kasauli 

Dearest Father & Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 22, 1909 

Viedebandt, Kasauli  

Dearest Father & Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 30, 1909 

Viedebandt, Kasauli  

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 5, 1909 

Viedebandt, Kasauli  

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 14, 1909 

Sabathu 

Dearest Parents]  
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[Not transcribed 

DJ to the Coles 

September 15, 1909 

Undated] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 21, 1909 

Viedebandt, Kasauli 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

September 26, 1909 

Kasauli, India 

Dearest Mother & Father, 

 

How much of a mother's time goes in just watching and caring for little children!  This 

Sunday I have not had a book or pen (scarcely) in my hand.  It was constant work to keep 

the baby asleep from 1-3 o'clock.  Then I have always to keep an eye on Betty.  She goes 

with the servants in the rear of the house, & I feel much concerned about her morale [?] 

always.  It is constant anxiety when they get this age. 

 

I shall just make it a practice to have her always with me in Lahore.  The boy—bless 

him! likes to have the reins with bells suspended over his crib & he can amuse himself 

for quite a long while.  He is just beginning to find his hands.  I do wish you could see 

him.  His cheeks have gotten such a pretty healthy color the last two weeks, and his smile 

is just captivating.  Everybody stops to talk to him and get his benediction.  He looks like 

Betty did, a good deal, but often I find Ed's baby picture very like him.  Some say he is 

like his father.  The hair—you say it is "not red but a beautiful auburn"—that's just what 

DJ & I think, but we have agreed that it would be as well not to make the fine distinction.  

Others can do that.   

 

He seems to me to be less fair than Betty.  His eyes are dark blue, & large pupils.  Oh I 

do love him all to pieces.  The jolly little soul.  Betty is so helpful with him you would be 

surprised.  And everything she learns, she repeats for her doll, or Teddy Bear.  The poor 

baby has almost nothing new, but wears his sister's clothes.  I was quite taken back 

yesterday went two ladies were talking to him as her & said they thought it was a girl 

because that was a little girls hood he was wearing.  To be sure!  But what difference 

should there be in 3 month old baby caps—boy or girl?   

 

DJ writes happily from the Sialkot Convention.  He enjoys it, & the dear people.  He is 

chairman for one department, & so it is useful.  He thinks he can get up here by 

Wednesday to help me down.  We are having difficulty getting coolies to take us.  There 

are very few coolies (comparatively) in these hills & we have had to engage them long 

ahead.  There will be plenty of packing on the home mail day so I am not leaving you 

until that time.  Oh dear, I have so many letters I want to write, but with this [YWCA] 
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paper they must be postponed.  Please tell Mrs. Jayne, if you happen to think of it, that I 

was so pleased to get her letter & mean to answer it.  Yes mother, those corsets you bro't 

me were exactly right.  I am wearing them now with the greatest comfort. 

 

Your letters are again very good this morning.  I love to have you enjoy the neighbors at 

Bay View & make Laura and Mac happy. 

 

Wednesday evening: 

It is cold and the wind is howling through the pine trees.  The kiddies are asleep and I 

have just drawn my chair next to the fire while I have a wee chat with you. 

 

This has been a day of packing from morning till night.  I expected DJ today to help, but 

when his telegram came saying he could not leave Sialkot Convention for another day, I 

decided that it should all be done before he arrived.  He has had a strenuous time on the 

Executive Committee of Sialkot and has been trying to arrange for us at the same time.  

Well, we are nearly packed.  You would be surprised to see my clothes all in their trunks 

& only my writing table & books remain untouched.  I wanted to work on them this 

evening, but really find myself a little tired—only a little!  But the fire makes me sleepy 

& I want to be off to bed. 

 

It is such fun having two babies to pack for & plan for!  What would seven be like?  I 

thoroughly enjoyed the day, but have not been ten feet away from the house.  You should 

see Betty!  She has not left me for a moment.  Nothing so fascinates her as packing.  She 

has been doing just what I have been, & helping.  Bless her heart.  You should see how 

sweetly she has done up her play things.  One precious box of stones is tied up in string & 

then wrapped in white tissue paper!   

 

I think the Kasauli air must be very stimulating this past week.  The little man has rosy 

cheeks & bright eyes that sparkle & get so mischievous.  He is all activity, & all smiles, 

but he will not sleep.  This is new for him.  I lay it to the bracing air, we shall see when 

we go down.  I hope his little brain is not too active.  He is wonderfully bright I must say, 

and it is beyond the powers of anyone to resist playing with him.  The caps Betty wore at 

one year of age he finds just a fit at three months!  This shows how big proportionately he 

is. 

 

I dismissed my munchee today & paid him Rs 15. for two months.  I am getting good 

flannel for 20 cts. a yard.  How does that compare with home prices? 

 

It is a quarter to nine o'clock & I am going to bed.  More in the morning.  Goodnight. 

No time—Thursday—DJ arrived this a.m. & we are all busy! 

 

Much love,  

Elizabeth 
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[Not transcribed 

October 4, 1909 

"The Abbey" Lahore 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

October 11, 1909 

Lahore 

Dearest Father & Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

DJ to the Coles 

October 14, 1909] 

 

 

October 21, 1909  

Lahore 

Dearest Parents, 

 

Your letter was so short last week, I want to begin early to make up for your 

disappointment.  To tell the truth I got malarial fever before it was finished and was not 

able to write naturally.  My temperature did not go much over 102 at any time but I had a 

bad head and was very uncomfortable.  Dr. Datta gave me a stiff quinine mixture.  Within 

four days I had taken 90 grains, and was deaf to the world.  Then my hands & feet broke 

out with a quinine rash but the fever broke and I have been quite sub-normal since.  Of 

course this has taken a lot of strength and glee out of me, but I am so profoundly thankful 

to be well & about again I cannot complain.  We do not think the low fever is in any way 

likely to follow this.  In fact it may be more hopeful because high fever is more 

successfully treated and hurries it out of the system. 

 

My home is still dirty and needs regulating in every corner.  But the weather has changed 

decidedly & is much more delightful.  I had decided never to come down from the hills 

before October 15 hereafter.  This has cured me of wanting to try it again. 

 

—Excuse me just a minute while I get McClung's bottle ready.  It is seven o'clock. xxx 

He takes 7 oz. of pure milk!  Did you ever hear of such a thing?  And when feeding time 

comes round he cries as if he were starved.  He is getting heavy, and looks very happy 

and sweet.  I wish you could see him. 

 

We are having Mr. Lucas over for dinner.  The boys insist that his "girl's" name is Martha 

Dabney.  They have put two & two together & say she lives in Richmond, Virginia.  Mr. 

Donaldson has been teaching Betty to call him Uncle "Lazarus" and to ask them when 

Aunt "Martha" is coming!  They are terrible teases.  I hope they won't spoil Betty.  They 

are all so fond of her & show her such a lot of attention. 
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When the darsi comes Nov. 1st, I shall get him to make short clothes for McClung at 

once.  He is a big boy now & not yet five months. 

 

Wednesday:  I had just been to the station to see Grace Gordon and about 20 UPs [United 

Presbyterians] pass through to Sialkot.  They looked fine! & the boys fat & rosy.  Betty 

was very restless & for the first time begged me to come home!  The boy was passed 

around and admired, & now we are home again.  It is a little hot still in the middle of the 

day.  I find I have no sort of strength since the fever.  But I am taking a tonic 3 times a 

day & it will come back.   

 

The Wigrams called yesterday to show off their new baby girl.  Joy Frances Wigram.  It 

is a sweet little baby and the first attractive child they have had (to other people 

attractive!)  I think they are very much pleased. [...]  The Wigrams have asked me to 

entertain CMS delegates during Annual Meeting.  But I learned my lesson 5 years ago, 

and I certainly will not be "able" to do so.  No more Englishmen smelling of my 

scalloped potatoes and asking "What may this be?" before touching a dish.  I don't forget. 

 

Miss [Agnes] Hill has been having a rather difficult time with the ladies of her 

Committee.
15

  They call her "American" & do not care to be pushed and glad [?] handed.  

I feel sorry for her really.  The YWCA has moved & in temporary quarters which are 

pleasant.  They talk of buying the property where the Victorian May School is now 

(Purdah). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
15

 On September 27, 1902, Miss Ethel Dobbins told Elizabeth that the University of Illinois YWCA was 

able to raise $100 for Miss Agnes Hill. 

Nancy Boyd's Emissaries: The Overseas Work of the American YWCA 1895-1970.   

Agnes Hill, traveling to India by way of London in 1894, was the first American YWCA 

Secretary to be assigned overseas duty.  As Executive Secretary of the newly formed 

Indian National Association, she established an administrative structure that would 

become the model for future relationships between the sending countries, and the 

receiving countries, and the World YWCA. (33).  Attending to the details of 

administrative structure in the privacy of an office was not Agnes Hills' style, and she 

spent her ten years as National Secretary on the road, traveling by train, bullock cart, and 

on foot (39).   

 

After resigning as National Secretary in 1907, Agnes Hill was free to return to her central 

mission: preaching the Gospel of Christ to the women of India.  However, in July of 1910 

the Indian YWCA received a letter from a Mary McWynkoop that described Agnes Hill 

"prostrate on the floor, groaning and writhing in abject misery—then suddenly rising, 

waving her arms, and speaking in a delirium of exaltation, with repetition of each phrase 

as it possessed her."  Mrs. McWynkoop concluded that Agnes Hill had "gone off into the 

tongues movement."  She trembled at the thought that as a traveling Secretary for 

Northern India, Miss Hill would spread among the Indians the "dangerous and emotional 

excitement" of the Pentecostal Movement.  A Mary Borden Turner, representing the 

British community, had already expressed disapproval by letter to Emily Hunter, Hill's 

successor as National Secretary. (50-51)   
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And what do you suppose?  Dr. Garfield Williams when he was here started a sentiment 

against big YMCA buildings.  What will the poor Turners find when they come?  The 

new sentiment seems to be to put up only a moderate building with an endowment fund 

for running it.  He says he thinks all their mistakes in India have arisen from the folly of a 

big building which is a white elephant on their hands.  I don't know how it will come out. 

 

We are getting delicious kúlú apples this month, and little cycle pears & peaches. 

 

Thursday.  I caught Mrs. Ewing in bed this morning.  She had not been quite right 

yesterday, but was quite OK by breakfast time.  She & Margaret have a scheme whereby 

they will divide Margaret's work while she goes on her 5-year furlough in the spring.  

They want me to take over the school, the Hindu school in the city, & Mrs. Ewing will 

take the rest.  Did I ever tell you that Margaret was going this spring?  I think it is a 

scheme for her staying in Lahore really.  If she went for 18 months a substitute would be 

put in her place, & when she came back she would most likely be transferred.  But this 

way she is only gone a few months, mostly during the hot months & no one will consider 

it.  The Ewings are very eager that she should never leave their family.  She is like one of 

their own daughters.
16

 

 

One of the surprising bits of news which greeted me on my return, was that Miss Moh'd 

Umar had been married during the summer.  The engagement was contracted with the 

Mohammed barrister who graduated from our college some years ago & has been well 

thought of by Dr. Ewing.  However he had been married before & in order to give her 

first place, he put away his old wife who had borne him five children!  She has to live 

alone by herself, poor thing & for no offense.  Miss Moh'd Umar is very happy with him 

and lives just opposite to Mrs. Parkers good friend.  Is this not disappointing?  She will 

never become a Christian I am afraid. 

 

Mrs. Whittock has the Purdah Party on her lawn tomorrow.  This afternoon is our Ladies 

Missionary Society.  Mrs. Clark is far from well with her old trouble again.  She did too 

much in Landour and is blamed for it by everyone. 

 

The piano tuner is here now.  He says the moths got into the action during one month.  

But is it his business to keep them out!  I am feeling better already.  So glad!  Grace 

thinks the malarial fever (high) one of the best symptoms for me.  One seldom gets the 

low form if they ever get a high. 

 

So we are making all our plans to stay on until furlough in 1914.  I cannot see any but a 

selfish reason for coming home, provided health permits.  And neither of us could be 

happy if we were pleasing [just] ourselves in this matter.  Still DJ would like to stay I 

think. 

 

                                                 
16

 I do not know Margaret's last name.  The missionaries were at the mercy of rather sudden and erratic 

decisions made by Mission bureaucracy.  I have not been able to do more research in this area, but 

Elizabeth reports that even Mrs. Ewing tried to out-smart the powers that be. 
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Now for my nap.  Both babies are asleep, & this is my hay time.  Heaps of love, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

October 31, 1909 

Dearest Mother and Precious Father] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

November 4, 1909 

DJ to the Coles] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

November 11, 1909 

Dearest Mother & Father] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

November 17, 1909 

The Abbey 

Dearest Parents] 

 

[Not transcribed 

November 23, 1909 

The Abbey 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

November 27, 1909 

The Abbey 

Dearest Father & Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

December 5, 1909 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcriber 

The Abbey 

December 11, 1909 [?] 

Dearest Parents] 
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[Not transcribed 

December 14, 1909 

The Abbey 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

December 21, 1909 [?] 

The Abbey, 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

December 23, 1909 

The Abbey 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed  

December 29, 1909 

Forman Christian College Stationery 

"The Lines" 

Dearest Mother & Father] 

 

 

 

 

 

December 23, 1909 

Lahore 

My dear Mr. Cole 

 

I am enclosing in this separate letter this piece of paper for $1600.  Please invest it at 

some safe place.  I think I had better just leave it to you, to keep yourself, if you care for 

it, or to put elsewhere.   

 

Mrs. Turner has put her money in "Quaker Oats" preferred stock.  She advised one of 

our missionaries who is retiring with $25,000 in all, to take this stock as something that 

is paying very well and that is absolutely safe.  It might pay to look it up.  But I do not 

want to burden you.   

 

I hope I can write more in another letter. 

Yours sincerely 

DJ Fleming 
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Chapter 14: Late Lahore, 1908-1910, Continued. 

14.3) 1910 Letters—52 Total/21 Transcribed 
*January 2, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

*January 13, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*January 18, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*January 24, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*January 27, 1910: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

*January 30, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*February 10, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*February 17, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

February 23-24, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

March 2, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*March 9, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*March 15, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*March 23, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

March 31, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[April, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming’s article in Women's Work] 

*April 6, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Home Folks 

*April 10, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

April 21, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

*April 24, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*April 28, 1910: DJ Fleming to John A. Cole] 

*May 1 & 5, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

May 8, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*May 18, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

May 21, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*May 25, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming] 

May 27-31, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

[*May 29, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming] 

June 6, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*June 12-14, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*June 16, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming] 

[*June 17, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming] 

[*June 20, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming] 

[*Several letters June 1910: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

*June 21, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*June 21, 25, 26, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming] 

[*Several undated letters: DJ Fleming to Elizabeth Cole Fleming] 

June 28, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

[*July 1, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming] 

*July 3-5, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*July 11, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*July 18, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

July 21, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

*July 31, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*August 7, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  
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[*August 9, 1910: DJ Fleming to Julia A. Cole] 

*August 13, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. Cole  

*August 16, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole  

*August 22, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*August 29, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

September 6, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*September 10-15, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming & various] 

*September 12-13, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*September 15, 1910: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

*September 21, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

September 27 & 28, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

[*September/October, 1910: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

[*September/October, 1910: DJ Fleming to Elizabeth Cole Fleming] 

*September 29, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to Julia A. Cole 

[*October 6, 1910: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

[*October 6, 1910: DJ Fleming to Elizabeth Cole Fleming] 

October 9, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*October 18, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

*October 25, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

November 3, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

November 3-6, 1910 [?]: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

November 13-17, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

November 19, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole 

November 27, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

December 15, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

December 21, 1910: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole [Excerpts] 

[Several letters December 15-31, 1910: DJ Fleming to John A. and Julia A. Cole] 

 

[Excerpts: Elizabeth Cole Fleming to DJ Fleming from Thandiani Hills, India] 

May 27, 1910 

June 6, 1910 

June 20, 1910 

July 3, 1910 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

January 2, 1910 

Forman Christian College stationery 

Dearest Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

January 13, 1910 

Forman Christian College stationery 

Dearest Mother & Father] 
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[Not transcribed 

January 18, 1910 

The Abbey 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

January 24, 1910 

The Abbey 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

January 27, 1910 

DJ to the Coles] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

January 30, 1910 

The Abbey 

Dearest Father &Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

February 10, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

My dear Father and Mother] 

 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

February 17, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

February 23-24, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Parents, 

 

One of Betty's little fancies is to take a walnut to bed with her and put it under her pillow.  

It seems to be company.  She loves to take things to bed, and usually it is a small book 

which she sings from.  She is a sweet singer and imitates everything she hears. 

 

Thursday a.m.  I am at my desk before breakfast as I promised Miss Ghose I would visit 

her zenanas this morning, and take tea with Mrs. Samuels at 5 p.m., and visit Bessie 
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Kelso at the Insane Asylum, a long drive out, opposite the polo fields, and take dinner 

with Miss Healey.  Quite a programme, is that not! 

 

I do not get good nights with my little man.  He wakes every hour after midnight, & cries 

till put off to sleep again.  He does not have pain I think, but it just keeps me from sound 

sleep.  I was saying to DJ last night that the hardest thing a mother has out here is to feel 

that the home friends do not know the dear babies.  I should so like you to know 

McClung!  He is just sweet and his face is so bright & rosy.  He is all color.  And his 

deep blue eyes look very large and sparkling. 

 

Yesterday Mrs. Turner gave a very lovely Purdah party to some of her Indian friends.  

She entertained all her teachers in Miss Bose's school and the Moh’d Umars and dear 

Mrs. Parker was there looking dainty and handsome as ever.  Dear little Cindy 

[Cinderella—Mary Borden Turner's nickname] does so much all the time.  It puts me to 

shame.  I really feel that I do nothing, but every moment is taken a thousand things 

undone. 

 

We shall try to get out to the district on Monday.  It is a big undertaking and I am sure I 

am getting old, because it hangs a bit heavy, just now.  But when once we get out there, it 

should be restful & nice. 

 

Mrs. Turner has decided not to go to England this summer.  She does not want such a 

distance between herself and her husband.  For a time she thought seriously of renting a 

house in Thandiani so as to be near me, but now the pendulum is swinging toward 

Kashmir.  They want us to give up Thandiani and join them.  It is a temptation but we 

feel bound to the Wigrams now that things have gone so far.  Then Cindy says "Well at 

least you must spend the month of May with me in a houseboat in Kashmir."  I don't 

know whether it will be best to attempt so much travel with the little ones, but if we could 

do it, certainly it would be pleasant.  However that means leaving Lahore a month earlier 

than I had hoped for this year.  April 25th.  We shall see. 

 

Mrs. Ewing & Nancy are so full of business and social activities they seldom come here, 

& I really do not know all they're doing.  But Mrs. Ewing looks blooming, & Nancy must 

be better or at least they do not say anything.  Dr. Ewing is a great man.  Never hurried 

and always social.  We think it very remarkable.  He is always so at leisure with himself 

for others. 

 

I am wearing my pretty shirtwaists you sent this week.  They are a perfect fit and meet a 

need.  Betty's little shoes are too large for now but will be fine next fall.  The sandals will 

be quite wearable this summer.  Could you send me 3 pairs of white cotton mercerized 

stockings for Betty.  The size you sent in woolen was just right.  This will mail easily.  I 

am going to send my broken Thermos bottle to be repaired & want it back by Margaret in 

the fall.  I believe she sails in July.  The Board Rooms will give you her address. 

 

Miss Ghose had a pulcari made for you in one of her zenanas & also wants to send the 

carved rickshaw.  I may ask Miss Woodside to take them.  
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Later.  I have just returned from visiting two houses.  One was upon Mr. Shadi Lal, a 

prominent barrister at law, who was on the Committee of Inspection of Colleges for the 

University with DJ one year.  He is an English graduate and a fine liberal Indian.  But he 

keeps his wife in such strict purdah she is never allowed out of the house!  Never even a 

Purdah party!  She was in great sorrow, having lost three sons (all) and recently a very 

bright daughter.  But she had cried all of the year through and knew it to be quite 

hopeless.  I spoke of God's love & that we believed we would see our dear ones again.  

But she said nothing of this was in their sacred books and she could not believe it.  Her 

face was very attractive. 

 

Another house was the Hira Lals.  Dr. Hira Lal attended Mrs. Datta's cholera & is a 

famous doctor.  But his wife hung her head in fear when I remarked upon the pretty fat 

little hands her baby had.  They feel that one ought never to remark about health being 

good or particularly one being fat, for you get the evil eye!  How superstitious!  This dear 

lady has recently lost a little boy who was flying kites on the roof in the city, & he fell 

over, & died the instant he touched the ground.  In both families I really made a visit of 

sympathy.   

 

I am going to get Miss Ghose a note book to keep each days record of zenanas visited.  

We shall have a Station meeting soon to decide whether we shall keep her over at 

Mission expense.  Mrs. Turner withdrawals her support for Miss Ghose in October. 

 

Evening.  I found Bessie Kelso ever so much better today.  She greeted me politely and 

answered all my questions.  Oh perhaps she will get well again.  What a blessing that 

would be!  My new suit is rather nice.  Everyone says it is becoming and neat.  It cost me 

a total of R36 or $12. 

 

Mr. and Mrs. Turner are going away to Punch, way up north, to spy out the land.  They 

leave the nurse & baby, but the Rev. and Mrs. Harper will go & stay in their house for 

that time. 

 

We don't get good pictures of our babies.  But these give you an idea of size, but none of 

feature. 

 

With great love. 

Elizabeth 

[PS] I have fever nearly every afternoon as of yore, but feel more vigorous and it does not 

make me so limp this year.  But it does depress my spirits.  I feel as if I were only big 

enough to do for my home and my babies.  Other duties feel so foreign.  I am not the 

proper Missionary at all.  You always predicted I was not cut out to make a good one, and 

I have lived to see the truth of your prediction.  Never mind, my husband is a good one.  

And he loves me and believes in me too.  And so do you, blessed father and mother!  So I 

shall keep on, deceiving myself all I can. 
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Baby wants me to cuddle him in my arms at evening time.  He is so affectionate, he loves 

to rub this little nose against my cheek again and again, and pat my cheek.  How rich I 

am!  If you were in Montclair do tell Mary I enjoyed her letter received last Sunday. 

 

Heaps & heaps of love, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[DJ paid someone to take his classes at Forman Christian College.  The Flemings were 

probably unusually persistent in their efforts to learn Urdu.] 

 

 

March 2, 1910 

Canal Bungalow 

Amar Sidhu 

Dearest Father and Mother, 

 

This is our first letter written in the retirement of the jungle.  We left Lahore at 3:15 on 

Monday and drove out 9 miles to this place in 45 minutes.  Our things we piled sky high 

on an oxcart and send them at 12:30.  The servants went at 3:30 by train, and we all met 

at the same time at the bungalow.   

 

We are very comfortable and happy in this free open-air life.  The children sleep well and 

eat heartily and we look out upon fields of waving fragrant yellow mustard and wheat.  

The canal goes by our front door and for miles we may follow the shaded path and drink 

deep of the peace of country life.  As the sun set yesterday we were out in the fields and 

felt indeed that this was our Father's world.  The munchee we have brought is a 

Mohammedan and punctiliously says his five prayers before us all.  Mrs. Madad Khan 

fits with all the household ways most happily, and is jealous for the kingdom of God.  Oh 

how she does pray for the conversion of the munchee and other servants!  I am just with 

her as much as possible, drinking in her expressions.  She does not correct our Urdu, but 

she speaks constantly, and I think we must get from her unconsciously as a child does.  I 

feel inclined to take it this way for once and not make an effort.  If only one could live 

long enough with such, it would inevitably come. 

 

Our home here is very snug and simple and pretty.  Oh we do love the simple life!  We 

shall go out to the nearby villages at four o'clock.  There are Christians in Amar Sidhu 

but no school for the children.  It is Methodist ground.  I wish it were ours!
17

 

 

We have log fires in the evening and good things to eat.  Honey and preserved ginger are 

a great treat.  In Lahore we do not have them, only here. 

                                                 
17

 The Methodists in the United Provinces and the United Presbyterians in the Punjab proved to be the mass 

movement champions.  The Methodists, while late-comers in the Punjab, were able to get into the low 

castes in the U. P. faster than any other denominational group (Webster 231-232).  
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Photograph.  Elizabeth C. Fleming.  

This was the photograph of Elizabeth used 

in the Hyde Park Presbyterian Church 

Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration (1860-

1910), page 83. Permission to use 

photograph given by the Chicago 

Historical Society. 

 

But we have great difficulty in getting a cow to be milked before us.  We have had to 

give baby the common buffalo milk, which is heavy.  He cried much of the night and I 

thought it might be indigestion. 

 

Mrs. Talib-ud-din is thinking of coming out for a day or two to rest.  We hope she will.  

She is a dear.  The Turners have gone off to explore Punch, a country beyond Peshawar, 

and have invited Rev. and Mrs. Harper to stay in their home with nurse and baby till their 

return.  The Punjab Prayers Union was entertained at their house, 40 in all, from Friday 

till Tuesday.  They had helpful meetings and a very good time together.  Most of the 

membership are UPs. 

 

Dr. Gilbarcken wants to come to Thandiani and stay with me this summer.  She has 

granulated eyes & cannot bear the dust & heat long.  I hope the children will not get the 

same eye trouble.  It is very contagious.  Mrs. Wigram has been so kind and cordial ever 

since offering us their house.  I feel that they are nearer us than ever before and want to 

be good friends. 

 

Your letters of last week were full of good cheer.  How I thank God for all you are and do 

and say!  So you will be going to Chicago soon.  I dare not address letters there, dare I?  I 

am shocked to hear the mention of Bessie Ott Cameron's death without comment.  Is it 

really true?  What caused it? 

 

Think of having my picture on the walls of 

the H. P. Chapel.  Me, who am not worthy!!  

[This is the photo in the frontispiece.]  The 

leaves have not yet come out on these big 

trees.  Our season is very backward this 

year, and it is still quite cool.  We are 

thankful for it. 

 

Good word comes from Margaret.  The last 

was from Port Said.  We have had our third 

cup of tea today & are ready to start out to 

preach in the villages.  There are over one 

hundred Christians in the nearby village. 

 

With great love always & increasingly day 

by day, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

March 9, 1910 

Canal Bungalow 

(9 miles from Lahore) 

My dearest Father and Mother] 
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Figure 3 
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[Not transcribed 

March 15 1910 

Canal Bungalow 

My dear Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed  

March 23, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

March 31, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Parents, 

 

It is so good to hear from you actually in the old home.  And father, you turned cook!  I 

never expected to hear such doings.  DJ and I have decided that you two have pretty nice 

times together.  How very care free you are after all the struggle of life, rearing two 

fractious children!  And so very successfully!!! 

 

This week has passed rather uncomfortably for me, as I have remained quietly with the 

children while DJ was in Calcutta.  Betty has had 102 degree fever and yesterday, I kept 

her in bed—an awful undertaking!  By doing so I missed two interesting events: a picnic 

supper at Mrs. Turner's garden by Japanese lantern light, and the Christian Graduates 

Dinner on the lawn of College House at 8 o'clock.  The evening was perfect and looked 

like fairy land with the shadows of the trees.   

 

This week the weather has been perfect, warm but not too warm, & mosquitoes as yet 

comparatively few, altho’ I have put the children under nets.  Baby's vaccination is at last 

taking beautifully.  It has been very slow developing but it is now at its height.  And so 

far the little fellow has not been at all conscious of it.  Mrs. Ewing is a wonderful woman.  

She keeps doing such a lot of things all the time.  I feel like a perfect fraud when I look at 

her.  Someway I cannot find energy for any of these things. 

 

Thursday.  Rani is at the veterinary hospital.  [Rani was bought from Mahbub Ali, the 

horse dealer in Rudyard Kipling's Kim.]  She began to limp badly and we think that some 

muscles got strained when we were driving her in the district roads.  I miss her terribly.  

Took a tonga this morning and found it so uncomfortable.  I don't see how we could live 

without a horse.  We are completely spoiled. 

 

I am asking the Kellys and Lyndons into dinner Monday evening, to help celebrate the 

Turner's engagement night.  It will be pleasant I hope. 

 

We have two students for tiffin today and then DJ goes to Newton Hall for a big spread 

by the men to all the faculty.  When DJ was in Calcutta he got mixed up in a lot of 
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YMCA work, and we have been involved in it ever since.  He has been made chairman of 

an all-India committee on Student YMCA work.  I fear it will take a lot of time.  Mr. Hart 

of Nat[ional] Com[mittee] has been here this week.  He is a Southerner and rather a good 

sort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are happy at being a united household once more.  But we will probably spend our 

Easter holiday apart.  DJ will go to that Students Camp, and I am planning to take the 

children & go to Ferozepore during those days April 9-12.  We have the Presbyterial 

Woman Miss’y meeting here in Lahore April 7 & 8th. 

 

Dear Mrs. Ewing had an upset of digestion and was in the house for two days!  This is 

unusual enough to chronicle. 

 

Lady Dane gave a large Purdah Party yesterday, and there have been numerous other 

functions to which I have not gone.  My mending piles up so high I must turn to and 

mend, else my inner consciousness of character will suffer badly.  Tell me which should 

come first with the missionary wife—the Missionary or the Wife [?]  I really do not feel 

clear.  Doubtless a compromise of the two is wise.  You seem always to find time for 

both.  But when babies are small and nights are broken, the problem is different.  I have 

much more sympathy with the wife who does not undertake definite miss’y work than 

before. 

 

Dr. Gilbarcken is going to be married & live in Chicago just as soon as her eyes get well.  

You may see her, as I am giving her your address.  We shall all miss her sorely, & Grace 

Gordon feels that her best helper, medically, is leaving India. 

 

 

 

 

Photograph by Julia Cole.  "Newton Hall and Betty [and ayah?]." 
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These days are cooler than often at this time of year.  I am not at all conscious of heat.  

Last year I suffered before April 7 when we got away.  I mean to stay down until the 

middle of May.  It will be hard planning for every detail this summer, as there is no shop 

in Thandiani to buy a spool of thread, or to get a drop of medicine!  And I shall have Mrs. 

Wigram's darsi working for me all summer.  You may begin addressing letters directly to 

me Thandiani Hills, Abbattabad India. 

 

I think Mary Bentley will hardly feel like taking so expensive a journey.  So I am again 

without company.  DJ dreads the 5-month separation.  It is too far for him to come except 

for the long vacation.  And it seems as if he was more and more dependent upon me for 

fellowship. 

 

Dearest it is worthwhile trying to stay on here, especially if we ever should have to take 

over F.C.C. principalship unless I can be vigorous enough to swing all the social life that 

comes.  There is never a rest time for Mrs. Ewing.  She is wonderful.  If I had my health I 

think I could do it.  At least I need to be able.  I get afraid of myself when out of the way 

of things.  Remember Mother how you used to have nervous collapses after dinner party 

or even the thought of one?  I could get there. 

 

We have enjoyed reading aloud Alice Freeman Palmer.
18

  Thank you heartily for such a 

lovely book.  The Sabbatical years are so refreshing to read.  We were at them last night.  

And again I am reviewing that sweet book "The Christians Secret of a Happy Life."  It 

sounds utterly reasonable.  We need more of the peace of God-consciousness in our lives, 

all of us.  The “stress and strain” are ever present, but we are exceptionally happy.  “All 

things are ours.”  I love to have you among our old friends and scenes in H.P. and soon it 

will be Bay View again.  How blessed are the mercies God gives to us! 

                                                 
18

 Alice Freeman Palmer (1855-1902) was a graduate of the University of Michigan (1876) and she became 

head of the history department at Wellesley College, later serving as president (1881-1887) and as trustee 

(from 1888).  In 1887 she married George Herbert Palmer.  A member of the Massachusetts state board of 

education after 1889, she was also dean of women at the University of Chicago (1892-1895), a director of 

the World's Columbian Exposition, and twice president of the Association of Collegiate Alumnae 

(American Association of University Women) (New Columbia 2053). 

Julia wrote: 

Dr. Gilbarcken entertains us with accounts of her medical work in the zenana homes 

which is a heavy strain on her health.  Caste is often her greatest enemy in the 

household.  She goes in a white dress and they in their rags would not touch her; would 

not hand her water; would not allow her to enter their cook house for fear of pollution.  

Yet they bow down before her as a God!  The result is that Dr. Gilbarcken is determined 

not to spend her whole life in this work but has counted the years and the months and 

the days which are left before she has her furlough with the hope she may not be utterly 

broken down when the time comes to go, and she fortunately belongs to a Board who 

are very considerate of their missionaries and do not wish them to break down lest they 

bring Mission work into disrepute and hinder others from coming. (AW 89)  
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Father, you must be at your papers by this time.  Have you begun it?  We don't feel we 

have helped too much but we are deeply interested. 

 

I had a letter from Miss Halsey this week.  She expects us home!!  She says "my mother 

has a rare personality."  Bless your heart.  I delight in your popularity and your thorough 

going worth.  Mr. & Mrs. Harper left us here under a cloud.  They were so faithful in 

ministering to the Congregation of the Kirk, no one has done so much pastoral work.  But 

toward the last, they got to feeling sore about the way they were treated, and Mrs. Harper 

became melancholy.  I never have seen such a change.  I could think of nothing but that 

she was like Gertrude Wilde.  She wanted to see no one, and would not talk to anyone.  

Quite evidently her mind was effected. 

 

Give heaps of love to Aunt Helen & Uncle John, and Mrs. Cornwell.  And tell Aunt Mary 

her birthday letter was much appreciated.  It is wonderful of her to remember the date 

each year. 

 

And now must I stop?  A great heart full of love to you two dearest people on earth.  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

April 6, 1910 

Dear Home Folks] 

 

 

[Not transcribed] 

April 10, 1910 

Mission House, Ferozepore 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

April 21, 1910 [Excerpts] 

The Abbey, Lahore 

My dear Parents, 

 

Just last night little Herbert Edward Whittock was born.  He is 7 1/2 lbs and sleeps 

peacefully in his dainty bed.  They are very happy in sending the cable on to Scotland this 

morning. 

 

This is our joyful news.  But there is also very sad.  Mrs. Harper who was not well when 

they left Lahore, jumped through the Port hole the second night out from Bombay.  

Strangely enough, she had a trained nurse in the cabin with her, and only five minutes 

before Mr. Harper had warned her about this very possibility.  It was melancholia.  She 

had tried four times to jump from the railway carriage.  It is very sad, and Mrs. Clark who 

knew her best and loved her very much is all broken up over it.  Mr. Harper wrote the 

Clarks such a simple letter about it all.  It is very pathetic, and very depressing.  Poor 
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Mrs. Clark is so nervous herself she imagines she will go insane some day.  She is going 

to Thandiani for the summer so we shall a least know one family there. 

 

[…] I last wrote you in Ferogapore the night DJ took his 76 mile bicycle ride.  I was very 

sure that was sunrise.  Not much sleep came to me that night but next day in Lahore I 

rec'd a wire that he had arrived safely, & lo & behold, Dr. Ewing whose alternate Johnson 

was, & who had decided not to go, was there!  If he had done what he agreed to do & 

sent DJ word the whole ride would have been avoided.  I feel sore about the whole thing.  

DJ looks hollow cheeked and though he will not admit a single bad effect it certainly was 

a strain no married man should take. 

 

[missing pages.] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

April 24, 1910 

The Abbey 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Several letters from DJ to the Coles 

April 28, 1910 

May 5, 1910 

Also letter from Dr. R. L. Ewing complimenting DJ on his article in the Missionary 

Review, "Education and Evangelism in India's Colleges."  Ewing wrote, "Just thought a 

man ought to know when he has helped someone."] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 1st and May 5th, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Mother & Father ] 

 

 

May 8, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

My dear Parents, 

 

This is as far as I got May 8th!  And now it is May 10.  Every sort of life has been 

effected by the King's death.  The entertainment and all social life has stopped.  Our 2 

anna tea was postponed, and my cake came back!  The band did not play in the gardens, 

and no one was using the tennis courts. 

 

We have all donned white and black, retrimming our hats, or even getting new ones, and 

the black belt & neck tie is universal. 
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This morning the Purdah ladies met at Miss Bose's school and passed resolutions to be 

sent Lady Minto & forwarded with others to the Royal family.  I am greatly impressed 

with the personal mourning for the King.  It is literally a fact that the Entire British 

Empire feels itself one family.  We have nothing like it in the spirit of America.  […] 

 

Thurs. a.m.  It is very hot now.  For two nights I have slept under a punka and waked 

feeling stewed [?] and horrid.  Sore throat and a little fever make me wonder if it is 

worthwhile waiting a week longer.  I am not so important down here as all that. 

 

The children are well, so jolly and well.  I hate to move them but of course the roses are 

out of their cheeks.  Rani takes us out at 7 in the morning and again at 6.30 in the 

evening.  It is quite refreshing to get the air this way.  She is just perfect these days—and 

I hate to leave her. 

 

I want you to read some of the reviews of Johnson's little booklet [in Missionary Review, 

"Education and Evangelism in India's Colleges."].  Notarayan [?] of Bombay is always 

appreciative. 

 

I saw Mrs. Whittock today & they are getting on nicely.  The baby is good and sleeps all 

night.  It is too hot to write a decent letter.  Wait till I get to Thandiani!  Just address 

"Thandiani" near "Abbattabad" Hills. 

 

Love to all in heaps, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 18, 1910 

Dak Bungalow, Abbattabad 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

May 21, 1910 [Excerpts] 

Combe Edge 

Thandiani, Abbattabad 

Dearest Father and Mother, 

 

We are as snug as birds in this dear mountain home!  We found the latter half of our trip 

very beautiful indeed through pine forests.  Up, up, I thought we would never reach the 

top.  Thandiani is the highest hill station in India.  Some say it is 10,000, but a lady told 

me yesterday it was really 8,889.  If she is right, it is not so high, but I could believe 

anything for really the altitude is affecting me in several ways.  My digestion is 

completely upset and I do not feel the vigor that the hills usually give.  But I shall get 

used to it no doubt.  The children are blooming—such rosy cheeks as the baby has put on.  
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I nearly eat him up, he is so absolutely huggable and jolly.  He is a sturdy robust looking 

little chap, in spite of two more teeth that are all but through. 

 

Betty finds lots of children her age here and is so happy playing with him.  But I am the 

only person here without an English Nurse or Khitmatgar.  We must seem very plebian to 

these other families.  Only 6 of the 15 houses are inhabited yet.  Most of the families are 

army officers families—And of course they are not just like ourselves. 

 

Johnson stayed two days, and said he was greatly benefited by the change.  He went 

down the hill in high spirits.  It is too far to come again before August, but he looks 

forward to a very happy summer then.  This house is very beautiful and homelike.  It is 

more like an English countryside than anything else.  The rooms all have those dear 

dormer windows and latticed windows (without the lattice!).  Our bedroom has sun 

pouring in all day. […] 

 

Oh I do wish I had someone with me.  This being alone in the hills is a challenge to faith 

and courage, I tell you!  But no one I know can come at this time of the year.  So here I 

am.  The mountains are glorious, snow range is all around us, and so near!  Pine trees, 

beautiful ones, and real green lawns to walk on!  Oh if you two dear people were here it 

would be perfect!  There is a tiny Church of England, and last Sunday evening only three 

of us composed the congregation.  It behooved me to get up & down at the proper places! 

 

I have a number of good books with me, and should find it the very place of all others for 

reading.  But so far the utter stillness has been so unnatural and made me feel spooky, 

that I have been playing with the children most of the time.  Just think, it takes four days 

for us to get here from Lahore!  And I could never do it alone.  I could not go down even 

if DJ should be needing me!  There all sorts of scary things to think of, but we are in His 

Care.  The verse we chose for our stand by the summer is in Ps. 37.3&4: "Dwell in the 

land, and feed on His faithfulness."  God must be everything to us!  I feel this more and 

more. 

 

It seems to DJ that we may stay home permanently after our 8 1/2 years term.  He gets 

more settled in his own mind about taking up the specialty of Missions and getting a 

Ph.D. in this subject under Harlan P. Beach in Yale, and then be ready for the Chair of 

Missions in some College or University.  I say very little one way or the other, but I 

rather think—between ourselves—that this may be the leading.  I should be relieved to 

get DJ out of the strain of the long hot season on the Plains.  While he seems to keep 

well, he is losing his reserve force all the time, & I can see a great change since we came, 

in his power to endure strain.  He gets tired & even exhausted much sooner.  Of course 

one cannot keep up the pressure always.  And 8 1/2 years out of the best & freshest of 

ones manhood, is no small contribution to the work.  Moreover, I feel less & less like 

picturing ourselves in Cottage House.  I am not equal to swinging that establishment as 

Mrs. Ewing does.  I should get very tired and forget to do all that is required.  But He 

leadeth us, we do believe that.  And if we walk loyally & close to Him it can make no 

real difference where it is. 
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I have just stepped out to see [Halley's] comet.  The night is glorious in brilliant full 

moon, & the air is crisp, like Bay view.  Now for bed.  Goodnight dear ones! […] 

 

With heaps of love,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 25, 1910 

Elizabeth to DJ] 

 

 

May 27-31, 1910 [Excerpts] 

Combe Edge, Thandiani, Abbattabad 

Dearest Father and Mother, 

 

This is Friday evening and I am going to begin an open letter to you.  It will be company 

for me to have it lying open.  I am curious to see whether my letter of this week caught 

the home mail.  I think it should be sent on Tuesday from here. 

 

[…] No letter from Lahore today.  I am sure it just slipped up.  I sat a long while on the 

lawn & McClung played beside me.  He is such a happy little soul, & he plays so well, 

throwing a ball & making after it as fast as he can laughing contagiously and looking up 

for a sympathetic smile.  I find him altogether fascinating.  I do wish you knew him in 

these dear dawning days.  Sunday is his birthday and he can almost walk.  I am so happy 

in these two little folks!  Isn't God good to give them to us!! 

 

[…] Our India newspapers during this period of mourning for King Edward are striking 

ten.  The public sympathy and loyalty is called out and Hindu & Mohammedan 

assemblies have met in every large city to express their sympathy.  I really think the 

Personal tie to the throne is a great element in Govm't.  It has opened my eyes a good 

deal to see what personal sorrow the humblest citizen has.  We are all of us in official 

mourning for three weeks.  I wore only black & white & hat trimmed in black.  It is 

extraordinary!  One needs to pass through such a crisis to see what it can mean.  The US 

President does not begin to affect us this way.  By the way, is it true as papers here make 

it out, that Pres[ident] Taft is losing out? 

 

[…] Monday afternoon. I am thoroughly tired and disgusted with having to tody to 

English conventionalities.  I shall never do things quite right.  I usually hope to get away 

from such things in the summer, but here it seems we have come into the very exclusive 

resort of wealthy people, of whom the army officers families predominate.  I told you 

how I had come as usual with only my cook, and ayah & sweeper.  Mrs. Wigrams always 

brings three other servants.  I have no one to take the visitors' cards and give them the 

proper salaams in the drawing room.  Now any American would understand & laugh it 

off, but English people never laugh anything off—They consider it a crime against good 

society.   
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Photograph.  John A. Cole.  in Hyde Park 

Presbyterian Church Fiftieth Anniversary 

Celebration (1910), page 43. 

 

Today Mrs. Major Wikeley came.  The ayah was the only servant around, so she took the 

card.  Before I had come out Capt Rice of the 35th Sikh Corps, had come, & the ayah 

also took his card (an awful breach.)  Then when I went in I found the two had not met so 

I introduced them & in my thoughtlessness said Mr. Rice instead of Capt Rice.  How 

absurd!  Yet to them most awkward.  I can't give a proper tea here either, as a Bearer in 

immaculate white must assist.  Deliver me.  All that is human in me longs for the 

freedom of America.  I think this great altitude develops nerves, for I find myself easily 

unstrung.  But the place is lovely.  And I am very happy. 

 

Monday eve.  Your letters have come!  Such happy good letters.  Father I am proud of 

you!  Two such papers prepared and delivered in one week.  I call that strenuous!  Would 

that I could have heard both.  You are having great time in the HP Church.
19

   

 

[…] Yours with all a daughter's love to both, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

May 29, 1910 

Combe Edge 

Thandiani, Abbattabad 

Dearest DJ  

With all my hearts love, Elizabeth] 

 

 

June 6, 1910 

"Combe Edge" 

Thandiani Hills via Abbattabad 

Dearest Father and Mother, 

 

Indeed your letter of May 8th came directly 

up to me here, & Dan has not seen so much 

as the envelope!  However it has to go 

through Lahore and gets here no quicker 

than it would if redirected, so you may do as 

you like really.  Such interesting letters!  All 

about the Jubilee and I am so proud of dear 

Father & all he has accomplished, I want to 

squeeze him!  Surely it will mean a new enthusiasm along all lines for our church.  And 

Mac & Charlotte are back and looking fine.  Howard is trying to get Mac to take a 

S[unday] S[chool] class & she [Charlotte?] said he would if she could say anything about 

it!  Oh won't it be splendid if she can lead him into closer church activities!  I am so glad 

to hear she has decided religious views.   

                                                 
19

 John Cole wrote the history section of the Hyde Park Presbyterian Church for their Fiftieth Anniversary 

Celebration, (1910), pages 29-50.  Elizabeth is proud of both of her parents’ achievements. 
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And another big piece of news is about the Michaels.  Oh to think of her being in 

Chicago, I hope they stay there till I get home.  (I really do feel that we have only two 

more summers in India!)  This & 2 more.  Our furlough is due in March 1913.  True!   

8 ½ years.  To think of my face up on the S[unday] S[chool] wall.  It is as if I were dead 

or a saint or something and I am neither!  But I want to be good, as Father says! 

 

Our nearest neighbor is Major Beatty's family, Plymouth Brethren, & very strongly anti-

Indian.
20

  They will not have a word of Urdu spoken in the house.  All their servants 

speak English & the children are exclusively cared for by an English nurse.  This is the 

case with most of the families, & I assure you it is very embarrassing for me.  They are 

always having children's parties and do not want my ayah around, because they feel it is 

degrading.  And alas, Betty often unconsciously breaks out into Urdu expressions, they 

come so naturally.  And to their refined minds they are so perverting and lowering!  Alas.  

It is a part of the problem, and I am getting experience this summer which opens my eyes 

but often makes my heart ache.
21

 

 

However Mrs. Beatty sends up the "Pioneer" daily for me to read and on Saturday loaned 

me S. S. Gordon's "Quiet Talks and Power" a lovely spiritual book.  Have you read it?  

Unfortunately their ideas, these Plymouth Brothers, 3 families of them here, believe that 

all days are as sacred as Sunday, & they have carpenters at work pounding and shingling 

their roofs as we go to church.  They refuse to attend church.  But they will go to the 

weekly Bible Reading held at Rev. Hardy's home.  The other families are Major Rice and 

Col. Miles and Major Wikely & Major McFarland and etc.  I should never care to come 

here regularly for we do not go in for servants and etc, as the Wigrams do.  But it is ideal 

for them.  But our ways must scandalize them altogether.  Ah me.  I have felt all the more 

alone because of this atmosphere and sometimes have had to fight a depression of spirits.   

 

I decided to try and fill up this house with our own missionary friends & then we can be a 

party with ourselves.  Miss Brown of Ludhiana Medical School is coming June 20.  She 

is just a few months out from New York & offering her services to the School as House 

Mother.  She has means and is a cultured musical young woman.  I think I shall enjoy 

her.  Then Joan McDonald says she will come in August, and today I have written to Mrs. 

McClure of the United Presby[terian] & Mrs. Dickson to come if they can.  We will try to 

fill up every room, and see how that goes.  I shall mind less the care of a large family 

                                                 
20

 Plymouth Brethren, group of Christian believers originating in the early 19th century in Ireland and 

spreading from there to the Continent (especially Switzerland), the British dominions, and the United 

States.  In a reaction against the formality of prescribed ritual, the requirements of ministerial ordination, 

and other established conditions in the churches of the times, groups of believers began to meet 

independently in Dublin and elsewhere for spiritual communion.  Associations were formed c.1828 in 

Dublin and c.1830 at Plymouth, England, whence the popular name Plymouth Brethren.  Brethren hold 

differing opinions concerning baptism and expect the personal premillennial second coming of Christ.  The 

Lord's Supper, as a commemorative act of worship, is observed once a week. (New Columbia 2171). 
21

 In a travelogue entry dated November 9, 1908, Julia wrote, "Now for little Betty our Hindustani baby; we 

could only look and remark upon her healthy appearance for she did not know us atall and could scarcely 

speak a word of English!  Her chief duties seemed to be the care of her dollies, and she looked quite 

motherly in her white topi rolling her straw dolly wagon full of a varied assortment of rag dolls" (36). 
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than the exclusiveness of this small station.  Still they are kind but I am the only 

American and I am a poor missionary besides.  We surely did put our nose into it this 

time! 

 

The acting chaplain here has invited me to Communion in the Church of England.  But I 

am afraid to go as I do not know how, and there are so few of us it would be dreadfully 

embarrassing to make a mistake.  Every Saturday a written notice of Church Services is 

taken around—with a clock to enable us to set our watches to the church hour.  There is 

no way of knowing standard time up here.  Rather naïve I call it. 

 

I have a large manuscript of Dan's to look over & correct on the subject, "Suggestions for 

Social Helpfulness."  It is quite detailed and embodies all the information & experiment 

the students have made in this direction.  It is really the result of 2 or 3 years of interest in 

the subject.  As soon as this is off he says he will return to normal interests.  And I do not 

think he has any other bit of writing on his mind at present.  That should mean a good rest 

this summer.
22

 

 

I am specializing on Betty, and obedience.  I never employ corporal punishment 

anymore, but often put her in bed or on the bed for a time, also cut off certain privileges 

that she enjoys, or (my latest) is to put a bit of quinine on the tip of her tongue when she 

speaks angrily or naughty words to ayah.  I must say she is obedient, and she tries 

awfully hard.  We are both trying to cultivate a low voice just now, as we are told every 

word is distinctly heard by the Beatty's below us.  The mountain air is so clear, & the 

sound even carries more distinctly from above, like a megaphone.  One would never 

believe that if they had not told us, because we are on a separate spur of the mountain & 

absolutely private and secluded.  But a low voice is worth cultivating. 

 

I am feeling first rate now.  I am getting used to the altitude, but can only eat the simplest 

food & not much at any time.  We had a very heavy storm the other evening which struck 

22 trees, and 3 were near us.  There is a tremendous crash of thunder & lightning.  Betty 

was nervous, but I would never allow myself to be.  Fear is a luxury one can't indulge in 

when alone on a mountaintop, thousands of miles from home. 

 

Ida Prell of Association House wrote this week & said you would talk to them next 

Sunday & they were all anticipating it so much.  McClung points his little finger at 

everything he sees & wants it.  He must look very much like Ed.  The Walter Clarks 

come up on Wednesday & I have asked them all here for dinner and the night if they 

prefer.   

 

Much love to you and all our dear friends.  You are such a blessing to us, and in fact 

everybody! 

Elizabeth 

                                                 
22

 My Aunt Betty contrasted Grandfather Cole's energy and DJ's: "But best of all, Grandpa enjoyed reading 

the comics with us, or playing a round of Parchesie.  Maybe he was stern at the office, but at home he was 

always relaxed—a pleasant contrast to our own Father D. who nearly wore us out with his energy" (REC 

1981). 
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[Not transcribed 

June 12-14, 1910 

Combe Edge,  

Thandiani via Abbattabad 

My very dear Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 16, 1910 

Thandiani 

Dearest Dan 

Goodbye dear Dan of mine,  

Yours, Elizabeth] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 17, 1910 

Dear Dan 

Goodbye dear father of this adorable fat cherub!  Yours 

Elizabeth] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 20, 1910 

Thandiani 

Dearest Dan 

Your own happy Elizabeth] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Several letters  

DJ to the Coles 

June 10, 1910 "I am venturing to include some of E's letters from Thandiani.  It sees too 

bad not to let you share these which reveal so much of her good self." 

June 30, 1910] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

June 21, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Mother and Father] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Several letters  

Elizabeth to DJ 
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June 21, 1910 

June 25, 1910 

June 26, 1910 

July 3, 1910] 

 

[Not transcribed 

Several undated letters from DJ to Elizabeth] 

 

June 28, 1910 [Excerpts] 

Thandiani 

Thandiani Hills 

Dearest dearest Parents, 

 

Your letters were awaiting me as we made our way back from a "Tea" at Col. Miles and 

the first onset of the Monsoon.  How it did pour!  And how tenacious the mud is in this 

hill station! 

 

I have devoured all the news and am happy over Ada Belfield and Mr. Cunningham and 

Alice Beardsly.  Poor Miller!  He is the very last of all the old friends to remain unmated.  

But without doubt his love will come.  I have read the Bay View Prospectus and am 

inclined to mail this direct to Bay View.  Surely you must be there!   

 

Our life this week has been happy and uneventful.  I am still enjoying Miss Brown's 

company, and looking forward to August 1st went DJ and Joan McDonald will come.  By 

the way, my husband wanted to start Sunday night at 10 o'clock and Joan said her 

Scottish bringing up won't permit of it.  So there will be fully another 24 hours wait for 

this young lady must travel with my husband.  Surely Aug 1st must come!  But DJ is 

having boils (for the first time) and I know there has been heavy strain of heat & work 

this year.  I feel sure we will not go so far again for our summers.  If we were in Kasauli 

he could have come up for several breathing spells. 

 

I have been trying to take pictures of Thandiani, but my Kodak must need cleaning, for 

nothing comes out well.  I will draw you a plan of the house. [Elizabeth has sketched the 

floor-plan and added a description of the house.]  I found a lady Mrs. Major Strange who 

plays good tennis & we had three fierce sets one afternoon.  I panted & puffed like a dog, 

but beat her in all three!  The altitude keeps me panting, but it doesn't worry me any other 

way now.  I find that a hot water bottle to my feet in bed, draws off the blood from the 

head & I sleep like a top! 

 

[…] Miss Brown is a character I tell you.  She has had heaps of love affairs, always has 

one or two on hand, but never is satisfied to choose one.  She is fond of society and new 

dress, and not humble about her own accomplishments (musically &ce), but she is 

imbued with the Northfield [SVM] spirit.  She graduated there & taught for many years 

there also, and has had the Bible training under Dr. Schofield and Dr. Pearson and others 

of similar orthodox views.  When she talks about "The Abomination of Desolations" and 
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"Jacobs Trouble" and all the exact number of weeks and years of fulfilled prophecy, I feel 

like a babe!  How absolutely foreign these things are from my heart and education! 

 

By the way, father, you and Dan between you, ought to succeed in turning me into a 

writer if you keep on!  I do not at all like to write as you know but if inspiration ever 

comes I shall obey the muse.  I do feel guilty not to have amounted to more, & I hate to 

disappoint you.  But I am conscious of been only a very ordinary mother of two 

extraordinary children.  This little boy is perfectly irresistible.  He is a favorite with 

everyone, for he has a way with him that just goes to your heart.  I do wish you could see 

him now. 

 

Betty is a darling child.  I am being very careful of her training this summer.  She is a 

most trainable child.  I wish you could see her play with her doll dishes—cooking mud 

pies and serving dinners on a little tea table.  Or dressing her dolls and sewing on buttons 

and even trying to make garments and trim hats!  On Sunday she had all the chairs 

arranged for a train and was going to America!  Today she pretended to be a 

Photographer & made us all pose for pictures just so!  The imitation is perfect, and really 

very good fun for us all. 

 

I have adopted a new theory.  Ever since I put woolen stockings & knit drawers onto her, 

she has been catching cold & had sore throat.  So now I have taken them off, and let her 

go all morning in bare feet.  She needs toughening.  I think it is working well.  She is so 

fresh & bright.  Her cheeks are like roses & the blue eyes just jump with excitement of 

imagination all the time. 

 

[…] Two young men have been seeking baptism in Lahore & DJ has been helping them 

each day to understand.  Also a 3rd-year pupil seems very near the Kingdom.  He comes 

for daily prayers & Bible study.  The spirit seems to be working, even in the heat of these 

days. 

 

Poor baby can't get those big upper teeth through.  They are so slow, but he is well.  I 

think he needs [a] more varied diet.  He has come to the place where milk won't do it all. 

 

Goodnight dear ones, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 1, 1910 

Dearest Dan] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 3, 4, 5th, 1910 

Thandiani Hills 

Dearest Parents] 
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[Not transcribed 

July 11, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 18, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Miscellaneous letters  

DJ to the Coles and to Elizabeth 

July, 1910] 

 

 

July 21, 1910 [Excerpts] 

Thandiani Hills 

Dearest Mother, 

 

We have had a rather exciting time last evening.  Our chimney caught fire and it was 

going two hours before we could get it out.  The servants worked valiantly on the roof, 

but finally found the most effective thing was to throw up a big iron shovel as far as it 

could be tossed from below, & let it drag down the burning soot.  This was at last 

effective.  Poor ayah got [into] a perfect panic, and caught up the sleeping boy, & 

wrapping him in a shawl, ran out of the home with him!  Her voice was so charged 

through fear.  Today she has fever, poor dear old thing!  I think she is a treasure—the best 

ayah I have ever had. 

 

There!  The rain is pelting down, and we have just come in from a long walk.  I took the 

children in their "doolie" and Miss Brown and I walked before.  We just managed to get 

round the hill and back again.  Now it is hail!  It frequently does hail.  McClung does not 

like the rain.  He cries to be held in our arms, and then points his little finger in an excited 

way and talks a great deal about it all.  I have sent for some little sandals for him from 

Calcutta.  They cost me 3/14 or $1.28.  Rather much I thought, but he was all out at the 

toes.  These look very boyish & become him well, making his feet match his hair!  When 

we go down to Lahore I shall have him go without stockings.  It seems to be a great 

theory with the English— & it is sensible too. 

 

DJ wrote yesterday that there were 266 hours more, till he rejoined us.  It may be more as 

there is a river called the "Harrow" just 4 miles this side of Hasen Abdal (where we leave 

the railroad), and in the rains this gets to rushing like a mad torrent so that fording is 

impossible.  It depends on the rains in Murree, so we can tell nothing about it. […] 
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Another thing has occurred this week.  Dr. Arthur Ewing has returned from the 

Edin[burgh] Conference, & is commissioned to see DJ at once about some scheme Mr. 

Hicks has concocted.  The trip to Allahabad is so long & wearisome I dread it for him, & 

coming just before he comes up, will be an extra strain I fear.  Still he will go.  We don't 

quite know what the thing is about, but nothing in India is so attractive to DJ as dear 

Forman College work.  It is hardly possible that this sec'ryship is for America, & if it 

were—(?)  Next week before writing he should have arrived and can tell us all about it.  

(I should like it to have him temporarily sec'y at home, & then I could live with you two 

dear people, and you could mould my children.  They need the stamp of grandpa and 

grandma upon them just now!  But this is hardly possible.)  Still God, who knows all 

things, will plan for us, and we will listen for His voice.  You know that. 

 

Monday eve.  Oh your letters!  They had given me the happiness of evenings!  I do so 

love home letters.  I note every detail with joy.  How good our Father is to us! […] 

 

It is remarkably warm and dry in this hill station.  Mrs. Ewing in shocked about Betty's 

bare feet & I don't wonder.  It could never be done and Landour.  But here it is a good 

scheme.  She loves that & never has caught cold since I adopted the trial.  Today she 

went out with me in the heaviest shower of rain, and was overjoyed to be out battling 

with the elements under a huge umbrella.  All one could see was a bit of bright red coat, 

& legs with rubbers on underneath.  But she sang such a "loud song"—I had to check her 

several times.  These rains are so warm they could not hurt anybody. […]  The little man 

is crazy to keep walking.  He prefers ones finger in his to steady the fat legs, & then he 

goes tottering.  […] 

 

I see Rev. E. C. Ray has resigned.  So sorry.  DJ would make a good man for that post! 

[…] 

 

Love all around,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

July 31, 1910 

August 2, 1910 

Thandiani Hills 

Dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 7, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Mother] 
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[Not transcribed 

August 9, 1910 

DJ to Mrs. Cole] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

August 13, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Father] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Thandiani Hills 

August 16, 1910 

Dearest Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Thandiani Hills 

August 22, 1910 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Thandiani Hills 

August 29, 1910 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

Sept. 6, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

My dearest Father and Mother, 

 

This has been a day of the summer to be remembered as marking the end of DJ's stay 

with us.  At 6 o'clock we were up and packing.  He was off on his pony by nine o'clock, 

setting out for Dunga Galis 28 miles away and a long days' march.  He intends going thru' 

the Galis on to Murree and so home.  It will give him a few more days in the hills and 

that is an advantage.   They say it is very bad now in Lahore, and his blood [?] boils are 

still breaking out so I do not feel very comfortable about him. 

 

What do you think of me now?  I won a prize in the Tennis Tournament.  A silver tea 

strainer made all of coins!  It is so pretty, and I was very much surprised.  DJ was quite 

foolish enough to be proud of me.  It was great fun, and everyone enjoyed it so hugely 

they are arranging another for next week.  I tell you that we are getting very gay in 

Thandiani.  This week Thursday begins the "Thandiani Week" a Gym Khana, consisting 

of all sorts of athletic contests—3 legged races, contests of all sorts.  A fine arts 
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Exhibition, where every one brings the needle or crochet work done in Thandiani this 

summer and the best done gets a prize.  It will be very jolly I think. 

 

We have been out doors much all the time.  One day the Clarks joined us and we went to 

the Holi KeDana for a picnic.  It is about 1½ mile from here, down to a lovely knoll of 

green turf, the very spot where the Gurkas were encamped in July.  Another day we spent 

at "Picnic Point" 3 miles away.  Everyone loved it—the long walk, the lovely place and 

its extension views.  Betty ran barefooted, and McClung was full of excitement as he 

stretched his legs on the beautiful green turf.  

 

Dear Miss Sutherland came to us Friday from Murree.  She is delighted with this place, 

and very happy among us.  I have these three ladies in the house, and we have a splendid 

good time.  Joan creeps into my bed at night and makes me feel less lonely.  The darzi is 

still working on the veranda, but he is not very satisfactory.  I threaten to dispense with 

him.  He has made me six new blouses & 3 white dresses for Betty & 4 blue morning 

ones.  I don’t call him rapid & I don't trust him.   

 

Nade, the fine house servant I had has left us to take up a permanent place, & I have 

turned the Chankidár into a Khitmatger, which works rather well and saves R6 per 

month.  Miss Sutherland says I am looking in splendid health, and indeed I feel so—

better than ever in India.  I can walk & play tennis & never feel exhausted as I used to 

when low fever was eating out the strength.  [missing page?] 

 

The little book of Handcrafts Laura Bingham sent arrived and I am very glad to have it.  

It was so thoughtful of her.  All the little things are of great interest to me, & I love you to 

mention the child, John & Shaw.  Betty is so interested in all she hears, & thinks it a great 

shame John teases Edw.  (She is not entirely free from this herself!) 

 

Our excitement has been the engagement of a nice little couple.  The latest in this line is 

Major Morton whose wife died 6 months ago and who is now walking after dark with one 

of the young CMS Missionaries just out from home!  Scandalous!  Everyone is afraid that 

an affection may spring up.  

 

I have never laughed so much as this summer.  Our house hold is full of good spirits and 

when we get to chattering in the evening we laugh like girls.  It has been lovely.  Miss 

Sutherland leaves us in the morning.  I must get up early and make sandwiches & hard 

boiled eggs and cut off a generous piece of my new plum cake.  Fourteen coolies are 

ready to convey three young ladies & their baggage down hill.   

 

You have splendid intellectual treats in Bay View, but we have such glorious nature here 

that I wish every friend I own could share this too.  You will be in Chicago when this 

reaches you.  I do not go down till Oct. 15th unless needed.   

 

Mrs. Ewing is progressing well now.  Sitting up and moving around the home.  Nancy 

had her 18th birthday this month, and has been a little brick during the illnesses of her 
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father and mother.  Mrs. Gould had a 5th child, a second little daughter born in Sabathu 

this summer.   

 

Now I must feed baby his 10 o'clock bottle and rub in my new hair tonic & go to bed. 

Goodnight dear dear people 

 

Your own 

Elizabeth 

 

Do you want to see my Edward's hair?  I have just cut the little curls in the neck and he 

looks a veritable boy!  There is nothing girl about him.  His father is very proud of him. 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 10-15, 1910 

Letter to DJ from Elizabeth 

Letter from Jean Brown to Elizabeth 

Letter from Mrs. Ewing to Elizabeth 

Letter from DJ to the Coles] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 10, 1910 

Dearest Dan] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 12 & 13, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 15, 1910 

DJ to the Coles] 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 21, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

September 27 & 28, 1910 [Excerpts.] 

Thandiani, India 

Dearest Home People, 

 

Would you believe that daughter was the tree-climbing age!  I cannot realize it, but 

tonight she came in with one of her daintiest white frocks hopelessly rent.  She plays with 
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the Clark twins and they are eight years old, so that she learns many things she might 

have never thought of. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

DJ has been to the Sialkot Convention and the home letters, this week directed to Lahore, 

will not reach me till tomorrow evening.  I shall keep this over till Wednesday morning, 

so as to answer anything of interest you may say. 

 

The Sialkot Convention is larger than ever this year.  They are going in for permanent 

equipment—i.e. tents, fireless cookers, &ce &ce.  Mr. Gordon is a great worker there & 

in fact, the UPs are underneath it still.  They all look upon it as the Keswick of the 

Punjab.  Mr. Hyde took one of the first meetings which everyone admitted to be great.  

Miss Brown, Joan McDonald and Miss Sutherland and Major Rice and others of our 

Thandiani circle are there.  Mr. Turner is always one of the leading spirits, but the second 

day he was telegraphed for by Cindy, who had high malarial fever in Srinagar.  Her 

temperature was 105.6 that day, but then came down to 102 the next.  We are so sorry to 

hear of her being so weak still.  She has had rather a hard pull up. 

 

Tonight I sit alone by my fireside.  Mrs. Johnson left Monday (yesterday) in an unusual 

downpour of rain.  She has been such a good friend to us all, it has enlarged our circle. 

[…]  Now that I am alone I do not have afternoon tea.  We have enjoyed conforming to 

the English custom, and regularly all summer have had the tea table laid at 4:30 in the 

drawing room.  Usually if friends were in we had hot scones made but ordinarily it was 

thin slices of bread & butter, or toast, and two kinds of cake, & currant (small) cakes.  

 

Photograph. "Mrs. Walter Clark and [her] three children, Lahore." 

(All three girls are mentioned in Brown's list of missionaries.  None got 

married.) 
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Sometimes chocolate fudge, & TEA.  It is a good custom.  A social hour when all the 

family gathers in the drawing room to drink & chat.  After tea is the conventional time for 

exercise, & everyone turns out. 

 

I have been taking long walks since alone.  Tonight Mrs. Clark sent for me to come and 

look over her old hats.  We had a séance [?] over seven!  I wished with all my heart, you 

were there.  You know hats were never in my line.  I have previously enjoyed telling her 

what to do for her wardrobe.  xxx  Excuse me.  I just stopped to put on another stick & 

use the bellows on this fire.  When alone it must blaze high! 

 

The children are asleep.  Betty has been saying the most original graces at meals.  They 

are apt to be very long and often narrative, as for instance the time she ended up by 

saying "and Betty's saying Grace, Jesus Christ sake Amen."  All the day long she lives in 

her little pretend world.  I am entertained at meals with an account of all her children and 

bits of interest.  At the appropriate places she demands I say "Oh!" & then she proceeds 

further.  Her mind is so alert and bright all the time.  I don't see how she could ever get 

fat.   

 

xxx  A cry from baby, and I had to run and put him off again.  Well as he is his teeth give 

many a restless night.  But he does not show them in any other way, even as Betty did.  

His appetite is tremendous.  I can truthfully say that he is an Epicure—whose first 

principal concern is for his little stomach.  You should hear him beg for bread at all hours 

of the day!  You would think he was starved.  Was Edward like that?  He talks just as 

funny as Betty did and is always laughing and roguish.  Seems to me he knows more than 

is common for his age.  He astonishes us every day by some new thing which shows his 

brain is very active & takes everything in.  He is just a lump of sweetness that's all. 

 

xxx  Another poke at my fire xxx.  Did I tell you that I have been making some lace 

yokes & cuffs out of the Nagercoil lace, for blouses.  I copied a little French blouse 

which Miss Brown had, and got the idea of faggotting the lace together in any pattern I 

wished.  First I pasted all onto brown paper the exact pattern of blouse neck.  Well it was 

so pretty ever so many have been copying mine.  My handmade blouse took the first 

prize R/5 at the exhibition of Fine Needlework done in Thandiani!  Strange to hear that I 

have won quite a reputation in that line.  Grandma would be astonished!!  Tomorrow 

Mrs. Bomford wants me to come to lunch and teach her how to do it.  The blouse I made 

would bring at least $20 at home.  I could do it for a living when we get pinched. 

 

[missing pages] 

 

[Not transcribed 

September 29, 1910 

October 6, 1910 

October 9, 1910 

Letters from DJ to the Coles 

Letter from DJ to Elizabeth] 
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[Not transcribed 

September 29, 1910 

Thandiani Hills, India 

Dearest Mother] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

October 6, 1910 

DJ to the Coles 

DJ to Elizabeth] 

 

 

October 9, 1910 

Thandiani Hills 

Dearest Parents, 

 

I must write my letter early this week as packing will take most of Monday and Tuesday.  

I have every arrangement to make myself and this is a complicated hill station to get in 

and out of.  I shall start down the hill Wednesday afternoon, spend the night in a Dak 

Bungalow 6 miles down, by a rushing mountain stream and after breakfast of cold 

chicken & hot baked beans (Betty's favorite!).  We start on down the other 12 miles in the 

cool of morning.  A Military tonga will meet us at the foot of the range and take us the 

remaining 3 miles into Abbuttabad.  We are invited to stay with Lieut. Beardwood, and 

although not quite so convenient for travelers (with babies) to dress & be entertained en 

route.  I am accepting because it will enlarge my experience to be in that home.  We shall 

start out Friday morning for the all-day tonga ride (40 miles).  It will be hot and no doubt 

tiresome.  But at six p. m. we can take the train for Lahore at Hasan Abdul, sleep all night 

(?) and arrive at 7 a.m. Saturday.  It takes longer than to go to New York, much, & is so 

complicated. […] 

 

I enjoy so much "Good Housekeeping" which Dr. Young sends me.  When you see her I 

wish you would mention it.  DJ thinks I ought to be taking some fashion magazine 

regularly, like Delineator.  What you think is the best?  […] 

 

Mother, I certainly am changing.  Here I am quite packed and it is two days before I start!  

Even the little things on my dressing table are all in my suitcase!  I am taking down 3810 

walnuts for this winter's consumption.  Will they be enough?  They are delicious—paper 

shells.  DJ says to bring 4000, but I cannot quite find room for all.  I'm also taking down 

some pine sticks full of oil which blazes & starts a fire so quickly.  It will be fine for our 

winter's coal fires.  […] 

 

[No closure] 
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[Not transcribed 

October 18, 1910 

The Abbey 

My dearest Parents] 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

October 25, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Father and Mother] 

 

 

November 3, 1910  

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Mother & Father, 

 

Yesterday nearly all of our Station left for Annual Meeting on the 2 p.m. train.  Dr. & 

Mrs. Ewing, Mrs. Whittock and myself are the only ones left.  Of course Mrs. Donaldson 

is with me in the house, so I do not feel alone.  It is possible I may take Betty and go to 

Ludhiana for Sunday, but not longer.  This is my one chance to clean up DJ's dafter, my 

annual chance!  He is scared out of his life at what I will do.  I have never seen anything 

like it!  I tell him he does not trust me, and that if I am not intelligent enough to arrange 

his books, I consider the thousands of dollars spent on my education, vain.  Is it not good 

reasoning, Father?  I shall have the carpenter put up some more shelves and bookcases 

and endeavor to find room for each thing. 

 

Betty has been three days in school.  We hesitated to send her to the Cathedral Girls 

School (Church of England) because of the mixed character of the children.  We could 

have sent her to Lawrence Hall to be in a private kindergarten for 1 1/2 hours, but the 

fees were double and the distance great.  But there she would have met the Station ladies 

children, and we both coveted it for her.  However she is very happy where she is, and no 

doubt will pick up little things.  She is younger than any of the others.  She goes at 10 and 

comes away at 1:30, carries a lunch of two slices of bread and & butter and a peppermint 

lozenge!  We feel very "grown up" to have a daughter in school.  You have no idea how 

quiet the house seems without her. 

 

Our colds hang on remarkably.  We are persisting in the experiment of sleeping out 

doors.  It is too good to give up lightly.  The eiderdown quilt I indulged in last year is 

ideal, so light & warm. 

 

Mrs. Whittock has come to me with the proposition that we go into Kashmir together 

next year.  We would have to go the middle of May, & travel alone.  I think we would 

pitch tents at Nazime Bay, a beautiful garden of Chinar trees along the banks of Dead 

Lake, and only one hours ride (by water) from Srinagar where Dr. Nieve (CMS) has his 

famous hospital.  We could stay there until our husbands came in the middle of July.  If 

we can get any Mission appropriation for Kashmir it will be possible.  […] 
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Tuesday.  Well indeed we are making history!  Mr. Lucas has proposed to Nancy!  Dr. & 

Mrs. Ewing are pleased as punch and Dr. E. is willing they should marry at once.  Nancy 

was 18 on September 5th.  The Whittocks will leave "honeymoon cottage" in March 

when they go Umballa to take the McCuskey's work while they are on furlough.  It is a 

good chance for a new couple to go in and begin life as we did.  Mr. Lucas is ten years 

older than Nancy.  His affair at home has not turned out successfully, so this has come on 

the rebound, & is, it seems to us, a very happy event for all concerned.  What a burden it 

lifts from Dr. and Mrs. Ewing about Nancy's future!  And Mr. Lucas needed a home.
23

   

 

The dear child did not seem old enough to be engaged, but if she is to stay in India, I see 

no reason why she should not be in her own home.  She has nothing to do or wait for 

except years, and she can have no girlhood in India, always with married people, and 

having their problems discussed, she might as well be part of it all.   

 

They are waiting now to see what Dr. and Mrs. Lucas say about it.  Of course it can make 

no difference as Edmund has spoken & arranged it all before hand.  Of course Nancy is 

young and without much education or very good health.  She is somewhat deaf as you 

know but she is a dear child.  Mr. Lucas took last night's meeting and Nancy played the 

piano & Mr. Ewing led in prayers.  Quite a family affair!
24

 

xxx 

 

Margaret has just told Dr. and Mrs. Ewing that she is to marry a Roman Catholic!  I 

feared it.  Between you and me I think she will never marry him.  But she is making all 

her plans to do so now—Except letting the Board know!   

 

xxx 

The Goulds buried their baby girl on Saturday night.  Their fifth child.  The Marginoes 

left yesterday noon and were kind enough to leave R17 with me "for mission work."  

Rather generous for two days board! 

 

Mrs. Turner's At Home was very pretty on that lovely lawn.  Everyone was playing 

games and happy.  Little Joyce was trotting about as rosy and sweet as a peach.  The little 

baby will look like Mrs. Turner while Joyce is a Turner.  This is the World's Week of 

Prayer. 

 

                                                 
23

 Edmund (and Nancy) Lucas wrote to DJ when Elizabeth died: "She was like an older sister to me in my 

first few months in Lahore from about September 20, 1908, until sometime in March 1909.  I had my first 

attack of malignant malaria in November 1908 and when my temperature plummeted from nearly 105 to 97 

she got not only hot water bottles but vinegar bottles full of boiling water to stick around me and immediate 

cure.  That was a fascinating Lahore in those days" (Thanks 35). 
24

 Born in India, son of the Rev. Dr. and Mrs James J. Lucas, Donald Lucas was the President of Forman 

Christian College from 1923-1932.  His knowledge of the Indian mind and language gave him marked 

popularity with the students.  The rising spirit of nationalism and the desirability of placing Indian 

Christians in positions of leadership led the trustees, with Dr. Lucas' cordial approval, to offer the 

presidency of FCC to Dr. Surendra Kumar Datta (Brown 609).   
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[Later.]  I stopped in just a moment to see Cindy, and found her in bed.  Poor dear, she 

just let go and cried, & I knew she was just nervously weak & unstrung.  She felt it too 

much to be always on the go.  And she said "The worst of it is G.D. [Mr. Turner] does 

not know how a woman can be weak & nervous.  He is so well himself and says 'now we 

must have someone into every meal, and we must entertain the Orphan Girls School, and 

the church people and go calling three nights of every week!  &tc. &tc."  Poor little 

Cindy, she cannot bear to disappoint him, and if she admits that she does not feel up to 

these things she knows he will send her home for the year.  Is it not a situation.  I felt like 

saying that all husbands were not so blind.  DJ is always afraid I will do too much.  I 

presume it is true that GD does not have any conception of the limitations of a young 

mother.   

 

Cindy has offered to let me read her ms [manuscript].  She says I will recognize most of 

the characters and part of it is her own experience of course.  She feels a bit nervous 

about having it made known.  Of course that is awkward, but one cannot write real things 

unless part of the tale be real.   

 

Now will you do me a favor Mother dear?   

I. I have some way lost my "Halsey's Handbook of Homeopathy" which was given me by 

Mr. Geo Halsey, 88 State Street.  Please ask them for another book & mail it to me at 

once.  I am lost without it. 

 

II. Would you be so kind as to write to the National Vaporizer Co., Kalamazoo Mich. & 

ask them to send me as sample bottle of Vapor-ol Treatment No. 2 for colds & sore 

throat.  If it does us good I shall order out a supply.  You know I have the Vaporizer & 

the Hay Fever oil, but the other for colds would be more useful if it really does good. 

 

Dr. Edith Brown was in yesterday and had a splendid interview with Sir Lewis & Lady 

Dane at Govm't House.  She wants [the] Govm't to give 50,000 rupees for new buildings!  

They seem much interested & she may get it—who knows! 

 

Miss Ghose & I have prayed together about the Zenana work every Monday morning, 

when interruptions do not occur!  Did I tell you the Annual Meeting removed the 

Whittocks to Umballa.  We are all sorry to have them go, but they will not go till 

February or March. 

 

Dr. Gilbarcken is now married & living in Chicago.  She has written asking for your 

address.  Her name is now Mrs. Dr. C. M. Bernsten, residence 1001 N. Ridgeway Ave. & 

telephone "Belmont 1095."  I thought you might see Mrs. Marginoe some day in Room 

48.  They said they were often in Chicago. 

 

Wouldn't Mother make a grand President of the Board of the Northwest!  But she hasn't 

strength for it.  The YMCA building is not yet started.   

Elizabeth 
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November 3-6, 1910 [?] [Excerpts] 

Ludhiana 

My very dear Father & Mother, 

 

This must have been begun two weeks ago.  I will finish on this paper.  I am about to 

retire, being 10 o'clock, but will give you a big hug first.  […] 

 

I came here yesterday with the children and the ayah.  We are in a tent next to the Gould 

house.  It is close quarters but very comfortable.  The children are happy as kings playing 

with the Gould and Harcourt children and their tricycles and small carts.  Betty eats with 

the children there, and we go to the Fife's where all the Mission eat together.  Mrs. Fife 

was elected president of Annual Meeting this year.  There is good feeling and a jolly 

atmosphere.   

 

There was a concert on after dinner last night.  Miss Jean Brown was the chief director.  

She made me sing and I sang The Winter's Lullaby, & was encored & sang The Fairy for 

Shadow Town.  People have been so kind to me.  When I arrived it was dinner time, & as 

I entered the dining room they all clapped me heartily.  Wasn't it nice of them.  I have not 

been to an Annual Meeting for four years—not since the children came. […] 

 

Now I must close & make a few calls, then pack & go out to dinner with Miss Kate 

Greenfield, after which is the sacred concert & an address by Rev. Marquis [?] of Rock 

Island, Ill who is traveling & here today. 

 

Much love to all 

Elizabeth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Floor Plan.  "Property belonging to the American Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions at 

Ludhiana," by Julia A. Cole in "Around the World," page 62. 
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November 13-17, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

My beloved Father and Mother, 

 

The two Miss Margulies [?] who are staying with us for two days are such pretty 

American girls we all feel rejuvenated by them.  I gave a small dinner party for them 

Saturday night and asked the Turners, Margaret & Nancy.  After dinner we went to a 

YWCA Conversazione and heard some good music.  But one of the girls had gotten her 

liver upset, and is feeling miserable.  Her eyes are very yellow, and she cannot eat.  Dr. 

Owen was called in, and he gave her a prescriptive [?].  But they too are homeopaths and 

utterly unused to quinine and strong medicines.  The party plan to go to Landour just as 

you did, tomorrow.  Miss Mitchell will go with them all the way to Woodstock. 

 

Dr. Margulies has spoken in both churches today, and they have been keen to see 

everything.  He is Chairman of the For. Miss'y Committee of Synod of Illinois, & Mr. 

Cromwell has been giving him $7,500 each year to run his campaign of information and 

education.  They live in Rock Island Illinois.  The girls are cousins, one graduated from 

Ill. Wesleyan at Bloomington and the other from Augustana College Rock Island.  They 

are just a year out of college. 

 

xxx  I have just tiptoed round the veranda to see if the babies were sleeping well.  The 

moonlight is bewitching as it comes in under the arches of the veranda and glorifies my 

palms & flowers.  Yes, the little folks seem warm & quiet.  It is quite cold out doors at 

night, but we love it.   

 

Sherwood Eddy is coming here for special meetings in the college on Saturday.  Don and 

DJ are planning now what they will arrange for him.  These days are so full for my better 

"2/3 rds".  He has been submerged in Syndicate and University inspection, and addresses 

and committees.  The YMCA building has not yet been started. 

 

Rani has at last come out of the hospital, apparently as well as ever, but up to his [?] old 

tricks of not standing for us to get in.  It is very naughty of her.  But she goes perfectly, 

never shies or runs.  But her career has been one full of ups & downs.  Such is life.  Put 

not your trust in horses! […] 

 

It is sweet to hear of your happiness to be back in the old home. 

Lovingly,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

November 19, 1910 

The Abbey, Lahore 

My dear dear Family, 
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This is Saturday evening after dinner and we are all in the drawing room.  Mr. G. 

Sherwood Eddy, Mr. Nelson (both guests in the house) and Mr. Donaldson, Dr. Dutta and 

DJ.  I do not want to be a hindrance to their conversation so have come over to my desk, 

where I can listen and yet seem occupied. 

 

It is a great privilege to have Mr. Eddy in our home.  He is a rare man of power, like 

Bertha Condé.  He has come for special work with the students of our college & other 

colleges in Lahore.  There is much expectation among the students and staff for results.  

We are purposefully trying not to invite in company who will be a strain in anyway.  I am 

sure he appreciates that.  He says he is almost at the breaking point.  Mrs. Eddy is doing 

his work in that little Tamil station 40 miles from the nearest white person.  Yet she never 

worries or fears or frets, so he says.  Their two children aged 11 & 10 are with his mother 

in Germany.  What a divided family!
25

  Do you know—he has been trying to get DJ to 

consider the position of National Student Secretary of YMCA.  He thinks the situation is 

critical for the next 2 ½ years, & it certainly is a compliment to DJ that they feel he is the 

only man who has the experience & tact & wisdom to pull them out of a hole.  He says 

DJ. has won the confidence of the British & Indians and Missionary elements and could 

unify them as no one else. 

 

The conversation is so interesting I must stop & listen. 

 

Mr. Eddy has been telling of his evolution of ideals regarding the way to do [the] most 

effectual work in India.  First he believed in forcing an issue at once and working for 

definite results, but now he does not do this ever.  He then left evangelistic work & 

decided the problems lay in the Indian churches.  So he learned Tamil & took charge of a 

larger district where he has oversight of 100 workers, 60 churches and 50 schools.  But he 

is going to give all this up to accept an appointment of J.R. Mott to be Secretary, as he 

was, & travel seven months in Asia and & five months in America, while Mr. Mott 

becomes chairman of the Continuation Committee appointed by the Edinburgh 

Conference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
25

 Margaret Eddy, one of these two children, will marry my Uncle Kerry Smith in 1932.  Margaret and 

Kerry Smith had one child, Arden.  Unfortunately, she died of pneumonia in 1933, five months after 

Arden’s birth and sixteen years after her brother died of the same illness (Nutt 281).  G. Kerry Smith 

married my Aunt Betty in 1939.   
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Did I say that they offered DJ that secretaryship of Student Work in all India?  They think 

he is the only man who can mold together all forces, and organize societies and pull them 

out of the situation they are in.  DJ was quite willing to do their student work for two 

years until furlough, & in fact would have considered it a privilege to have had the 

experience.  I am rather sorry.   

 

Tuesday night.  Oh mother, the meeting this evening was nothing short of wonderful.  

Never my life have I heard a stronger address than Mr. Eddy gave tonight on the 

"Incarnation of God."  The audience was entirely student-packed, and breathless.  He 

gave the straightest possible Gospel.  Last night was the Cross of Christ, & its relation to 

redemption.  Tonight the proofs of Christ as God.  1. His Teaching.  2. His Character.  3. 

His Claims.  4. His effect on history. 

 

He brought in much that was personal: a touching relation of Horace Pitkin & his murder 

in China & a straight challenge for Christ.  One Mohammedan afterwards said he would 

confess Christ in our house.  But he dare not tell his parents, & he is surrounded by 

Mohammedans in the Govm’t College.  Oh poor man!  Our hearts bleed for him as he 

struggles through the night with his new resolution.  He says he has decided for Christ 

but feels very weak.  What can we dream of this situation!  May God's right arm surround 

him!! 

 

From Rick L. Nutt’s The Whole Gospel for the Whole World: Sherwood Eddy and the 

American Protestant Mission: 

 

Eddy's [earliest] belief made him confident, even cocksure, of his superiority over things 

Indian, well illustrated in an encounter he had on his first tour of colleges in 1897 as he took 

a ship from Madras to Calcutta.  On shipboard was the Swami Vivekananda recently 

returned from his extended stay in the United States, where he had begun with lectures at 

the World Parliament of Religions in 1893.  Eddy challenged Vivekananda to a debate on 

the ship's deck to prove that Christianity was true and Hinduism wrong.  Eddie believed he 

had outshone the swami, who patiently and with reserve presented the Hindu case.  After 

the debate Vivekananda told Eddy in a condescending tone that he had converted thousands 

at Harvard and Boston, to which Eddy replied. "Swami, you lie."  Why should Eddy not 

speak in such a way?  He had the truth that was going to reform the world. (43) […] 

 

Later when he became disappointed with the results of his evangelism, Eddy came to the 

conviction that his approach was wrong; that he took an all-too-argumentative tack in 

approaching the Hindus, Buddhists, and Muslims who constituted the majority of his 

audience.  That only created a defensive, not receptive, attitude among them.  

Confrontation, even if one won the debate, did not draw people to Christ.  As Eddy put it, 

"We have not been sent to win arguments but to win men.". . . In retrospect, this was this 

lesson he derived from his dramatic confrontation with Swami Vivekananda on shipboard. 

(47) 
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Mr. Eddy is a great man of power.  He spends an hour everyday in intercession, and he 

says that he is always happy, & that his wife never worries or is afraid of anything, nor 

frets to have him away.  What a benediction for our guest room.  The spirits are choice 

that have been there.  Mr. Eddy slept on the same bed in the same spot that you did! 

 

Today I called with Mrs. Ewing upon Lady Dane at Government House.  She was 

receiving in the large drawing room upstairs & was most gracious. 

 

I awoke with a start to realize that this mail is the very last to bare Christmas messages to 

all the dear friends.  I won't attempt gifts at all, only picture postcards.  My tenderest love 

goes out to you, my beloved parents at these anniversary seasons—Your wedding, 

father's birthday, Christmas, New Years.  I am with you in spirit, but oh how I'd like to be 

there in flesh.  Christmas of 1913—remember! 

 

McClung is just too dear & fascinating for words.  I feel as though I should eat him up.  

He is solid & fat & sturdy & mischievous and cuddly, and he is talking a lot—much 

quicker than Betty.  He imitates all the sounds of animals just as his adorable grandfather 

did at his age!  He now wakes up laughing on the dot of 6 a.m. and plays with my hand 

on his cheek until ayah comes in soon after.  He is wild with joy when he can go behind 

Rami in the big carriage. 

 

Jessica Feinstein and Philip Rucker of yaledailynews.com write: 

Horace Tracy Pitkin, Yale class of 1892, was lured by the vision of a land unmarred by 

Western corruption and a people ready for Christian enlightenment.  He had left with his 

young bride shortly after graduation for the farthest reaches of the Western world—

Paotingfu, China.  But before long he sent his wife and child back home to the United 

States—at the dawn of the new century, China was a powder keg ready to explode.  The 

weakened Qing dynasty was desperately trying to regain power from the hungry 

"foreign devils" carving the land into sections.  "The Fists of Righteous Harmony," a 

superhuman band of roving martial artists, were preparing to crush the foreign, 

Christian imperialists and their Chinese supporters.  Foreign missionaries were the 

primary targets. Pitkin, however, decided to remain in China after his family left. He 

was, after all, a Yale man and a missionary of God.  "China presents itself as 

unquestionably the most promising field in the world for the kind of work which a 

university mission is fitted to undertake," Professor Harlan Beach wrote at the time. 

 

Word would later reach New Haven that Pitkin had been murdered while attempting to 

save two women missionaries.  His death was the first disheartening episode in Yale's 

relationship with China, and a bloody way to start the new century.  As Pitkin's 

gruesome beheading shows, the Yale-China connection has not always been so warm.  

From its missionary roots, Yale's involvement in China has grown in fits and spurts with 

the roller coaster politics of the 20th century.   

<http://www2.aya.yale.edu/clubs/hongkong/forchina.htm>. 
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Betty is dearer than ever, but gets very sad when anything crowds out her goodnight 

story.  She was so pleased with her page in the Ladies Home Journal.  Thanks so much 

for sending that number.  I must turn it over to Nancy. 

 

Goodnight dear sweet things!   

 

Thursday.  There is nothing more startling to write I think.  Except that I am being 

introduced to the public tomorrow as a singer.  A large concert is being arranged for the 

benefit of our Woman's Miss’y Society.  Many of the society ladies are offering their 

services, & Mrs. Ewing insists upon my singing!  Mrs. Turner also wishes me to sing a 

solo in the churches Sunday evening.  After years of no practice or singing is it not 

strange! 

 

Saturday night I go to the Kelly's at Chiefs College for dinner, in honor of Mr. Lucas & 

Nancy's engagement.  DJ goes to Delhi tonight after a Thanksgiving dinner at the 

Ewings.  How different this is from a Thanksgiving at home! 

 

I spend considerable time in the school each morning.  It is nice to really be doing 

regular Missionary work—at last. 

 

We're looking at the Persian rugs.  The $50 of Mr. Merrill, we always expected to put 

with rugs, where the money is now is a question, but if we ever want them we might as 

well get them.  I have one large rug 12 by 7 1/2 foot and 3 small ones on the floor now to 

look at.  I should like your advice please! 

 

It is impossible to get rid of colds this year, & the children have had one since coming 

from the hills.  When it seems nearly gone & the nose again begins to run!  What shall we 

do! 

 

With love & tenderest memories of the home Christmas in all the years past.  I love you 

more than ever I am sure!   

Elizabeth. 

 

 

Sunday November 27, 1910 [Excerpts] 

The Abbey 

Dearest Father & Mother, 

 

[Concert Program, Forman College Hall.  Friday, 25th November, 5.30 p.m. enclosed.  

Elizabeth sang, "A Winter's Lullaby" and "I cannot help loving Thee" for an encore] 

This is the first evening we have started fires.  I am sitting now by the drawing room 

grate, waiting for the gentlemen to return from Lahore Gate[?] Chapel. 

 

My steam kettle is on again for baby.  Again bronchial cough and wheezing—all tight as 

a drum.  I am very much discouraged to begin the winter like this—January & February 

are always bad.  But I am absolutely at my wits end.  I've tried everything I could think 
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of, and they go on catching more cold & never getting over any.  Their noses have been 

running for nearly 2 months, but it is the lung cough that makes me anxious.   

 

Last night I got back from the Kelly's dinner party at 12 o'clock.  Baby woke at 4 a.m. 

coughing badly, & I was up with him until morning.  Today I went out to see Miss 

Thiede again.  Poor thing, she cannot yet stand up.  But she is bright as a button I tell you.  

[Miss Thiede was tossed from a horse she borrowed from Mrs. Turner.]  She expects to 

receive the Crown Prince of Germany in Wagah!  He comes to Lahore in January.  She is 

planning about Christmas, & wants old clothes to give each one.  I am glad to say that 

one of her adopted son's wives has come all the way from Calcutta to nurse her.  So she 

has two women with her now and is quite well taken care of. 

 

The concert on Friday night went off very well.  We think we must have cleared 225 

rupees.  This will mean much for our little society.  But it is not ideal for the money to 

come so easily—and mostly from the outside.   

 

Dearest Mother—I draw my breath when I hear of you slipping on the wax floors.  What 

a merciful thing that you did not break a bone, or stain a ligament or get some internal 

injury!  Oh.  oh. 

 

Monday eve. 

[…] Today I have been devoting myself to two ladies, Secretary & Treasurer of the 

Woman's Board of the U.P. Church at Pittsburg [sic].  They are out here to see every 

station in their Punjab & their Egypt mission.  Of course Ned Warner [Bay View] gave 

them a letter of recommendation to me, and I have been with them since 2 o'clock.  They 

enjoyed Lahore after being buried in the district for so long.  I drove them thro' the 

gardens, showed them our College & the Kinnaird School, took them shopping in Nachu 

Rane's curio shop, & gave them a tiffin of cold meat & potato salad, tea & stewed apples 

with cake & fruit. 

 

Mrs. Turner has just been in with a beautiful new gown—Parisian[?] and a velvet hat 

with a gorgeous plume to match.  It was so graceful and stunning.  She seems better now.  

This afternoon she had another large Garden party.   

 

DJ is delivering a stereoptican lecture on "Lincoln."  We are having our evening frolic 

before the babies go to bed.  McClung has been feeding us all milk out of the long-nosed 

Chinese brass teapot.  He has inflammation of the bronchial tubes, & wheezes & coughs 

like Mrs. Clark.  Nothing seems to cure it.  I fear it is chronic now.  What a place for 

colds.  The extreme changes in temperature from evening till night are bad for this 

trouble. 

 

[…] We had a fine game of tennis on our grounds yesterday, and I am wondering if DJ 

may not spend some of his Govem't inspection money to put up a lattice work all around 

the court so that we would feel private & cosy there. Also build an arbor leading to it & 

put crushed red brick on the path.  It might just redeem the place. 
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Thursday.  This is a busy day for DJ.  He says he is just living until 7.30 for a breathing 

spell.  Cindy wanted us to come to dinner tonight but it would be cruel to ask him.  Do 

you suppose there will be more time in heaven? 

 

[…] How practical our lives have to be out here!  I feel that often we live on a mundane 

plane.  My letters are filled with little things, just as my thoughts are and it crowds out the 

big broad reading and living. 

 

Rani has had all his coat clipped, and looks very smart.  She is a lovely animal—& so 

very satisfactory to us.  I wish we had had her while you were here. 

 

[…] Do you know!  Mrs. McCulloch wrote me a beautiful long letter and told me several 

things which were perfectly new bits of news to me, in spite of you & Helen.  I do so 

appreciate her writing so fully & so naturally.  I don't remember ever having so long a 

talk with her in my life.  Do you see much Mrs. Woodbury?  She seems just right for him 

and Mrs. McCulloch is pleased. 

 

Goodby dear father & mother. Another rich blessed New Year to you!  Kisses galore! 

Elizabeth 

 

 

December 15, 1910 [Excerpts] 

The Abbey, Lahore 

Dearest Mother & Father, 

 

Again we are approaching the time it of year when one longs for the complete family 

circle.  Would that you were in India this year also!  I should never let you go back then. 

 

[…] The Turners were over to dinner last evening and we had a cozy evening alone 

together.  Mr. Turner is launching the scheme of sending a Christmas greeting from the 

Christians of Lahore to every non-Christian family in Lahore—delivered in person.  It 

will be a little printed card bearing their greeting on this Christ's birthday & the text: 

"Come with me all ye that labor & are heavy laden and I will give you rest."  The city 

map is all divided into sections & bands of Christians from every church and sect are 

offering to distribute these cards.  Mr. Turner told me that the scheme originated with my 

husband!  It will cost about R 100.   

 

[…] How I wish you could know McClung during these months.  He runs to me saying 

"Mama hello!  Mama hello!"  He was just made for good hugging.  And he does so love 

to eat and play. […] Betty has been so much better since her operation.  I am profoundly 

thankful for that doctor's kind interest.  She is a little school girl now trotting off every 

morning with her lunch under her arm.  She is playing "school" most of the time out of 

hours.  It suits her mood to order round her imaginary scholars.  She wishes a little work-

box for Christmas.  If only she would take care of things I would feel better about getting 

a nice one. 
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[…] Margaret seems determined to go home & marry that Catholic lawyer.  I feel it is a 

great mistake, but she is of age—31—and should know her own mind.  Mrs. Whittock 

will give the Xmas tree this year.  How we will miss them when they go to Amballa in 

the spring.  Mr. Lucas & Nancy will go into the "Honeymoon Cottage" next.   

 

I want you to see some of the Reviews of "Suggestions for Social Helpfulness."  They are 

all very appreciative.  I wish I had kept a scrapbook of reviews.  But DJ just laughs at me 

when I say so.  I am afraid I am a little proud of him sometimes.  He does know how to 

bring things to pass! 

 

[…] For my next YW meeting I wish to take the subject "Life" and the meeting after 

Christmas, "Love" which will be largely treated as "Peace on Earth, Goodwill to men." 

 

[…] Dear Father you are such a tremendous blessing to me every minute of your life.  I 

just love you more and more.  Please don't let anything happened to you till I get home 

again.  I am bringing you two of the dearest kiddies you ever saw.  You will think life 

worth living when you see them!  How we shall love to go to Bay View & the 

kindergarten and the beach!  May you have double blessings all through your "seventies."  

I'd show you what I think of you if I could get hold of you for a little! 

 

 

And the wedding anniversary too.  Yes that is your day.  I am thankful for it too! 

Much much love,  

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Last letter in collection] 

December 21, 1910 [Excerpts] 

The Abbey 

Dearest Parents, 

 

Yesterday I gave the second of my monthly series at the YWCA, on "Life."  There was a 

good large audience and they listened thoughtfully, but I feel as if I had sort of lost the art 

of leading meetings.   

 

[…] My Christmas packages are all wrapped up and ready & it is three days before 

Christmas!  I am trying to be like my own dear Mother!  I do think, though it is 

presumptuous to say so that I get a little more like her in some ways every year. 

 

[…] I am going to have a goose for dinner & plum pudding.  And I shall carve the goose 

myself!  All the men are at the Directors Meeting dinner at the Ewings & all of the wives 

come over here—8 I have & they have 8.   

 

We have had a great time trying to think of anything for the Turners!  They need nothing 

and it is hard to give anything nice enough to go with their other nice things.  We have 
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selected a little ivory frame, but it isn't much.  Everyone is scrambling to get the letters 

off & it seems that I too will have to stop as Mrs. Donaldson will take this now to the PO. 

 

This goes with heaps & heaps of love, 

Elizabeth 

 

 

[Not transcribed 

Several letters from DJ to the Coles 

December 15-31, 1910] 

 

 

Excerpts from Elizabeth's love letters to DJ during their summer separation, 1910: 

 

 

May 25, 1910 

Dearest DJ, 

The little notebook & 2 chocolates (!) came to remind me of your work of love.  Thanks 

so much.  Take your noon nap as a religious duty! 

 

 

 

May 27, 1910 

Dearest DJ, 

I prayed for you much yesterday.  You seemed laid on my heart. 

 

 

 

June 6, 1910 

Dearest Dan, 

Your letters sound happy.  Glad of all the joy & power and news.  I pray for you at 7.30 

each day—by the little window looking out upon the pines. 

 

 

June 20, 1910 

Dearest Dan, 

I love to think of you —all the day through.  How rich my life is with wifehood & 

motherhood and God—and dear parents and home & friends! 

 

 

 

July 3, 1910 

Dearest Dan, 

Betty thinks you would cry if you did not get "our letter" everyday!  Would you? 
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Postcard: "Lodah—Prayer Wheel."  (DJ's handwriting.) 


